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learning described

and their

perceptions of its short-term and long-term effects.
Various approaches and strategies utilized during decline
and how they promoted or impeded an institution's ability to
support goals and action related to participation of African
American students were explored in the study.

Attention was

given to the different perceptions surrounding these issues
in order to present a holistic and in-depth understanding of
the dimensions of decline as it impacts African American
students.
Focus group interviews were used to explore and
identify the complexity of these issues.

The findings of

the study indicate that the perceptions of both students and
educational administrators were that African American
students had been affected by the impact of organizational
decline in terms of reduction and elimination of programs
and services which are used and needed by this student
population to access higher education as well as to survive
in college environments which are hostile and unfriendly.
The exploratory nature of this study,

through the

perceptions and reflections of African American students and
educational administrators responsible to and for this
population,

should deepen the understanding within the

academy regarding access and success of African American
students during an era of decline.
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CHAPTER

I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Minority Americans are burdened not by a sudden,
universal yet temporary economic calamity, but by
a long history of oppression and discrimination.
They remain largely segregated in minority
neighborhoods and minority schools.
For many,
full participation in the dominant culture imposes
a painful choice:
to dilute or abandon a rich and
distinctive heritage.
Above all, they are marked
by the color of their skin as different, and
therefore more vulnerable.
(One Third of a
Nation. ACE, 1988, p. 6)
This nation is moving into the twenty-first century
with a more conservative attitude toward public policies,
leaner and more competitive view of the world,
racial issues,

a

unresolved

and depleted coffers resulting from a deep

economic recession.

With fewer resources being devoted to

domestic issues like education and with the predicted
decrease in student enrollment, higher education has had to
face the reality of the crisis and to learn to manage its
organizations in an era of decline.
crisis of shrinking resources,

In response to the

institutions of higher

education have drastically cut institutional spending.
no promise of growth on the horizon,

With

colleges have employed

various organizational responses in order to survive the
decline.

Little discussion is devoted to the immediate and
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long-term effects which the decline in higher education will
have on African American students on college campuses.

Description of the Problem
Access to and full participation of African American
students in higher education has yet to be realized and
remain the most controversial debates since the inception of
the academy in 1636

(Epps, Allen,

ed.,

1990).

This country

is still a divided society—separate and unequal—one Black
and one White
1992) .

(One Third of a Nation. ACE,

1988? Hacker,

The results of this separate society are disparities

in the quality of life for African Americans.

The effects

of these disparities are evident in the higher educational
experience of this population.

Inherent in attempts by

institutions of higher education to achieve equal
educational opportunity lies a fragile debate regarding
participation which has persisted over the past twenty-five
years.

Efforts to deepen the debate have been thwarted by

declines in enrollment of this student population over the
past decade,

resulting in fewer African American faces in

freshmen orientations and commencement ceremonies.

The

urgency for attention to the long-standing problem of
African American participation in higher education grows as
the resources available overall to higher education decline.
Access and success in higher education are vital if African
Americans are to participate as members of the skilled
workforce 2000.

Achieving access and success for this

2

population will require allocation and effective use of the
Nation's resources.
The presence of African American students in
significant numbers on predominantly White campuses was not
notable until the mid-1960s when institutions of higher
education opened their doors either voluntarily or under
pressure

(Bok,

1982; Astin,

opening their doors,

1982? Fleming,

1982).

In

institutions of higher education

departed from a long, ugly history of neglect of and
discrimination against African American students.
Several factors influenced the increase in the number
of African American students in higher education in the past
two decades.
inflation,

The country experienced growth with low

the political climate was favorable for public

and private funding of education,

and specific support

programs were implemented on college campuses to encourage
participation of this student population.

Additionally,

the

victories of the civil rights movement empowered people of
color to seek educational opportunity and equity
of a Nation. ACE,

1988).

(One Third

Eighty percent of the

predominantly White institutions adopted special admission
policies and aggressive recruiting strategies

(Nettle,

Thoeny,

1982).

& Gosman,

1986? Fleming,

1982; Astin,

Equally important was that higher education was experiencing
growth.

As students arrived on the doorsteps of these

institutions,

they were not always accepted with open arms.

Not all educators agreed with new admission policies and
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recruiting strategies and argued that higher education had
overextended its boundaries to accommodate students of color
(Nettle,

et.

al.,

1986?

Fleming,

1982? Astin,

1982).

Even during the period with increased enrollments and
thriving institutional resources, African American students
did not participate fully,

nor did they fully access the

resources of higher education.

One illustration of this is

in the type of institutions these students attended.
Approximately 25,000,

or 6 1/4 percent of, African American

students were enrolled in top-tier,
in 1970.

prestigious institutions

Only 60% to 75% were enrolled in predominantly

White colleges,

and the remaining students were in two-year

or predominantly Black institutions

(Fleming,

1984).

Key to

this discussion of African American student enrollment
patterns by institution type is resource allocation.
Alexander Astin argues that a lack of parity existed
regarding the allocation of resources between the types of
institutions, with top-tier institutions being funded at
higher levels than second-tier institutions and community
colleges.

With higher-level funding,

top-tier institutions

were more able to attract top faculties,
the-art technology,
and private sources.

access state-of-

and attract research dollars from public
Of equal concern is the high

concentration of African American students in the community
colleges.

The research indicates that African Americans who

start their careers in community colleges have a low rate of
both transferring to four-year institutions and completing

4

degrees

(College Board,

1985; Astin,

1982).

The

c
disproportionate distribution of resources and the high
concentration of the population in one sector of higher
education has created the caste-like system of racial
stratification which exists today (Ogbu,

1988).

The bottom

line is that African American students enrolled in
educational settings with limited resources were not
accessing the same educational opportunities as White
students

(Astin,

1982)•

Enrollment of undergraduate African American students
within the United States doubled over two decades from 4.8%
in the 1960s to 10.2% by 1980
1986).

(Nettle,

Thoeny,

By the first half of the 1970s,

African Americans students peaked.

College Board,

1985).

enrollment of

By 1984,

African American students dropped to 8.8%

& Gosman,

enrollment of

(Mingle,

1987; The

This drop in enrollment acted to

catalyze a national discussion which caused higher education
to examine, both on institutional and systemic levels,
reasons for the decline in this population.

the

It was also at

this time when higher education began to experience declines
in overall student population and in funding.
Board

(1985)

The College

stated:

Trends in higher education participation of
blacks (sic) generally showed improvement during
the first half of the 1970s, when federal policies
aimed at reducing barriers for minorities and lowincome students were enacted or expanded.
However, the gains were somewhat eroded during the
last half of the decade when federal aid leveled
off and economic recession set in (p. 13).
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By the mid-1980s this country experienced a major shift
in the economy and an increase in conservative influence
over national public policy.

Governmental agencies and

civil rights legislation responsible for monitoring the
elimination of discriminatory practices were dismantled by
the Reagan Administration.

This administration's focus was

on foreign affairs, leaving domestic issues unattended.
Many private and public institutions of higher education in
this country moved from thriving to surviving.

Institutions

of higher education began competing for limited resources
with other domestic priorities such as corrections,
medicaid, and the K-12 educational system (Harney,
Gold,

1990?

1990).
During this period, the nation's colleges and

universities in the nation became enthralled with the notion
of "excellence," pushing aside the complex issue of African
American participation in higher education.

College

administrators were told to "reduce cost but increase
quality."

In many cases, the mandate was translated into

resource reallocation and retrenchment.

Money institutions

had designated for retention of African American students
was reduced or eliminated by the institutions.

In some

cases institutions reexamined their admission policies and
returned to policies which restricted access of African
American students

(Nettle, et al.,

1987, p. 291).

In addition, allocations from both federal and private
sources for financial assistance were drastically reduced.

6

For the majority of African American students,

financial

assistance is crucial and has been found to be strongly
connected to the retention of this population within post¬
secondary education (College Board,

1985).

Along side the shrinking financial resources of
institutions, the predicted decrease in overall enrollment
in college-bound students across the United States captured
the attention of the academy (Ferguson, Wisner,
1986).

& Discenza,

Institutions became more conservative about

expending resources on programs which effected the bottom
line negatively.

From earlier experiences, these

institutions knew that African American students generally
have a greater need for more institutional support than
White students.

African American students were likely to

have attended schools in poorer districts which did not
provide or make available the same level of college
preparatory training.

Providing and paying for

supplementary academic training in addition to the general
curriculum and social support for this population was the
responsibility of the institutions which enrolled these
students.

For many colleges, the price tag for this support

package was much too high.

Equal caution was exercised with

allocation of direct student support dollars to this
population for financial aid (Jackson & Swan,

1991).

Many

institutions devoted their efforts to attracting students
who required less financial assistance, thereby creating
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more yield for the institutional dollars (College Board,
1985).
The tenure of African American students on
predominantly White college campuses has been fraught with
dis-ease on the part of the institution's inability and
resistance to serving and supporting this population.

This

dis-ease has resulted in African American students
experiencing high degrees of isolation and problems of
social identity on predominantly White college campuses
where they are often viewed by the institution as lacking
the appropriate "fit" or congruencies (Tinto,
1970)

1975? Spady,

necessary for success in the college environment

(McJamerson & Larke,

1989).

The issue of institutional

"fit" was often addressed meagerly by the introduction of
program initiatives which were viewed as providing support
to this student population in the areas of personal,
financial, and academic advising and counseling.

During the

decline years, programs designed to facilitate institutional
"fit" were viewed in terms of institutional dollars invested
versus the impact of and necessity for support programs on
the African American student population.

Clearly, the

financial bottom lines dictated to these colleges and
universities? however, these reductions resulted in the fact
that African American students could no longer depend upon
their institutions to support them fully.
It is also important to note that this environment
constituted a hostile climate in which both overt and covert
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discriminatory practices and patterns of behavior by
faculty,

staff and students were maintained—practices and

patterns which further exacerbated the "fit."

It was and is

not uncommon for African American students to be targets for
attacks of ethno-violence
Dalton,

1991).

(Hacker,

1992;

Davis,

According to the National Institute Against

Prejudice and Violence,

over a two-year period 200

of violence on college campuses were recorded
1992).

1989;

incidents

(Hacker,

The impact of these behaviors is so great that

African American students
exit the system.

feel a lack of support and may

Institutions often ignore such incidents

because they are so consumed with the crises created by the
decline that they diminish the importance of the problem by
devoting neither the time nor the resources required to
address the climate in which students must live and learn
(Wilson & Melendez,

1985).

Oftentimes the attention given

to these incidents is determined by a cost/benefit analysis
based on fiscal,

not human resources.

Howard J.

Ehrlich,

director of research and a sociologist with the National
Institute Against Prejudice and Violence,
Issues

is quoted in Black

in Higher Education as arguing "that while many

universities have become more adept at handling social
unrest,

budget-slashing has affected programs to help

administrators prevent inter-group tensions”
p.

(Winbush,

1992,

16).
The access and participation of African Americans in

higher education is far more acceptable in times of economic

9

growth and available resources.

This is evident in the

sentiments of the New England Board of Education,

written in

1989,

1989).

prior to the decline

(Equity and Pluralism.

The Board-appointed task force encouraged stakeholders in
the region to take advantage of the region's growth and
resources to address this issue of full participation.
Understanding global,

national,

and regional perspectives,

this panel recognized the significance of the shift from an
industrial economy to an information/technology-based
economy.

In order to meet the challenges of the new

economic era the panel describes,

the corporate world has

mandated that higher education provide the necessary
training for a skilled workforce.

Failure to recruit and

retain African Americans is an indication of higher
education's failure to meet the larger challenge.
Interestingly,

this report and other major pronouncements of

the need to develop this population for the challenges of
the twenty-first century were commissioned and written
during a time of projected national growth and development.
Even then the prospect of inclusion of this population,
predicated on overall organizational growth,

seemed

overwhelming for higher education to include as part of its
21st century goals and strategies.

Conversely,

inclusion and support for this population,
experience of organizational decline,

this task of

during an

faced high levels of

abandonment possibilities by colleges and universities.
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How an organization behaves toward the impact of
decline is yet another dimension of the problem.

The

majority of the research and conventional literature on
organizational behavior is focused on growth and development
(Quinn & Cameron,

1983? Whetten,

1980).

Needless to say,

neither conventional nor empirical studies have produced
theories which explain the impact of contraction or decline
on organizations and organizations'
to that impact.

reactions and responses

Conceptual papers on decline do address

some of the dynamics resulting from constriction.

However,

the lack of theoretical bases falls short of consistent and
predictable outcomes.

Related change theories explain some

of the dynamics found in situations of decline.
management theory,

adaptive theory,

Crisis

and turbulences

literature describe the impact which sudden change has upon
an organization

(Cameron,

1987).

Furthermore,

linkages of

knowledge regarding the impact decline has on social justice
issues are yet to be developed.

Therefore, what is known

about organizational behavior and change in times of decline
is limited.

It is the intent of this study to examine the

various dimensions of decline in higher education and the
impact which decline has on the access and participation of
African American students in an era of scarce resources.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects
which institutional decline in public higher education have
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had upon African American students.

Specifically,

this

study focused on how African American students and
educational administrators described and explained their
perceptions of the impact, both short- and long-term, which
institutional decline has on this student population.
Various approaches and strategies utilized during an era of
organizational decline and how those approaches and
strategies promote or impede an institutions ability to
support goals and action related to the participation of
African American students are explored in the study.
Attention is given to the different perceptions surrounding
these issues in order to present a holistic and in depth
understanding of the dimensions of decline as it impacts
African American students.
Subcruestions
Where on higher educations agenda are the needs and
issues of African American students placed during
institutional decline?
What are the differences in perceptions of educational
administrators and African American students regarding the
impact of decline based on their institutional interactions?
How does organizational response to decline effect the
mission of higher education in the Commonwealth and the
nation regarding African American students?
Did higher education maintain its commitment to social
justice in a time of diminishing resources?
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How have institutions of higher education responded to
the external mandate from the corporate community for the
inclusion of African American students in order to ensure a
skilled workforce?

Significance of the Study
The significance of this research is its focus on the
impact which organizational decline has on African American
students and how the management of organizational decline by
an institution of higher education can influence the access
and success of African American students on predominantly
White campuses.

With higher education fighting for

continued existence as a result of enrollment reductions and
a shrinking economy, and with the growing disparity between
African Americans and White Americans, the press for
survival is profound for both institutions and cultures.
Higher education, unlike any other societal institution,

is

viewed as the one major institution which has in the past
offered opportunities to populations of people who were not
part of the mainstream and has "... acted as an important
goad to the nation's conscience regarding higher standards
of intellectual achievement and social justice"
Third of a Nation.

1988, p. 22).

(ACE, One

Higher education's

patterns and history with African American students
demonstrate struggles in achieving educational equity.

Full

participation in higher education of African Americans
brings with it a long history of discrimination unlike any
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other group of people in this country.
With the onset of
c
the decline in this major institution, this relationship
becomes more complex.
This study explores and identifies the complexity of
this problem, thus facilitating the understanding necessary
for problem solution.

The exploratory nature of this study,

through the perceptions and reflections of African American
students and educational administrators, allows for an open
and deeper colloquy within the academy regarding
institutions' management of equal opportunity issues in an
era of limited resources specific to African American
students.

Also, this discussion is aimed at the creation of

possible models for colleges and universities to utilize in
an era of constriction and decline.

With the shift toward

institutional survival, many organizational goals and values
are abandoned in order to deal with the immediacy of the
crisis.

The research should add to knowledge bases of how

organizations recover goals, values, and mission.
Theory-based research on the effects of decline in
organizations is limited.

Literature on organizational

theories is based on the premise that organizations
experience growth, and change is viewed as the means to
enhance growth (Ford,

1980).

Information from the study of

African American students' and educational administrators'
perceptions should provide some new thinking and insights
(in the context of the problem)
define problems,

on how managers perceive and

ideal situations, and solutions during an
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organizational decline as well as those decisions which
effect equal opportunity.

This knowledge about

organizational behavior could be used as part of the
conceptual foundation which is the beginning of theory
development (Whetten,

1989).

Also, this conceptual backdrop

could be of assistance to practitioners as they rethink
interventions and diagnostic techniques to deal with
organizations in decline versus those used with
organizations in growth.
Though there are varying degrees to which institutions
experience the impact of decline, the study will provide an
opportunity for organizational themes and patterns to arise
which can be the basis of strategies and innovations for
colleges and universities to use to achieve full
participation of African Americans in an era of diminished
resources.

Definition of Terms
Decline -

reduction in institutional size, structure

or resource resulting from cost exceeding income
Public Higher Education - Post-secondary teaching
and/or research institutions offering at least a four-year
degree
African American Student - Student of African or
Caribbean descent or a permanent resident, enrolled in
either an undergraduate or graduate degree program
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College Administrators - Persons employed in higher
education who are responsible to and for African American
students on their campus

Impact - the degree of change in resource allocation
policies, and programs which effect African American
students.

Outline of the Remainder of the Dissertation
The review of literature and the methodology will
comprise Chapters II and III.

In the review of literature

the focus is on first establishing a historical perspective
of the origin of higher education in the United States and
the educational experience of African Americans in this
country.

Second, discussion will be devoted to enrollment

trends and retention issues related to African American
students on predominantly White campuses.

The review will

also cover literature related to organizational decline,
various responses to decline, and higher education's
adaption to decline.

The final section of the review of

literature will be on the background information on decline
within the public higher education system in the state of
Massachusetts.

The section on methodology will describe the

research approach utilized, the units of analysis, the
sample focus group interview questions, participants groups
and interview sites, and the method used for the collection
and analysis of the data.
in two parts.

Chapter IV will display the data

The first section will present data related
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to students' goals and aspirations,
and student life on campus.

institutional selection

The second section will focus

on data related to the impacts of decline.

The fifth

chapter will contain conclusions and recommendations for
further research and change.
Out of deference to all people involved in the study
and those for whom the study carries implications,
capitalization is used when making reference to race.

Under

the rules for capitalization, the word "Black," when
referencing African Americans,

is not capitalized, but the

word "White" is capitalized when referencing European
Americans.

The intent in capitalizing all such references

to race is to avoid terminology which suggests that one
group is worth more than any other (American Psychological
Association,

1990, p.44).

The word "American" will

accompany race designations.

The only instances in which

this principle is not adhered to is in cases when direct
quotations are used.

Limitations of the Study
The perceptions and reflections of African American
students who study and educational administrators employed
at various public four-year institutions constitute the
study data.

The focus was upon the responses of individuals

within institutions rather than on the characteristics or
set of responses which might be attributed to individuals
associated with a particular type of four-year institution.
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Comparison of data between institutions will be limited.
Generalizing from the outcomes of the study to other parts
of New England or to other regions of the United States is
not appropriate because of the sample size, the data
collection method, and the parameters of qualitative
research.
The threatening nature of decline for organizations and
the emotional response often associated with discussions of
how individuals or organizations behave around race may
preclude the development of definitive conclusions related
to representation of organizational behavior and response.
With the lack of theory development in the area of decline
(Ford,

1980), the study can only provide conclusions which

point to areas for further qualitative and empirical
research.

The final limitation is rooted in the focus

exclusively on African Americans.

Emphasis on this

particular population is not to suggest that the findings
regarding impact do not carry similar consequences for full
participation for Native Americans, Asian Americans,
Hispanic and Latino Americans, or other groups which have
been defined as protected classes.

Making the proper

distinctions to accompany discussion of each of these
group*s interactions with the organization of higher
education is beyond the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
This chapter reviews the literature related to the
discussion of decline in higher education and its impact on
African American students.

The first section tracks the

origin and development of the higher education system in the
United States and the educational experiences of African
Americans in this country.

The second section of the review

is a discussion of the literature as it relates to trends in
enrollment and retention of African Americans.

The third

section addresses issues related to organizational decline,
and higher educations adaptation to decline.

The final

section provides specific background information regarding
organizational decline in public higher education in the
state of Massachusetts.

Historical Overview
Establishment of the American Higher Education System
Established in 1636, Harvard was the first institution
of higher learning in the United States.

Colonial society

needed to educate its elite males to fill church,
and governmental leadership roles
1989; Herbst,

1980).

(Meyer,

1957?

In addition to Harvard,

political

Dwyers,

eight other

institutions were established before the Revolutionary War.
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These were Yale,

Princeton,

Dartmouth, William and Mary,

Pennsylvania,
and Rutgers

Columbia,
(Dwyer,

Brown,

1989).

The

provincial colleges were owned and operated by the colonial
government which controlled and enforced strict policies,
curriculum and facilities at each of the colleges.
The operation of the provincial colleges was disrupted
and damaged by the Revolutionary War.
rebuilt,

other institutions of higher education began to

spring up around the colonies.
century,

As the colleges

By the end of the eighteenth

the nine-college system had grown to fifteen,

in the next twenty years the number doubled

(Meyers,

and

1957).

The significance of the rise of other institutions within
the colonies marked the departure of the American higher
education system from the traditional European model of
"provincial or national institutions under public direction
.

.

."

(Herbst,

Herbst

1980, p.

(1980)

196).

describes this period in American higher

education as the Pre-Civil War Decentralization Period.
During this era higher education underwent diversification
which gave way to the privatization of the system in this
country and served as the forerunner of the state-wide
college system model.

The privatization of the system

caused a shift in educational and social policies which
moved the system from elite access to public access.

This

destroyed the concept of the "man of affairs” as a public
leader and replaced it with an expectation of
literacy and business competency”
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(p.

197).

"widespread
These colleges

were established away from urban centers and were aimed at
attracting primarily the sons and in some case the daughters
of the wealthy farmers and plantation owners of the
colonies.

Graduates of the provincial colleges and

educational missionaries were usually the faculty members in
these private colleges.

These educational institutions were

more preparatory schools than colleges,
was determined by the students'

and the curriculum

prior educational training.

Diversification and privatization opened the doors to
women to participate in higher learning. Up to this point,
women had no access to the higher education system.
(1989)

states,

Dwyer

"Institutions founded for women alone soon

embraced the common goal of providing standards and a
curriculum comparable to the best men's colleges."

A strong

women's higher education system in this country emerged with
the first of the "Seven Sisters," Mount Holyoke,
teachers college founded in 1837.

a Christian

The remaining six sisters

were founded after the Civil War in the following order:
Vassar
(1879),

(1865), Wellesley
Bryn Mawr

(1885),

(1875),

Smith

and Barnard

(1875),
(1889)

Radcliffe

(p.

33).

Women

were sheltered and cloistered when receiving training in
these liberal arts institutions.

Smith and Bryn Mawr broke

with this traditional method of educating women in isolation
from the rest of the world and created learning environments
in which the women were encouraged to be part of an
intellectual community

(Herbst,
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1980;

Dwyer,

1989).

Men and women continued to have separate educational
experiences until the mid-1800's.

Coeducational

institutions began primarily in the Midwest in the land
grant and state universities.

Oberlin has been cited as

having been the first college to admit women in 1837
1989, p.

(Dwyer,

33).

It was apparent in the mid-1800's, with the development
and expansion of the country westward,

that a more skilled

and educated labor force would be needed.
passed the Morrill Act.

In 1862,

Congress

This Act offered grants of federal

land to each state for the "the endowment,

support,

and

maintenance of at least one college where the leading object
shall be ...

to teach such branches of learning as are

related to agriculture and the mechanical arts,

in such

manner as the legislatures of the state may respectively
prescribe,

in order to promote the liberal and practical

education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits
and professional life"
p.

200).

(Bok,

1982,

p.

62 and Herbst,

1980,

The land grant institutions were intentionally

located in the rural areas of the state in order to support
the growing need for agricultural and industrial
advancement.

The role of the land grants was to support the

farming business through the refinement of the agricultural
science.

The land grants shared their collective knowledge

through the expertise of faculty,
stations,

extension services,

establishing field

and providing consultation to
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local and state government regarding policy development and
program planning.
Over time, higher education would continue to grow and
serve constituencies*
In the 1940s,

needs beyond those in the classroom.

the scientific brain trust of the faculty in

both public and private institutions was used by the
government for weapon development.

After World War II,

the

government began to pour large sums of money into colleges
and universities to encourage and direct institutional
research toward national needs

(Bok,

1982).

Government

foundations were created to fund research in areas ranging
from the sciences to the arts.

Not until 1944 did the

government consider providing funding for individuals to
attend higher education institutions with the establishment
of the G.I.
is twofold.

Bill of Rights.
First,

The significance of this bill

it signaled the government's shift from

funding institutions to giving dollars to students.
it is believed that the G.I.

Second,

Bill contributed to lowering

class barriers within higher education,

therefore changing

the composition of student bodies on campuses across the
country

(Change,

1988, p.

19).

By the mid-1960s,

government

dollars shifted from support to institutions to support to
students directly in the form of financial aid programs.
Over its first 300 years, higher education in the
United States experienced transformations of mission,
curriculum and constituency.

It was not until the mid-1960s

that predominantly White institutions experienced a
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transformation regarding the education of people of color—a
transformation college and universities struggle with today.
And that struggle is now further complicated by the decline
within higher education organizations.
The Educational History of African Americans—1600s to Late
1960s
Slavery and Reconstruction Era.

African American

history began in 1619 when seventeen Africans were delivered
to the Jamestown settlement.
Puritans,

Unlike the migration of the

the arrival of the Africans occurred through the

"merchandising and marketing of human beings"
1987,

p.

trade,

29).

(Bennett,

Africa lost 40 million people to the slave

of which 20 million came to the United States.

The

European slave trade began in 1444 and lasted over a span of
400 years with the last ship arriving on U.S.
It was intended,

initially,

soil in 1859.

that the Native Americans would

supply the Republic's labor demand; however,

they were

deemed by the leadership of the republic to be inadequate to
meet the need for agricultural labor.
Participation in the slave trade was the solution which
the young growing nation adopted to create a free labor
force.

The discovery of a source of free labor was so

critical to the economic growth and development of the
Republic that legislative action was employed to preserve
and justify its utility
Between 1641 and 1740,
recognition to slavery"

(Fleming,

Gill,

& Swinton,

1978).

eleven colonies gave "statutory
(Bennett,
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1987,

p.

441).

Even with the pressing need to develop the Republic and
the need for labor,

ambivalence did exist on some fronts

regarding the nation*s involvement in this peculiar
institution.

The Africans*

lives in this country were

regulated by what were known as "fugitive slave laws."
These codes were designed to discourage the captives from
escaping to non-slave states and living as free people,
well as to restrict the movement of free Africans.

as

The

codes were also used to regulate the behavior of non-slave
states harboring fugitive slaves.

Compliance with the codes

influenced all aspects of American institutions.
the U.S.

In 1855,

Supreme Court denied citizenship to the Africans

and nationalized the slave system in the Dred Scott
decision.

This ruling stated clearly that there was no

protection under the laws of the land for slaves
1987?

Fleming,

et al.,

1978).

(Bennett,

Not until 1863 with the

signing of the Emancipation Proclamation would such
protection be extended to African Americans.
In addition to refusing protection under the law,

these

codes forbade the African from being educated even in the
basic rudiments of reading and writing.

The rationale used

for prohibiting the development of literacy skills was to
ensure the maintenance of a caste system which placed this
population at the bottom of American society,

therefore

creating a dependence which ensured that the slavery system
would remain a manageable enterprise.

Serious consideration

of education of Africans would not occur until the
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Reconstruction Era.

In essence, African Americans lived for

over four hundred years under laws which forbade their being
educated

(Allen,

Epps,

& Haniff? Fleming,

et al.,

At the beginning of the Reconstruction Era,

1978).
81% of the

African American population was functionally illiterate
(Astin,

1982).

It was during the Reconstruction Era when

missionary groups,
foundations,
slaves

along with other agencies and

took charge of education of the newly freed

(Allen,

et al.,

1992? Fleming,

et al.,

1978? Bennett,

1987) .
Between 1861 and 1870,

over seven Black colleges and 13

normal schools were established by these groups
Williams,

1978, p.

69).

Missionary Association

(Browning &

Working alongside the American
(AMA)

was the Bureau of Refugees,

Freedmen and Abandoned Land.

Despite the public criticism

of this governmental agency,

the Bureau was responsible for

the development of close to 3,000 day and night schools.
addition to these schools,

In

the Bureau established the

following institutions of higher learning:

Howard

University,

Fisk University,

Hampton Institute

Berea College,
1965? Foner,

(University),

and Tougaloo University

(Simpson & Yinger,

1980).

An ideology regarding the African Americans'

ability to

learn grew out of the benevolence of the missionaries,

a

racist idealogy which supported the belief that the freed
persons were inferior beings and possessed "characterological deficiencies”

(Browning & Williams,
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1978,

p.

70).

Consistent with this thinking,

the missionaries believed

that the education of the African American needed to be a
gradual process in order to avoid the loss of control of an
"undisciplined personality."

This attitude set the stage

for the treatment of African Americans as second-class
citizens

(p.

70).

The use of this early ideological

framework introduced into the American educational system
the notion that African Americans were inferior students
without the potential for intellectual development.

This

particular belief has become the legacy of today's African
American students,

a legacy embedded in many of the

practices of today's institutions of higher education
(Allen,

et al.,

1992).

In addition to the move toward educating the population
during reconstruction,

other reparation initiatives were

being enacted through the U.S.
African American.

Constitution on behalf of the

The two most significant were the

granting of citizenship through the Fourteenth Amendment and
the granting of voting rights through the Fifteenth.

These

amendments and subsequent Civil Rights legislation were
passed primarily to protect the African Americans from their
former owners.
Separate But Equal Educational Policies
During the Reconstruction era.

Northern troops were

used to provide protection for African Americans.
about re-election and the Southern vote in 1877,

Concerned
President

Rutherford B. Hayes sent representatives to meet with
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Southern officials and agreed to the withdrawal of the
Northern troops.

A compromise between the North and South

was made which paved the way for reinstitution of White
supremacy laws and the social structure of the plantation.
Such an agreement was predicated on the political climate,
the recession,

and the reunification of the country after

the Civil War (Takaki,

1987? Bennett,

1987).

In an effort

to recover from the War and to regain the momentum of
economic development in the South,

a cheap,

accessible labor

force was necessary.
This agreement was called the "unknown compromise of
1877"

(Bennett,

1987, p.

489?

Browning & Williams,

1978,

72).

The reinstatement of these discriminatory practices

p.

reduced the promise of educational opportunity made to
former slaves to less than learning a menial trade to fill
the gap in the labor market.

Vocational and trade education

for African Americans would be nationalized when Northern
and Southern policy makers met in 1898 to discuss the
details of educational policy which would support this
separate educational system.
Interestingly,

the missionaries who up to this point

had been charged with the educational policy for African
Americans were in strong opposition to the narrow
restriction of vocational and trade education.

They

recognized that intellectual development was necessary for
this population in order to break the cycle of illiteracy.
However,

concerns raised by the missionaries regarding the
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morality and the limitations of the system were overshadowed
by the political and economic ramifications of a nation
faced with the loss of its free labor force.
ideology on which the War had been fought,

Despite the

a free labor

force was still viewed as necessary to continue the
advancement and development of the nation

(p.

73).

The basis for a separate educational system for African
Americans was influenced by a critical Supreme Court
decision in 1896.
in Plessv v.

The Supreme Court handed down its ruling

Ferguson which established that "separate but

equal” was constitutional and did not violate the Fourteenth
Amendment of the U.S.

Constitution providing equal

protection under the law.
directly with education,

Though this case did not deal
it acted to restrict access by

African Americans to all of society's institutions.

The

Court's decision allowed states to design and implement
systems of segregated education for citizens based on race
(Browning,

et al.,

1978? Willie,

1981).

Consequently, White

citizens would be given all the rights and privileges of the
educational system while African Americans would be greatly
restricted.

This movement of education "symbolized a new

consensus of the inferior stature of blacks"
al.,

p.

(Browning,

et

72).

Over time this philosophy of vocational and trade
oriented education would be known as industrial education.
Industrial education would ensure not only the available
labor force, but also ensure that the African Americans
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would remain in low level positions in the socio-economic
system.

What had once been introduced into educational and

political policies of the country now were the laws of the
land

(Browning,

et al.?

Fleming,

1984).

Industrial education versus higher education was the
core of the great debates between Booker T.
W.

E.

B.

DuBois.

Washington,

Washington and

educated at Hampton Institute,

believed that industrial education and "temporary political
submission" was a route to advancement for the African
American

(Bennett,

1987?

Foner,

that Washington "renounced,

1988).

Bennett reports

or seemed to renounce,

social

and political equity as a strategy to gain support for black
education

.

.

.

end to lynching and a square deal

economic field"
DuBois,

(Bennett,

1987,

p.

in the

267).

educated at Fisk and the University of Berlin,

argued for the "social and political

integration and the

higher education of a Talented Tenth of the black
population"

as necessary in order to create the basis

for

leadership and economic and political mobility for African
Americans.
culture,"
leadership

He believed that without "knowledge of modern
Black Americans would have to "accept White
.

.

.

such leadership could not always be trusted

to guide the Negro groups in self-realization and to the
highest cultural possibilities"
can be concluded that DuBois'

(Bennett,

1987,

p.

333) .

It

position that higher education

is the route to economic and political power was

influenced

by his own exposure to different ideologies and experiences
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at the University of Berlin

(Allen,

et al.,

fairness to both of these educators,

1991).

In

it is important to note

that DuBois and Washington were in agreement regarding the
lack of educational opportunities or options open to African
Americans.
educated.

The crux of the debate was on how they would be
The DuBois and Washington debates were followed

very closely by White policy makers.

Washington's position

in favor of industrial education served the vested interests
of the wealthy White establishment,

thus industrial

education became the mode in which African Americans would
be educated.

Since Black colleges were primarily

responsible for the education of the African American,

they

became the institutions in which this educational pedagogy
was implemented.

Defining industrial education and its

curriculum posed a great challenge for the architects of
this educational policy.

Often an institution would offer

industrial-oriented programs along with general college
studies courses.
Holding firm to a dual curriculum allowed colleges the
opportunity to provide the necessary intellectual and
leadership development and curriculum for the African
American students in attendance.

This tradition of

education can be seen in the foundation of the institutions
known as the Black Ivy's

(i.e.,

Fisk, Morehouse,

According to Browning and Williams
the century,
"teachers,

(1978),

Spellman).

up to the turn of

the role of the colleges was to train

preachers,

and other key community figures
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equipped to remedy the despair arising from slavery”

(p.

75) .
Furthermore,

Black colleges not only faced a shift in

their educational mission,
another blow,

they were confronted by yet

the emergence of the land-grant colleges in

the South.

The Morrill Act did not include Southern states

until 1890,

some thirty years after the original Act was

passed by Congress.

What is significant in the

establishment of the land grants in the South is that the
Act made provisions for the establishment of a "separate but
equal" land grant system.

Federal dollars which were once

granted to the public and private Black Colleges were now
being allocated to the newly created Black and White land
grant institutions.

With the political and financial

support of the government,

the land grants had the advantage

and became competitors with the existing Black college
system.

In the minds of the policy makers,

the Black land

grant college exemplified the type of institution best
suited for the African American,
industrial focus.

given its agricultural and

However, many of the private foundations

also subscribed to and supported the concepts of industrial
education for African Americans.

In the past,

these

foundations supported the Black college system financially,
but withdrew support and developed their own educational
institutions because of their disagreement with the pedagogy
of industrial education

(Browning & Williams,
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1978,

p.

75).

A closer examination of the rise of the public Black
college system and the manner in which the system was
financed reveals the culpability and lasting impact of the
existence of the "separate but equal"
Winston

(1971)

system.

Logan and

elaborate:

During the period when Southern states maintained
"separate but equal" public institutions of higher
education, the disparities between expenditures
for white and Negro schools were shocking.
In
1947, for example, it was reported to the United
States Congress that in states supporting a
segregated system, about $137,000,000 was spent on
higher education.
Of this sum, $126,541,795 was
provided to institutions which rigidly excluded
Negroes.
Less than $5,000,000 was spent on Negro
higher education, which was especially significant
in view of the fact that a majority of the Negroes
in the United States were residents of these
states (p. 20)•
Predominantly White Institutions
During the 1900s,

in the

1900s

all branches of the federal and state

governments were involved directly or indirectly in assuring
educational access to African Americans.
equal"

The

"separate but

law would be challenged from the mid-1930s through

the 1950s.
Predominantly White institutions had a limited and
narrow history of matriculating African Americans.

It has

been recorded that the first undergraduate degrees from
White institutions were granted to African Americans by
Middlebury College in 1823 and in 1826 by Amherst and
Bowdoin

(Bennett,

the first Ph.D.

1987,

p.

172).

Lovain in Belgium awarded

to an African American in 1865.

1876 would a Ph.D.

Not until

be granted to an African American by an
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institution of higher learning in the United States.

A

Ph.D.

1940.

from a Black college would not be awarded until

Only five of the Black colleges offered any type of graduate
degree before 1937.
Needless to say,

with the absence of graduate

educational opportunities,

the existence of a pool of

African American faculty was more dismal than was African
American student enrollment.

The Julius Rosenwald Fund in

1941 offered to pay the salaries of Black faculty members if
White institutions would employ them.

In 1945,

the Fund

brought to the attention of the 509 college presidents the
fact that there were only 15 African American faculty
members on predominantly White campuses
West.

in the North and the

White institutions were primarily interested in hiring

African American scholars on either a temporary or a
visiting status.

Foundations and external groups exerted

pressure on these institutions to hire African Americans on
a full-time basis.

Charles Drew,

Charles H.

and E.

Houston,

Ralph Bunche,

Alain Locke,

Franklin Frazier were a

few of

the scholars who were denied appointments to prestigious
universities in the nation
Change,
al.,

1988,

1991,

p.

p.

19?

(Fleming,

et al.,

Mickelson & Oliver,

1978,

Allen

p

(ed.),

.27?
et

180).

Indistinguishable from the issues of hiring African
American faculty was the absence of opportunities

for

African Americans to obtain the advanced graduate training
necessary for faculty or professional positions.
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With the

limited availability of graduate studies at Black colleges,
African Americans seeking advanced degrees depended on the
accessibility of predominantly White institutions.
segregated states,

In

African American students seeking access

to graduate schools traveled to states without Jim Crow laws
to receive their graduate degree training.

Tuition and

other related educational expenses were paid by the
student's home state.

It was this very practice of the

separate but equal assignment of opportunities that set the
stage for a series of significant pieces of legislation and
court decisions that would begin to unravel the tightly
woven fabric of segregation in higher education.

Important

and often cited cases related to the practice of the
"separate and unequal" doctrine in higher education are
Murray v.
v.

Pearson in 1936,

Painter in 1946,

(Simpson & Yinger,
Charles Willie

Gaines v.

and McLaurin v.
1965;

(1987)

Willie,

Canada in 1938,
Oklahoma Regents

1987;

Change,

states these cases "...required state

education with reference to buildings,
of teachers and other tangible factors"
in 1954,

in 1948

1988).

government to equalize educational opportunities

Finally,

Sweatt

in Brown v.

curricula,
(p.

in higher
salaries

161).

the Board of Education,

the Earl Warren Supreme Court handed down the unanimous,
landmark decision making "separate but equal"
unconstitutional,

not the law of the land.

Even though the

focus of this case and others had been on access to public
education facilities and services,
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it set a precedent for

change which challenged the policies and ideologies of
segregation.

In 1955,

the Supreme Court issued the order

for public schools to be desegregated "with deliberate
speed."

Several scholars point out that this particular

language in the decision provided only limited protection
under the law to African American students,

given the

Court's concern with the impact which the dismantling of
segregation would have upon the society as an whole.

This

approach by the Court allowed educational institutions to
continue to exclude African Americans students
1987; Allen,

et al.,

(Bennett,

1991).

Resistance and violence on the part of elected
officials,

policymakers,

and educators met this ruling to

end the longstanding ideology and practice of segregation on
all levels of education.

The so-called Southern Manifesto

denouncing the Supreme Court's decision on school
desegregation was signed by 19 senators and 82
representatives from 11 states in 1956.

The Manifesto

argued
The original Constitution does not mention
education.
Neither does the Fourteenth Amendment,
nor any other amendment.
The debate preceding the
submission of the Fourteenth Amendment clearly
show that there was no intent that it should
affect the systems of education maintained by the
states (Congressional Record, 84th Congress, 2nd
Session, 1956, 4515-4516).
Sixteen states exercised their prerogative of state's rights
and passed various pieces of legislation designed to resist
the order (Simpson & Yinger,

1965,
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p.

420).

Along with

legislative resistance came a surge of violence against
those African Americans who chose,

under this court ruling,

to exercise or support others in exercising their
constitutional right.

Reports of lynchings, bombings,

and

acts of intimidation were common under this court ruling
(Bennett,

1987? Fleming,

1978).

The resistance to Brown persisted over the next decade.
In 1957,

the nation witnessed one of the most dramatic

scenes in educational history when the President of the
United States intervened in the integration of Little Rock's
Central High School.

After President Eisenhower federalized

150 national guards and detailed 1,000 paratroopers to the
city,

nine African American children were allowed to attend

class

(Bennett,

1987).

In terms of higher education,

in 1962,

Governor Ross

Barnett defied the federal government by refusing to admit
James Meredith to the University of Mississippi.

The Higher

Education Board of Mississippi was ordered by the federal
courts to admit Meredith or be held in contempt of court.
This order was again defied,
Governor were fined.

and the Governor and Lt.

After a riot by White students and

other citizens which left two people dead,

President Kennedy

sent 12,000 federal troops to restore order and ensure
Meredith's safe enrollment.

A similar tactic was adopted by

Governor George Wallace in 1963 when he barred the
enrollment of African American students to the University of
Alabama.

Wallace retreated when President Kennedy signed an
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executive order to federalize the National Guard and
deployed federal troops to the campus
1965;

Bennett,

1987? Fleming,

(Simpson & Yinger,

1987).

Several historians argue that civil rights issues were
not restricted to the Southern region of the country.
fact,

In

the Southern Manifesto traced the origin of the

separate and equal doctrine to the North

(Logan & Winston,

1972).

Northern cities

Throughout the 1940s and 1950s,

were plagued by the same resistance to integration and by
racial discrimination.

Recorded race riots and protests

were numerous in Northern cities such as New York,
Boston,

Philadelphia,

Western cities.

Chicago,

as well as Los Angeles and a few other

The major challenge to the laws of the land

in many cities related to the condition called "de facto
segregation,” which placed Northern and Western cities in
the courts for practices of discrimination.

De facto

segregation had effects similar to the Jim Crow laws in the
South.

The unique nature of de facto segregation was that

it used class status along with race as a means to exclude
African Americans.

If African Americans had the resources,

they might be allowed some of the privileges reserved for
Whites.

African Americans living in Northern cities without

such resources were often refused employment,
and housing opportunities because of race
Takaki,

educational

(Bennett,

1987;

1987).

In the North, segregated schools resulted not from
legislation but from the pressure for most Negroes
to live in segregated areas. Normally, children
attend schools in their neighborhood? hence,
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segregation was caused by the facts, de facto.
is, and not be law, de jure (Logan & Winston,
1971, p. 19).

It

It is tempting to compare the two systems of
discrimination and draw a conclusion that one system might
have provided more opportunities than the other.
of the type and level of discrimination,

Regardless

the masses of

African American students were not allowed to participate
fully in the American educational system.
In 1969,

ten states were found by the federal

government not to be in compliance with the 1964 Civil
Rights Act by operating a dual higher education system for
White and African American students

(Adams litigation).

It

was under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that the Department
of Health,

Education,

and Welfare

(HEW)

required that these

states develop and submit plans outlining how they intended
to correct the existence of dual systems.

The failure by

HEW to follow up resulted in the NAACP Legal Defense Fund's
filing a class action suit against HEW.

HEW was ordered by

the courts to begin enforcement proceedings against the ten
states.

Nine of the ten states submitted plans, with one

state, Mississippi,

refusing to respond.

The plans were to

include numerical objectives and programmatic changes.
Program emphasis was to be placed on the recruitment of
students,

faculty,

next decade,

and administrators of color.

Over the

these states were charged with showing "notable

progress" through the achievement of goals.
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This litigation resulted in controversy in relation to
L.

the existence of Black colleges in the nation.

Black

colleges stepped forward to argue that the dissolution of
Black colleges by integrating them into White systems
carried serious ramifications.

The Black colleges raised

the concern that "access to public higher education for
black students and the survival of the black colleges would
be threatened by a unitary system."

They further pointed

out that total desegregation would compromise the identity
of the Black colleges and displace Black administrators and
faculty.

"Their belief was that until equal opportunity for

Blacks is achieved in all aspects of education and
employment the Black colleges remain viable alternative
institutions for entrance into a society that discriminates
against blacks"
(1987)

(Browning & Williams,

reported that,

1978, p.

89).

Jascik

in order to prevent the dissolution of

the Black college system,

court orders were secured

indicating that the Black institutions would receive
appropriations for programs which would attract White
students.

The rationale behind this decision was to prevent

Black institutions from being closed because of a potential
loss of enrollment and to allow Black institutions to remain
competitive.
Trends in Participation and Enrollment of African American
Students in Higher Education
Presence of African American Students.

It can be

concluded from the historical overview that higher education
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experienced tremendous growth since its inception in the
United States.

This growth occurred in terms of type,

structure, mission,

size and constituencies as well as

investment of the nation*s resources.

In 1950,

3% of the

gross national product went toward educational expenditures,
and by 1980 this percentage had doubled

(Willie,

1981).

Hartman states:
In the 1960*s, enrollment grew faster than in any
other decade.
Total revenues also grew
substantially, but when the growth in enrollment
is taken into account, the increase in revenues
per student was more modest (p. 6).
Between 1960 and 1980,

the total enrollment in higher

education increased from 5 to 12 million

(Mingle,

1987).

Not until the 1960s did African American students
appear in significant numbers on college campuses.
Bok

(1982)

Derek

states,

During the hundred years that followed the close
of the Civil War, almost all academic institutions
engaged in some form of discrimination against
minority groups, and few made any effort to
address the racial problems of the nation (p. 91).
Up to this point most African American students
attended Black institutions.

For that matter,

the number of

African Americans enrolled in higher education was small in
Black colleges,

given the elite nature of the institutions

as well as the fact that it took from the Reconstruction Era
to the 1930s to reduce the illiteracy rate within the
population from 81% to 16%.
rate,

With the drop in the illiteracy

enrollment in higher education over the following

twenty years rose to about 100,000 African Americans by the
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1950s.

Ninety percent of the 100,000 were enrolled in Black

colleges

(Astin,

1982; Fleming,

1982).

Increased Enrollments of African American Students and
Attributing Factors
Between 1960 and 1980,

enrollment of African American

students grew from 200,000 to 1 million

(Stikes,

1984).

This growth in enrollment of African Americans coincided
with the general growth of the college population.
Representation of African American students on predominantly
White campuses grew from 2% in 1940 to 4.8% in 1965 to 10.2%
by 1980

(Mettle, Thoeny,

& Gosman,

1986; Stikes,

1984).

The numerical enrollment growth during these periods is
astonishing.

Fleming's

(1982)

data reported by Gurin and Epps

analysis of the statistical
(1975)

revealed that in 1964

there were 114,000 African American students enrolled in
predominantly White institutions.
1968,

Four years later,

in

the number of enrolled African American students had

risen to 278,000,

a 144% increase.

Almost 400,000 African

American students were reported by the U.S.

Census Bureau to

be enrolled in predominantly White higher education
institutions in 1970.

Astin

(1982)

and Stikes

(1984)

reported that the entering classes of African American
freshmen between 1966 and 1976 grew from 5.0% to 8.7% of the
total freshmen enrollment,
College Board's

(1985)

African Americans,

a 74% increase.

According to the

report on the educational status of

in 1975 African American high school

students entered higher education at the same rate as their
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White cohorts.

In 1960,

the African American rate of

college completion was half of the total student population
and,
p.

in 1978,

80).

the rate had risen to two-thirds

Deskins

(1991),

(Astin,

1982,

in his study of enrollment trends,

states that, between 1976 and 1984,

the highest number of

students of color were in higher education,

comprising 11.8%

of the total student population.
Several factors contributed to the increase during this
two-decade period in the number of African American students
enrolled in White institutions.

The factor cited most in

the literature is the adoption of special admission policies
making institutions accessible to the African American
population.

Over 80% of the White colleges and universities

in the country utilized some open admission policies
(Nettle, Thoeny,
1982) .

& Gosman,

1986;

Fleming,

1982; Astin,

Along with changes in admission policies,

recruiting strategies were used.

aggressive

These strategies conveyed

to the students an interest and openness on the part of the
White colleges.
The 1988 report by the American Council on Education,
One Third of a Nation,

describes the existence of several

conditions which made predominantly White institutions more
receptive to change.

First,

the country was experiencing

economic growth with low inflation.
climate was favorable,

Second,

the political

and programs were well funded by both

public and private sources.

The Johnson administration

provided financial support and legislative actions which
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changed the emphasis of higher education from "all who are
able" to "all who can benefit."
programs,

Trio programs

College work-study

(Upward Bound,

Educational Opportunity Program),
Migrant Program,

Talent Search,

the College Assistance

and other support programs established

under the Economic Opportunity Act provided access to higher
education

(Astin,

1982; Change,

1988).

Finally,

in addition

to the financial resources dedicated to this enterprise,
people of color were determined to help and empower
themselves now that the doors of educational opportunity had
been jarred open by the civil rights movement.
Separate and Unequal Access
The enrollment numbers are impressive and give a
picture of the swell of enrollment of African American
students in the 1960s and 1970s.

However, various

researchers call for a closer analysis of the statistics
because they reveal another trend which indicates a lack of
full participation and access to higher education by this
population.

Overall,

the total enrollment of American

higher education during this period was approximately
8,330,000 students.

Of this figure,

8,025,000 were White.

The national population was at 225,000,000,
22,000,000 were African American.

of whom

Percentage-wise, African

Americans comprised 4 percent of students enrolled in higher
education, while,

as a racial group,

percent of the total U.S. population.

they comprised 10
These figures

represent the lack of full participation of African
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Americans
20).

in higher education

Currently,

(Logan & Winston,

the total U.S.

comprise 8.92% of the total enrollment

the U.S.

Of the 13.7

1,223,000 are African American students,

Education.

1992,

March,

p.

A-35).

which

(Chronicle of Higher

The U.S.

population at 248,709,873,

of the population)

p.

enrollment in higher

education is estimated at 13.7 million.
million,

1971,

Census reports

of which 29,986,060

(12%

are African Americans.

This trend is also related to the type of institution
in which the African American student was enrolled.
(1984)

indicated that,

Fleming

when reviewing the participation

statistics of African American students in 1970
predominantly White institutions,
were admitted into top-tier,

in

she found that only 25,000

prestigious

institutions.

She

also noted that an estimated 60% to 75% of African Americans
were enrolled in predominantly White colleges,
in two-year institutions.
(1985),

half of them

According to the College Board

"Forty-two per cent of black college students were

enrolled in two year colleges and 34 percent of black full
time students were in such colleges as compared to 26 per
cent of non-black full time students"
Astin

(1982)

(p.

14).

takes this analysis one step further by

discussing not only African American students'
accessibility to the top-tier institutions,

limited

but also the

lack of parity regarding resources between top tier schools
and community colleges or second tier institutions.

These

distinctions are important in understanding the connection
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between enrollment trends and retention research

which

reveals that African American students who start their
college careers in community colleges have a low rate of
transfer to four-year institutions and a low rate of degree
completion.

Consequently,

the high concentration of this

student population in community colleges during this period
indicates that they were not viewed as a prospective
students for four year institutions
1991).

(Astin,

1982;

ACE,

The data also explain some of the variables related

to the decline in enrollment of African Americans.
Withdrawals

from community colleges illustrate this point.

Of those students entering two-year colleges

in 1973,

54% of

the Black men and 44% of the Black women withdrew by 1977
compared to the 39% of White men and 38% of White women
(College Board,

1985).

Juxtaposed against the realities of institutional
accessibility is the placement of African American students
in institutions which receive a disproportionately smaller
share of resources within the higher education system.

This

issue is even more threatening to African American students
during periods of decline.

Second-tier institutions and

community colleges have not been funded at the level of the
top-tier schools,
faculty.

nor do they attract the same level of

Astin argues that with the higher concentration of

African American students in an educational setting of
limited resources,

they do not have available to them the

same quality of educational opportunities as White students
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in top tier schools.

Therefore,

enrollment discussions need

to factor in the impact which the placement of African
Americans in the higher education hierarchy has full
representation and access.

Astin

(1985)

indicates that

accessibility to the top-tier institutions is determined by
affluence and family education:
As we have already seen, students from more
affluent and better-educated families tend to be
disproportionately represented in institutions at
the top of the hierarchy, while students from poor
and less-educated families tend to be concentrated
in institutions at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Given that every measure of institutional
resources is also strongly correlated with the
hierarchy, it seems clear that opportunities—in
terms of institutional reputation and resourcesare not equitably distributed among students of
different social classes.
Clearly, upper-class
students have access to "better" opportunities (p.
83) .
With most institutions in some form of decline in the
1990s, the prospect that increased resources will be
allocated to second-tier institutions does not seem
promising,

nor does it seem that the top-tier institutions

will be opening their doors to African American students,
that they can access better resources.
Decline in Enrollment
Prominent in the literature related to enrollment
trends of African Americans is the stark decline in
enrollment which occurred soon after their presence was
recognized in higher education.

The African American

enrollment peak occurred in 1976 at 9.4% of all higher
education students and dropped to 8.8% in 1984
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(Mingle,

so

1987).

Deskins,

attainments,

in his 1991 study of educational

states that a review of aggregated data for

these years shows grave underrepresentation. He states that
there has been a 5.2% decline in enrollment of African
American students.

Furthermore, when looking at the

enrollment for the 1976 and 1985 academic years, both
African Americans and Hispanic Americans were found to be
underrepresented,

compared to Asian Americans, who

were

considered to be overrepresented.
It is important to note that predominantly White
institutions were not the only ones to experience declines
in enrollment of African American students.

The Black

colleges had earlier experienced a drop in their enrollment
of African American students—from 58% overall enrollment of
African Americans in predominantly Black institutions of
higher education in 1970 to 40% in 1973 due to the exodus of
African American students to predominantly White
institutions
1975,

(Browning & Williams,

1978).

Between 1970 and

the number of Black high school graduates who had

completed a year or more of college rose from 39% to 48%,
while the rate for Whites remained at 53%.

The decline in

enrollment of the African American population became evident
over the next ten years.

While the enrollment for White

students increased to 55%,

enrollment decreased to 44% for

African Americans according to the American Council on
Education

(ACE,

1988).

An enrollment phenomenon which

occurred during the period between 1976 and 1986 in higher
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education was that a century of male dominance in higher
education was reversed by the increase in attendance of
women.
and,

In 1976, women comprised 47.3% of total enrollment,

by 1986, women made up 53% of the student population

(Washington & Newman,

1992, p.

20).

Decline in Degree Completion
Further indication of the decline is evident in
examining the area of degree completion.
enrollment will,

of course,

attainment outcomes.

Also,

Declines in

negatively affect future degree
enrollment trends simply

describe to us the potential which higher education has to
attract African American students.

Graduation rates are

truly the report card for measuring higher education's
ability to retain students through graduation.
Overall,

the number of degrees awarded to students of

color rose from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s.

Increases

in earned degrees occurred for every racially ethnic group
except for African Americans.

African Americans were the

only group,

receiving fewer degrees at

other than Whites,

the end of this period than they had a decade earlier.
During the 1975-1976 academic year,

126,707 degrees were

conferred on African American students, but in 1984-85,

only

116,054 degrees were awarded to African American students,
decrease of 8.4%.

During the same period,

for Asian Americans increased by 81.7%,
aliens,

351%.

More specifically,

degree completion

and for nonresident

on the undergraduate

level, African Americans experienced a 7.4% decline in
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a

degree completion compared to a 1.9% decrease for White
Americans.

The greatest loss in degree completion for

African Americans occurred on the graduate level with a
35.7% decline in the number of Master's degrees awarded and
a 10.9% decline in the number of Ph.D.s

(Deskin,

1991, p.

25) .
Only at the Associate of Arts degree level was there an
increase in the number of degrees awarded to African
Americans,

an increase of 2.6%.

However,

this is the degree

with the "least transferability in the educational
attainment degree hierarchy"

(Deskins,

1991, p.

24).

It is

important to note that Black colleges continue to confer the
majority of degrees to African Americans.
The decline in number of degrees being awarded to
African Americans is primarily due to the loss of
participation of African American males at all educational
levels

(ACE, Higher Education and National Affairs,

Gibbs,

1988).

Washington and Newman

(1991)

1987?

point out that,

when viewing the decline in Black male enrollment and degree
attainment,

it is important to note that it is not a

proportional decline resulting from an increase in Black
female enrollment but a numerical decline in Black male
participation.

According to these researchers,

the number

of Black women in higher education has not improved over the
past ten years, but has remained stable.
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Retention of African American Students in Higher Education
Longitudinal data were not utilized to signal the
serious crisis facing college and university retention of
African Americans until the late 1980s.
McJamerson and Larke

(1989),

According to

empirical investigation and

theory development on minority student attrition has only
occurred over the past 10 or 15 years, while investigation
of majority students'
1950s.

attrition dates back to the early

Neglecting to maintain longitudinal data on African

American students in higher education was not restricted to
individual institutions, but extended to the federal
government's neglecting to track participation of African
American students in entitlement programs.

Clearly,

the

question of why students leave institutions was not a new
one for higher education and addressing the question early
could have helped to explain and respond to the phenomenon
of African American student leakage from the educational
pipeline.

Thompson

(1989)

much of the research,

rejects the approach,

taken by

of focusing on the African American

college student as the problem,

a victim,

having something

either intrinsically right or wrong with him/her which
determines persistence in college.
being the problem,

Instead of the student's

the focus is placed on the institution,

within which organization interactions and behaviors often
result in the African American student's dropping out.
The decline in African Americans'

participation in

higher education is often attributed to changing
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demographics,

an overall decrease in total enrollment in

post-secondary education.

Elementary and secondary levels

of the educational system have experienced a decline in
student population,

resulting in school closures and

reduction of personnel across the country throughout the
1980s and 1990s.

The obvious precursor of decline in

enrollment in higher education is the size of high school
graduation classes.

Declines in high school graduating

classes are expected to continue until 1998
1983).

(Hodgkinson,

Hodgkinson attributes the decline in college-age

students to babyboomers having fewer children than their
parents.

Interestingly,

the decline in the birthrate has

been primarily a "Caucasian
phenomenon"

(p.

3).

population declined,

(and probably middle class)

While the birthrate for the White
there were increases in birth rates for

people of color, particularly for Hispanic Americans and
African Americans

(Hodgkinson,

1983; Astin,

1982).

The

implication for higher education is that there will be a
smaller number of White students in the pool of collegebound students.
The bottom line of this demographic shift for
institutions of higher learning is that there will be a
smaller base of students from which to recruit and enroll.
Ferguson, Wisner and Discenza

(1986)

highlight the 1971

Carnegie Commission report which points out that higher
education experienced enrollment doubling every 14 to 15
years throughout the century up to 1970.
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In the 1970s,

higher education experienced only 50% growth,

and growth in

the 1980s was insignificant.
Driven by the shrinkage of the college-age population,
colleges and universities have targeted their resources and
planning to recruitment and enrollment activities which are
intimately linked with the survival of the institution.
Researchers conclude that the emphasis on enrollment
and recruitment comes from "selfish efforts to stabilize or
increase institutional enrollment"
Discenza 1986, p.
population,

3).

(Ferguson, Wisner,

&

The shrinkage in the college-eligible

along with the financial exigency faced by many

institutions has caused the discussion for higher education
administrators to shift from how to handle growth to how to
survive decline in enrollment.
The discussion of enrollment trends in the literature
addresses only sparely the connection between enrollment and
the conditions and factors which affect the retention of
students within the college environment once they have
enrolled.

One way to frame this imperative is through the

lens of the literature on dropouts and attrition
Fickler,

1987).

(Clewell &

There appears to be consensus within the

literature supporting the notion that it is not one incident
which determines if a student will stay or leave the system,
but a series of interactions between the student and the
institution.

Researchers in the area of attrition and

retention view these interactions in terms of a longitudinal
process which can lead either to persisting or dropping out.
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The longitudinal process is comprised of a student's
individual attributes and goals,

coupled with institutional

commitment and the interaction of these factors with the
social and academic systems of the institution
1970a,

1971? Tinto,

1975; Loo & Rolison,

1989? McJamerson & Larke,

1989).

(Spady,

1986; Thompson,

Colleges and universities

must struggle not only to stabilize enrollment but also to
maintain the quality of institutional interactions with the
students in order to retain their student bodies.
Reduce cost and increase quality—these were the
approaches educational administrators adopted in the 1980s
to address the issue of changing demographics
al.,

1986).

(Nettle,

et

Several scholars describe the impact this

approach had on African American students,

as a conservative

shift from creating diverse institutions in the 1960s and
1970s to institutionalizing the "excellence" criteria in the
1980s.

Institutionalizing excellence was perceived as a

means to prevent "reverse" discrimination
Takaki,

1987).

(Deskins,

1991?

The major institutional policy effected by

this shift was the admission policy.

In many cases,

colleges and universities reinstituted more conservative
policies.
Astin

(1982)

states that many believed that higher

education had overextended its boundaries to accommodate
students of color.

Bloom,

of the American Mind,

in his 1987 treatise.

The Closing

represented the new thinking within

colleges and universities of conservative faculties.
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students and administrators.

Bloom diminishes institutions'

responsibility for influencing the persistence of African
American students by discounting the importance of race and
claiming that colleges and universities are no longer
elitist.

He implies that only a special kind of African

American student can make it in the academy.
exceptions,

"There are

perfectly integrated black students,

are rare and in difficult positions"

(p.

92).

but they

This

perspective is important to the discussion of African
American students in higher education because it is one
which has guided the acceptability of this student
population in predominantly white college environments.
so-called "desirable"
will

The

student described by Bloom is one who

"fit" the persistence model which is prominent in the

literature on drop outs.

Given Bloom's perspective and the

constructs of the model,

the African American student,

order to succeed within the college environment,

in

must have a

high degree of integration as well as congruency within both
the academic and social systems which comprise the college
environment

(Spady 1970a;

Rolison,1986;
other words,

Thompson,

1970;

1989;

Tinto,1975;

Loo &

McJamerson & Larke,

1989).

In

African American students must be considered to

possess characteristics which are compatible to White
Americans in order to achieve appropriate levels of
integration and congruence.

Achievement of integration and

congruency within the environment comes at a high price for
African American students.

According to the research on
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retention,

it is the environment which determines the

acceptability of the student.

The African American

student*s acceptability is based on criteria such as

(1)

whether or not the student has similar academic and personal
background and interests to White students,
administrators?

and

(2)

faculty,

and

whether or not the student shares

the aspirations and values of White students,
administrators within the institution.
African American student,

faculty and

In this model,

in order to succeed,

the

would need to

come from a family with an economic background similar to
that of White students,

have attended school systems similar

to those of White students,

hold educational aspirations

similar to those of White students,
exceptional student.
case.

However,

and be an academically

For some African Americans this

is the

while the majority of the African American

student population share experiences and aspirations with
their White counterparts,

it is not to the extent that they

are accepted or treated equally in the environment.
Therefore,

it is imperative that African American students

receive support while living and learning in this
environment.
Any help or assistance to students to increase their
"fit” through initiatives or programs is viewed by some as
threatening the quality of the institutions as well as
causing students a great deal of anxiety.
calls this the "politics of difference,”

Steele
and

(1990)

blames

affirmative action and support programs for creating
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inferiority anxiety for African American students because
these programs focus on race and ethnicity.
The history of African American students,

their

enrollment trends in recent years and the overall decline in
enrollment in higher education place this student population
on tenuous ground on college campuses.
Increasing the vulnerability of this student population
has been the financial decline which higher education in
this country has faced since the early seventies,
a lingering economic recession,
for higher education.

as well as

guaranteeing a slow recovery

Further exacerbating this situation

been the effect of the recession overall on the African
American population.
Deskins

(1991)

describes current trends in the

following way:
In addition to the political transformation
that has undermined affirmative action, and the
philosophy of elitism has recently been fully
reinstituted at universities, the cost of
education is increasing.
These increases cost,
alongside declining Black employment and earnings,
place a substantial financial burden on Blacks who
now seek higher education. During this period of
increasing college tuition, federal funding of
education—particularly student aid—has declined
....These economic factors alone have negatively
affected Black participation in higher education
to the degree that present negative trends may
prove irreversible (p. 37).
Decline in Higher Education
Funding for education,
Board Report,

according to the

Equality and Excellence:

Status of Black Americans,

1985 College

The Educational

is one of the three major policy
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issues effecting the educational experience of African
Americans.
recession,

The tax revolts of the late 1970s,

the economic

and the cuts in federal aid under the Reagan

administration are several of the factors cited by the
report as having influenced policy changes within
institutions of higher education
the past,

(p.

3).

In reflecting on

the authors of this report state,

these gains has occurred since 1975,

"Some erosion in

however,

and current

policy trends threaten to reverse the movement toward
equality”

(p.

4).

In order to understand the impact which

decline has upon African American students it is
that a macro view be presented.
consist of

(1)

and

This macro view will

the systemic impact which decline has had

upon higher education,
decline,

important

(3)

(2)

responses by institutions to

the conceptual

frameworks used by

researchers to describe the dimensions of decline.
Campus Trends 1992.

a report prepared by the American

Council on Higher Education,

pays particular attention to

the current financial situation of higher education in the
country.

In this report the Council surveyed senior

administrators at 411 public and private colleges and
universities regarding changes taking place in academic and
administrative practices.

The responses were statistically

weighted so that the results would represent all U.S.
institutions with undergraduate programs.

These senior

administrators were asked to share their opinions on the
short-term impact which recent financial decline has had on
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higher education as well as the resulting long-term
consequences.

Short-term consequences most frequently

reported in the study by public sector institutions were:
*

Increased tuition and fees paid by students;

*

Increased class sizes and fewer sections of
courses;

*

A freeze on hiring for regular faculty positions;

*

Reduced spending on buildings,
acquisitions,

equipment,

library

and administrative salaries;

*

Postponing the introductions of new programs;

*

Resource reallocation and greater operating

and

efficiency.
Long-term consequences most frequently reported were:
*

Increased reliance on tuition revenues;

*

Increased deferred maintenance;

*

Reallocation of resources among departments;

*

Outdated labs and equipment.

Other effects cited included:
increases,

delaying salary

freezing faculty salaries,

support services,

reducing student

reducing administrative staff,

good faculty to other institutions

and

(p.

2).

and losing

Most

institutions reported having operating budgets which either
remained the same or had been lowered from previous years.
Sixty-one percent of four year institutions experienced mid
year budget cuts.
From this researcher*s perspective,

the Council

seemed

cautious and reserved both in reporting the study's results
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and in drawing conclusions from these results.

This

researcher speculates that there are two possible reasons
for ACE's caution.

One,

the Council may not have wanted to

convey a sense of crisis or urgency regarding the financial
situation of the nation's colleges and universities without
more conclusive empirical data.

The second possibility is

that the Council may be interpreting the data with
methodologies which are more appropriate for the analysis of
growth-related data than for decline-related problems.
other words,

In

recent decline in higher education can be

viewed as a phase which institutions will simply endure
until things get better

(Gaither & DeWitt,

1991).

The

latter assumption is consistent with research literature
conclusions that most managers,

institutions,

and systems

view the various aspects of decline as if they were growthrelated issues.

Further discussion of these points will be

reserved for a later section of this chapter.
Financial difficulties are not new challenges to higher
education.

Since the Great Depression,

institutions of

higher education have struggled to maintain a sense of
equilibrium during periods of national economic distress.
In reviewing the literature it is clear that the early 1970s
are viewed as the beginning of the current organizational
decline in higher education
point,

(Cheit,

1971).

Up to this

this nation's institutions were experiencing low

inflation,

an abundance of resources,
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and growth.

Jellema

(1986)

used the Rip Van Winkle analogy as a way to describe

this time:
Society thought well of its institutions.
Money
and students were ample, if not plentiful.
Energy was
cheap and inflation manageable.
Colleges were
celebrating their histories.
Anything that had lasted
one hundred years would last one hundred more.
It seem
like a good time to take a nap
(p. 6).
Several factors soon changed a deep sleep into a
nightmare.

Peter Drucker (1980)

points out that between

1973 and 1975 this country experienced the most severe
recession since the Great Depression.

In addition to the

tax revolt in the 1970s, high inflation combined with
recession was agitated by OPEC's increasing the price of oil
on the world market

(Deal,

1983; Bailey,

1982).

America

during the 1970s began to experience shortages in some of
the basic commodities such as gasoline,

oil,

natural gas,

lumber and agricultural feed grains which up to this point
had been plentiful.

These shortages were predicted to reach

crisis proportions worldwide by the 1990s

(Scott,

1974).

Scott states that the consequences of these shortages might
result in the American population's adopting what he called
a "scarcity mentality," causing a scale down in consumption
(p.

243) .

Despite shortages and the warnings of a potential

"scarcity mentality," Drucker (1980)
in other recessions,

points out that, unlike

consumer spending was not stalled.

American population continued to spend.

The

What is key in

Drucker's statement is that it also describes the state of
most institutions of higher education — the blows of the
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recession,

rising inflation,

continued spending and slow

enrollment growth.
A 1971 study commissioned by the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching,

entitled The New Depression

in Higher Education: A study of Financial Conditions at 41
Colleges and Universities,

examined the financial situation

of higher education during this critical period.
Cheit,

the primary researcher,

Earl

emphasizes in the study how

the rapid growth from the late 1950s to the 1960s and the
signs of financial distress in the early 1970s were clearly
connected.

He explains this vital connection in this

manner:
There has been a clear connection between the
extraordinary growth of the first seven years of
the decade and the financial stringency that began
to emerge toward the end of the decade.
Not only
had enrollment at both the undergraduate and
graduate level been mushrooming, but institutions
had increased the quality and variety of their
course offerings and had responded to the demand
for greater equality of opportunity in higher
education by increasing their expenditures on
student aid and by developing special programs to
facilitate participation in higher education of
students with less than adequate preparation (p.
Vll) .

The significance of this study was that it

(1)

categorized and determined the financial health or illness
of the institutions,

(2)

financial difficulties,

determined the reasons for the
(3)

identified how the schools

responded to the new financial condition,

and

(4)

recommended policies to solve the financial difficulties

).

6
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(p.

The financial status of an institution was defined in
the study using three categories:
o

in financial difficulty

o

headed for financial trouble

o

not in financial trouble

An institution was determined to be in financial difficulty
”if its current financial conditions result in a loss of
services that are regarded as a part of its program or a
loss of quality”

(p. 95).

An institution was labeled as

headed for financial trouble ”if at the time of the study,
it has been able to meet current program responsibility but
either cannot ensure that it can much longer meet current
program standards or cannot plan support for evolving
program growth”

(p. 67).

Institutions which were placed in

the category of not in financial difficulties could "meet
their current programs standards, and can with some
assurance plan program growth"

(p. 45).

study was collected in three stages.

The data for the

Income and expenditure

records for the decade of the sixties were examined, campus
visits were conducted, and in depth interviews were
conducted with the presidents and executive officers who
were responsible for the financial matters and influenced
the academic focus of the institutions.
Of the 41 institutions studied,
financial difficulties.

11 (27%) were in

These institutions had extended

themselves financially to the point that cutting back was
not an aggressive enough response.
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Instead, these

institutions were in the process of eliminating essential
programs, which would change the quality of the institution
(p. 91).

Institutions which fell into the category of ones

headed for trouble represented 18

(44%)

of the sample.

These institutions had done some cutting back, but not in
essential activities.
that,

What made this group distinctive is

in examining their expenditure sheets, these

institutions clearly recognized that in the near term they
would have to raise large sums of revenue or cut spending to
the point that essential programs would be in jeopardy (p.
67).

Twelve (29%) of the institutions were not in financial

trouble.

Interviews with the administrators in these

institutions indicated that they had not had difficulty in
meeting their current "self determined quality and programs
standards” and were able to plan for implementing new
programs (p. 45).
anticipated growth.

In other words, these institutions
Cheit concluded:

The essence of the problem is that cost and
income are both rising, but costs are rising at a
steady or a slowly growing rate, depending on the
period and the measure used, whereas income is
growing at a declining rate (p. 137).
Cost and Income in Public Higher Education
The cost/income squeeze is a phenomenon new to academic
administrators, expect perhaps for those whose service dates
back to the depression of the 1930s (Cheit,

1971, p.

1).

Obviously there are critical links between the health of an
institution, which is determined by its ability to contain
cost,

increase revenue and continue growth. For public
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institutions how well they can address these factors may be
determined by funding formulas decided by a governance
structure.

Changes in a state's political and economic

environment can greatly effect an institution's budget
(Gaither & Dewitt,

1991).

public higher education.

Budgetary formulas are central to
This approach to resource

allocation of public monies is often enrollment driven.
Budget formulas were initially instituted to provide a form
of accountability for public monies but were adopted by many
states as means to appropriate monies based on performance
when need exceeded available resources.

An individual state

institution's health is closely aligned to the health of the
entire public higher education system of the state, unlike
the private institutions which are autonomous.

In addition

to the health of an institution being linked into a
statewide system, the health is determined by the
appropriation given to the total system by a legislative
body.

In times of insufficient funding and increased need,

budgetary formulas may change.

This translates into an

enrollment-driven budget, pressure to reduce the cost per
student unit, and an increase in the student-faculty ratio
(Tyee & Sagaria,

1985).

Tyee and Sagaria studied the impact of the change in
budgetary formula on 39 Virginia public colleges and
universities in the instructional area.

These researchers

used a conceptual framework comprised of two principles from
economics and finance.

The first theory is the "revenue
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theory of cost," in which the "educational costs per student
are related to the amount of institutional revenue
generated"

(p. 4).

The assumption of this particular model

is that institutions spend all the revenue they generate.
The second theory is the "threshold level" of enrollment,
which addresses how an institution will maintain economies
of scale when facing financial difficulties (p. 5).
The "threshold level" theory deals with the extent to
which the threshold level at which an institution can make
cuts in programs and services and still function.

Operating

below a particular threshold level would not allow the
institution to achieve economies of scale.

In other words,

the resources available to the institution would not be
enough to support its needs; therefore, the institution
would cease to exist.

According to this theory,

larger

institutions and specialty institutions (Zammuto, Whetten, &
Cameron,

1983) have a better chance of reaching economies of

scale than others.

Smaller institutions do not have

sufficient enrollment,

faculty, or programs to lower their

threshold level and operate effectively. However, the larger
institution could sustain a threshold level and still
operate an "effective institution."
The results of this study revealed that the response of
institutions to the adjustment of the budgetary formula and
the resultant revenue distress were slow adaptation to the
policy change and unwillingness to reduce instructional
costs through retrenchment in faculty.
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Per unit cost for

instruction did not start to fall until two years after the
adjustments in the formula were made because institutions
refused to curtail spending.
What is revealing in this study is how enrollment is
key in determining the health of an institution.

Though not

governed by public accountability and allocation, private
institutions face similar issues in relation to reducing per
unit costs student and achieving economies of scale.

In the

seventies it was clear that private institutions developed a
dependence on tuition revenue and as well as facing rising
energy costs,

insufficient revenues and declining student

enrollment (Hamlin & Hungerford,

1988).

African Americans in Public Higher Education
It is important to note once more that the majority of
African American students are in public institutions.

As

mentioned before, a disproportionate number of African
Americans are in community colleges which traditionally
receive less funding than four-year institutions (Astin,
1982) .

Increases in budget formula can force community

colleges to be more vulnerable.

Because of their size and

heavy dependence on state and other community support
(Wattenbarger & Vader, 1985; Zammuto, Whetten,

& Cameron,

1983) , they may have to cut essential functions and may not
be able to function effectively? in other words, they may be
forced to operate below their threshold level.

These

institutions during budget distress drop below their
threshold level and are not capable of providing quality of
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education for students in attendance.

Community colleges

are not the focus of this study; however, with the high
concentration of African Americans attending community
colleges, the concern which arises for this researcher is
the quality of education this population receives in this
type of institution.

Furthermore, the community colleges in

many cases act as a point from which African American
students transfer to four-year institutions.
Decline as a Research Agenda
Understanding the preoccupation with the perspective of
growth in the field of organizational studies is the first
step in examining the characteristics of decline.
Growth in organizations is the major focus of the
research agenda and literature in the field of
organizational studies (Quinn & Cameron,
1980).

1983; Whetten,

Researchers are very careful in their description of

decline and readily admit that it has been ignored by the
field (Quinn & Cameron,
Bachelor & Bermand,
Cameron, Kim,

1983; Whetten,

1982; Ford,

& Whetten,

1987) .

1980; Cyert,

1980; Cameron,

1978;

1982;

This bias in the research

agenda is reflective of this society*s "pro-growth
orientation'*

(Whetten,

1987) .

Whetten outlines three basic

assumptions associated with the growth bias as being
prominent in the literature:
(1) There is a positive correlation between size and
age; consequently the greatest need of
organizations as they mature is to manage growth;
(2) Size is a desirable organizational characteristic
— bigger is better; and
(3) Growth is synonymous with effectiveness (p. 577).
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With these assumptions operating in the field,

the focus of

research questions in organizational studies is on problems
associated with managing growth
Whetten

(1980)

and Cameron

(Doybe & Seagen,

(1982)

1984).

point out that the problem

of managing growth is what underlines the organizational
development literature.

Whettens states:

A common justification for OD interventions is
that employees become alienated as a function of
increasing organizational size (p. 578).
Defining the Conceptual Framework for Decline
Life cycles of organization theory comes closest in the
literature to explaining the changes and evolutionary
processes which an organization goes through within a
lifetime
(1983)

(Cameron,

1982;

Ford,

1980).

Quinn and Cameron's

review of ten organizational life cycles models

indicates that all ten models examine similar organizational
phenomena and stage progression.

Adizes'

model of life

cycles was the only one of the ten models to be concerned
with the organizational decline and death.

The researchers

speculate that the lack of attention to decline or death in
other models may be due to the fact that "mature
organizations"

(after the elaboration of structure stage)

life cycle models break down,

and change occurs

metamorphically and unpredictably.

The stage "from birth to

maturity may be the only predictable one"
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(p.

40).

Theory Development in Organizational Decline
This lack of theory development in organizational
decline has made it difficult to define decline clearly
(Ford,

1980).

Using other organizational constructs has

been the means researchers and practitioners have used to
approach the topic of decline.

Three traditional

theoretical foundations have been used to create conceptual
frameworks within which decline is examined in the
literature. These theoretical traditions are:
organizational-environment literature?
literature; and
al.,

1987,

p.

(3)

(2)

(1)

crisis management

the uncertainty literature

(Cameron,

et

223).

Despite the use of these theoretical foundations,
confusion and lack of precision remains in defining the
construct for decline.

According to these researchers,

the

confusion and lack of precision result from an assumption
that there is a clear relationship between the three
constructs and decline.

For example,

there is a

relationship between turbulence and decline,
property of environment,
distinct

(p.

or decline is a

or decline and stagnation are

224).

With these distinctions in mind,

Cameron and his

colleagues propose the following definition of decline:
Organizational decline is a condition in which a
substantial, absolute decrease in an
organization's resource base occurs over a
specified period of time (p. 224).
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The critical qualities of this definition are seen by
the researchers in the following manner:
Although brief, this definition contains
several critical features.
It distinguishes
between turbulence and munificence, stating that
decline's conceptual roots are linked to the
latter not the former.
It also differentiates
between declining environmental resources and
declining organizational resources.
This
relationship is far from determinate, being
mediated by a variety of internal organizational
factors.
The definition also differentiates
between stagnation and decline by proposing that
decline involves a substantial negative slope in a
resource curve over a specified period of time,
not just a slight depression in upward or downward
trends....Finally, this definitions avoids
defining decline in terms of its consequences.
Much of the literature on decline has focused on
the negative effects of shrinkage and has equated
decline and ineffectiveness.
Our view of decline
is a neutral one: whether it results in positive
or negative consequence depends on how it is
managed (p. 224).
Managing Organizational Decline in Higher Education
The management of conditions of decline
therefore, has become a major requirement of
managers and administrators in most sectors of
American organizations, and especially in higher
education (Cameron, 1982, p. 2).
The ability to manage decline for most managers in
higher education is an overwhelming task (Deal,

1983).

In

addition to being overwhelmed, most managers are unprepared
to deal with the challenges of managing decline because of
their orientation to conditions of growth.
Even under the best of conditions universities,
their nature,

are difficult to manage

(Cyert,

given

1978).

In

some of the literature, higher education is referred to as a
loosely coupled organization

(Lutz,
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1982? Weick,

1976).

Lutz explains that the term "loose coupling" is a concept
used to describe the flexibility of organizational structure
within higher education.

The loosely coupled model allows

for flexibility in the behavior of the various subsystems
which comprise a university

(p.

634).

Essentially,

the

university is a decentralized system in "which colleges,
departments and faculty members are the organizational
units"

(Cyert, p.

344) .

This organizational structure of

institutions of higher education drastically distinguishes
it as an organization from the organizational structure used
in the corporate world
world,

(Pettigrew,

1983).

The business

compared to higher education, maintains more elements

of authority in its organizational structure.

This

organizational structure for higher education operates well
until,

according to Cyert:

a contraction in size is forced on the
organization, and it becomes clear that the
central administration must take action. The
contracting process brings with it conflicts of
all kinds in contrast with an expanding
organization (p. 345).
Managing Decline and Decision Making
Get cracking and do something innovative or cut back
are two approaches available to mangers faced with decline
within their organizations

(Sackney,

1983? Deal,

1983).

The "get cracking and do something innovative" approach is
viewed by Sackney and Deal as providing opportunities for
the educational manager to use innovations to deal with the
financial crisis.

However,

it is not an approach selected
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by many managers.

Developing new markets or services will

not fill the void created by the demographic shift (Sackney,
1983) .
Doyle and Seagren (1984)

indicate that most

institutions are dependent on their environments for
resources,

feedback and information and that,

in order to

implement an innovation during a decline, they must be
flexible in their internal control.

Normally, as an

institution experiences decline, the structure becomes more
rigid and authoritarian (Deal,

1983).

Doyle and Seagren state:
Institutions that are flexible in their
internal structure, that are open to receive
information regarding the effectiveness of their
performance, that are controlled by strategic
decision makers who value creative and innovative
behavior, and that have the necessary
organizational slack to implement their ideas, are
more likely to be able to respond to the changing
demands of their environment (p. 9).
Whetten (1981) believes that innovation is key to
responding to decline-induced organizational crisis.

He

points out three developments in organizational theories
which influence the behavior of administrators and block use
of innovation in dealing with decline.
are viewed as open systems and,

First, organizations

in order to survive, must be

more concerned with the role of boundary spanners that
coordinate the internal operation with the environment
constituency. An organization will increase its boundaries
in order to understand and influence the environment
(Hammond, Schneeweiss, Grinnell,
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& Drake,

1985).

One

important boundary spanner for an organization is getting
and interpreting feedback from the environment.

This

information can be used by the organization in order to make
the appropriate adjustment which would place it in sync with
the environment.

Second, organizational administration in

open systems is viewed as a highly politicized activity.
The organizational administration works with the various
interest groups by striking bargains in exchange for their
commitment to work on collective goals.

Third, decision

making in organizations is characterized by tension between
the routine and the novel.

Old programs are used to address

recurring problems versus employment of new approaches.

It

is more important for the manager to "adhere to precedent,
expediency, and convenience.”
political than rational
Deal

Decision making is more

(p. 81).

(1983) offers a similar lens from which to look at

decision-making processes in an era of decline.

The first

is the rational approach in which cuts are made based on
effectiveness.

The second is a political approach in which

decisions regarding cuts are made in secret.
approach is a symbolic approach,

The third

in which the various

constituencies negotiate and interact symbolically to
determine what will be cut in the organization.
These theoretical perspectives represent a major shift
in organization theory from closed-rational to openpolitical

(Emery & Trist,

1965).

The bottom line for the

managers under these theories is that they are no longer
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considered to be problem solvers in their organization.
Instead, they are considered to be "dilemma mangers" or
"crisis managers"

(Whetten,

1981? Sackney,

1983).

Managing the Crisis of Decline
According to Webster's definition, a crisis is a
turning point for better or for worse of an acute situation.
Retrenchment and downsizing have been the means by which
most institutions of higher education have responded to the
crisis of declining revenues.

Strategic analysis, long-

range planning, reflective thinking are all luxuries that an
organization in crisis can hardly afford (Hammond,
5).

Hammond,

1985, p.

in his paper on the "College President as a

Crisis Manager," indicates that the manager will meet with
resistances from other parts of the organization in regard
to the crisis nature of the decline.

He emphasizes that,

more than likely, the resistance is not a result of
obstinacy but of other individuals' perceptions of the
situation.

Three perceptions may be encountered.

The first

is denying or failing to see the crisis; therefore, there is
no concept of the escalating nature of the crisis.

The

second is refusing to acknowledge the signs of the crisis,
which can result in organizational failure.

The final

perception is one in which members are invested in
organizational survival? however, one faction is willing to
give its trust to the crisis manager and the other is
reluctant.

Cheit (1971)

identifies four phases of

institutional response to the need to retrench.
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They are:

1.

Hope that retrenchment is temporary.
*
*

2.

Decrease new obligation
*
*

3.

Postpone new programs
Postpone building plans

Reduce services not central to the academic
program.
*
*
*
*
*
*

4.

Freeze costs
Spend reserves

Reduce the budget for maintenance
Reduce expenditures for supplies, equipment
and travel
Cut funds for experimental programs
Reduce funds for extracurricular activities
and events
Reduce student services
Freeze hiring of nonacademic employees

Cut parts of the academic program.
*

*
*

Dawson

Favor departments in which students are an
economic asset and decrease support in costly
departments
Reduce the budget for research centers and
activities
Reduce the number of faculty and
administrative positions (p. )

(1991)

states that it is incumbent on the senior

administrators of an institution to deal head-on with the
crisis of decline.

The process of downsizing allows for

these administrators to review the financial status of the
institution and identify places were savings can be made.
His definition of downsizing is:
...the identification and implementation of
changes that result in significant cost savings as
well as improvement to the quality and delivery of
services.
The key outcome of downsizing is the
implementation of cost effective and operationally
efficient practices in an environment that relies
on the interrelationship of the institution's
strategic plan, organizational structure,
operating processes and automated systems support
(p. 26).
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The negative impact of cutbacks can be minimized when
the appropriate retrenchment and downsizing strategies are
employed

(Khan,

1987).

Khan cites James Walker's

(1987)

four basic approaches to downsizing:
*
*
*
*

Normal attrition
Induced attrition
Planned change
Visionary approach (p.

According to Kahn,

393)

normal attrition is the least

painful but not necessarily the best approach.

In this case

unusually the persons with the highest potential leave,
which creates vacancies in critical area.

Also these

persons are often viewed as the ones who have the most
potential to deal with the crisis of decline
To induce attrition,

(Deal,

1983).

financial incentives are used to

encourage employees to resign or retire voluntarily.
Planned change involves cutbacks to specific functions and
services.

The visionary approach allows for the

organization to rethink traditional programs in order to be
more effective in the future.
Hoverland, Mclnturff,

and Rohm (1986)

posit that often

the administrator is not clear about the depths of the
problem.
(CPA)

This group developed a Crisis Prevention Analysis

to give managers an analytical framework by which they

can identify problems as well as potential problems and
areas which will be self-evident upon examination.
four major categories:
functions,

fiscal,

goals and attitudes.
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faculty and staff,

CPA has
support

With this instrument,

the

administrator collects data on her or his institution or
department through self-assessment.
researchers,

once an institution has begun to take drastic

measures to continue to operate,
the CPA.

According to

Therefore,

it is usually too late for

it is important that managers of

organization regularly take their own pulse as a diagnostic
measure.
Decline and the Higher Education System in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts
There are several aspects of the discussion of decline
and the Massachusetts Higher Education system.

Each aspect

serves to sharpen the picture and displays the complexities
of operating a public higher education system in a state
experiencing economic difficulties.

Such aspects are

factors which affected the economic development in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
policy,

the budget process,

tuition

increased costs and the strategies used by the

system and individual

institutions to adjust to the change

in economics.
Budget information was requested from the Higher
Education Coordinating Council but,
been received.
public,

at this writing,

has not

Even though information of this nature is

it is not easily accessible

(see Appendix A).

Therefore,

personal conversations with a policy analyst,

economist,

a budget director,

and a director of financial

aid at one of the institutions,
documents,

and
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published and unpublished

an

newspaper articles were the sources used to develop this
section.
According to Layzell and Lyddon

(1990),

institutions of

higher education in a state are linked to the economic
development of the state.
nation,

Long before other parts of the

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was facing

financial exigency.

In 1988,

the signs of economic distress

and the recession were very evident,

given the announcement

of upcoming budget cuts from the Governor*s Office.
Suddenly,

the state which had enjoyed the reputation of

being the Miracle State,
country a model

the state which had promised the

for universal health care,

the state which

was on the verge of a major bond initiative for capital
improvements throughout the state,

could barely pay its

bills.
Several

factors contributed to the downturn of the

economy in Massachusetts.

The state tax revenues

Spring of 1988 were below predicted amounts.

for the

Given that the

state budget is dependent upon the revenues collected in
taxes,

the obvious result was a decrease in the proposed

budget for the upcoming fiscal year.

Another factor which

affected the state economy was the downsizing of the defense
industry as a result of the federal government's efforts to
decrease the national deficit.

The state economy was

heavily dependent upon the defense industry.
(1990)

John Harney

states that two entities which negatively affected

the economy of Massachusetts were falling returns of the
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computer industry and the demise of the real estate market
which,

in turn,

affected the banking industry.

For state

agencies dependent upon these revenues and on a healthy
economy,

the news was disastrous.

Often,

a reduction in

federal spending is considered to cause economic crisis but,
according to Gold

(1990),

it is more likely to be the state

trends in spending and tax policies.
Given the great dependence of the public higher
education system on state appropriations, public colleges
and universities in the Commonwealth fell victim to the
budget ax.

In 1989,

the public higher education system

turned away approximately 9,000 students because of budget
cuts.

The higher education system found itself competing

with the Corrections, Medicaid,
dollars

(Harney,

1990? Gold,

and K-12 systems for scarce

1990).

Not only were the

public colleges and universities concerned about small
appropriations, but also about the fact that the state could
reverse its appropriation at any point in the budget year.
Penny (1993)

describes how the budget cuts took place:

Typically, the state*s public colleges and
universities are ordered to cut their budgets by
the same percentage.
State budget cutters don't
take into account how such across-the-board cuts
affect individual campuses, or what their impact
will be on enrollment figures, academic programs,
research, or community service projects.
Higher
education was treated like any other state agency
(p. B2).
Variables which are part of the mix of the development of
state budgets,

are what Layzell and Lyddon

environmental factors.

(1990)

call

According to these researchers,
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these factors are not in control of the state or of the
higher education system itself.
factors,

political factors,

demographic factors.

There are historical

economic factors,

and

The authors state:

Historical factors include state residents'
traditional values and preferences regarding
higher education as well as the state government's
historical involvement in governance of higher
education.
Political factors include the
structure of higher education, gubernatorial
influence, legislative influences, and interest
groups' and citizens' influences.
Economic
factors include a state's general economic
condition, state tax capacity, and availability of
state revenues.
Demographic factors include the
level and composition of a state's population,
enrollment in higher education, and student
participation in higher education (p. 5).
These environmental factors,

coupled with other state needs,

place public higher education in such a position that,
survival,

for

it would be necessary to come to grips with the

changing financial situation.

Knowledge of these

environmental factors is critical to achieving an
understanding of the budget allocation process.
Institutions'

allocations are based on what the institution

has received in the past, which is how the historical factor
influences the budget.
institution,

Once the budget is developed by the

the Higher Education Council,

the governor,

and

various legislative bodies can influence appropriations the political factor.

Those events mentioned earlier as

affecting the state are economic factors, which are out of
the control of the institution.

Demographic factors,

such

as the number of high school students who go directly to an
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institution of higher education after graduation in the
state,

factors that cannot be controlled by the system.

One

could conclude that environmental factors always influence
the budgetary process? however,
difficulty,

in a time of economic

the harshness of the environment is more

apparent.
One means of dealing with environmental factors and the
economic situation for public higher education was to
increase tuition,

a trend which usually occurs with a

decrease in tax revenues.

This increase generally occurs

more rapidly at public institutions than at private
institutions.

The rapid increase in tuition insures that

the institution has enough income to cover the loss of state
appropriations and to meet a projected operational budget
(Hauptman,

1991? Mullen,

1988).

Increasing tuition was a

new phenomenon for the public institutions? however, with
the slow growth in state appropriations,

institutions became

more dependent on tuition dollars

1990).

(Gold,

The average

annual tuition increase from 1987 to 1992 was 14.9%.

Table

1 vividly demonstrates the changes in tuition during this
period and illustrates the greater institutional dependence
on tuition dollars.

Also included are the tuition increases

for private institutions during this time, which remain
normal and constant.
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Table 1
Tuition Increases

%
86/87

87/88

State

2.8%

Private

7.29%

tuition +

88/89

fees

89/90

90/91

91/92

10.49%

4.13%

36.29%

11.28%

8.92%

8.72%

6.88%

5.29%

Source:
Massachusetts Institute for Social
Research

& Economic

When reviewing Table 1 in light of the inflation rate
for 1987-1992,

rapid increase is apparent.

The Consumer

Price Index indicates that the prices for goods and services
increased from 1983 through 1991 at an average of 3.81% per
year.
Changes in tuition policies were also part of the mix.
Prior to 1989,

tuition on the public college and university

campuses was collected and returned to the general
the state.

fund of

One of the major changes in policy during this

period was to institute the retention of tuition dollars on
individual campuses

(Harney,

1990?

MacKinnon,

1992).

The

purpose of retaining tuition dollars on campuses was to
generate additional revenues for new programs and projects.
Mitchell

(1988)

states,

in his article on change in tuition

policies:
In the Commonwealth, tuition is seen as an offset
of the state's higher education appropriation.
It
is not viewed as a resource that could be used to
enhance higher education excellence.
As we will
see, tuition, if retained, could provide the
colleges with significant new revenues.
This
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potential revenue source could become particularly
important if recent legislative budget decisions
resulting in limited funding for new programs were
to continue.
Allowing the institution to keep the monies for enhancement
purposes soon resulted in the institutions'

using the

funding to supplement the losses sustained by appropriation
cuts.

This policy of retaining the tuition dollars on

campus was phased in over a period of time.

Initially,

the

campus could only keep monies which were the result of the
increase in tuition.
not occur until

1993

Full retention of tuition dollars did
(MacKinnon,

1992).

Along with the increase in tuition came the
implementation of the fee structures.
which students pay for services.
mandatory fees.

Fees are ways in

There are voluntary and

Mandatory fees were yet another mechanism

by which the institution could generate monies to cover the
cost of attending the institution.

Harney

(1990)

states

that the fees rose more than 175% between 1986 and 1993.

He

says:
The fees, unlike tuition, are levied by the
individual institutions.
If "fee increase"
somehow seems less ominous than "tuition hike,"
consider:
Tuition for Massachusetts residents at
UMass-Amherst rose 8 percent from $1,404 in 198889 to $1,512 in 1989-90.
Fees rose 38 percent,
from $1,065 to $1,468.
In fact, fees rose 175
percent statewide in seven years before the hikes.
The main culprit is the so-called "curriculum
support fee," pumped up and up since the fiscal
problem began (p. 16).
Responsibility for funding the cost of public higher
education has shifted increasingly to students over the past
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few years.
students.
board,

Tuition and fees are viewed as one cost by
Mullen

books,

(1990)

states,

"The cost of room and

and required fees represents two thirds of the

total cost of attending a typical,
four-year college or university"
Fuel,

utilities,

residential,

(p.

9).

updating of laboratories,

new computer equipment,

public,

acquiring

supporting graduate programs,

and

building renovations are a few of the expenses which have
driven up the cost for higher education.

Substantial costs

which are often ignored are faculty and staff salaries and
benefits which can amount to 60 to 80 percent of the
operating budget of the institution

(Mullen,

1990?

Harney,

1990).
Another element of this discussion is the role played
by financial aid in assuring that public higher education
remains accessible.

Mitchell

(1988)

reminds readers,

introduction to a tuition policy proposal,

in his

that the purpose

of tuition is to ensure that everyone accessing higher
education will pay their share of the cost.

He links low

tuition with an institution's low need for financial aid to
help students pay for their education.
increase in tuition and fees,
accessible,

However,

an institution,

with the

to remain

must have adequate financial aid for students

who do not have sufficient resources of their own.
midst of the increases,

In the

institutions set aside monies for

students considered to be the neediest.
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An increase in the cost of education must be counterbalanced with institutional commitment to a strong financial
aid program.

The reality is that, during the budget cuts,

institutions were faced with no expansion of federal
financial aid programs, as the nation was preoccupied with
lowering the federal deficit.

In addition, the state aid

program was reduced significantly (exact figures are not
available at this writing).
The Presence of African American Students in the
Massachusetts Public Higher Education System
The increase in the cost of higher education has placed
higher education out of reach for certain groups,
particularly African Americans and other people of color.
Access for African American students to higher education is
dependent upon low tuition and a strong financial aid
assistance program.

The shift in cost to the student has

placed the achievement of a college degree beyond reach.
Even with the increase in tuition, enrollments at many
institutions have increased, demonstrating that higher
education has not become price-sensitive.
(1988) points out that,

However, Mullen

for some populations, price is a

significant issue:
There are indications that participation by
minorities and low-income students may be
adversely influenced by the perceived cost of
going to college, even if the net price is
substantially lower because of financial aid.
On
the other hand, the decline in minority enrollment
seems to track the shift in federal aid from
grants to loans, indicating the net price is very
much an issue (p. 12).
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Mullen points out that the distinguishing factor here is
that,

for students of color, there is a direct relationship

between cost and financial aid.

Even when the net price is

shown to the student as opposed to the published price,
public higher education is unattractive because of the
prospect of indebtedness.
The Mortenson Report on Public Policy Analysis of
Opportunity for Postsecondarv Education (1993) took a close
look at this issue in relation to family income.

Using 1990

census data, the Report reveals that, when you consider
family income quartiles for unmarried 18- to 24-year-old
high school graduates, the bottom quartile has grown poorer.
The Report states:
...in 1991, the bottom quartile of family income
was defined by upper family income limit of
$21,539.
In constant dollars, the corresponding
family income limit for the bottom quartile was
$21,841 in 1980 and $25,112 in 1970.
Thus, the
bottom quartile lost most of its real income
during the 1970s.
In 1991 the lower family income limit for the
top quartile of family income was $61,636.
In
constant dollars, the corresponding lower limits
were $55,316 in 1980 and $56,909 in 1970.
Thus,
the top quartile gained most of its real income
growth during the 1980s.
The Report further states that people of color are more than
likely to be found in the bottom quartile of family income.
African Americans were 12 times more likely than Whites to
be in the bottom family income quartile.

Therefore,

family

resources simply are not available to absorb the cost of
higher education for many African Americans.
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Currently,
citizens and,
Americans,

in the United States,

of this total,

there are 248,709,873

29,986,060 are African

comprising 12 percent of the nation's population.

The Massachusetts population totals 6,016,425.
number,

300,130 are African Americans,

Census Bureau,

Of this

according to the U.S.

comprising approximately 5 percent of the

Commonwealth's population.
Twenty-nine institutions comprise the Massachusetts
public higher education system.
universities,
colleges.

There are five

nine state colleges,

and 15 community

Total enrollment in the Massachusetts public

higher education system is 177,689
Education Coordinating Council,
all categories of students,

(Massachusetts Higher

1993).

This figure includes

even continuing education

students.
This study focuses on the state colleges and the
university system.

What is germane to this study is the

extent to which the state system has experienced decline
over a period of five years,

from 1988 to 1992.

growth was reported by the Office for Research,
Systems,

Though
Information

and Assessment of the Massachusetts Higher

Education Coordinating Council between 1991 and 1992,
overall, between 1988 and 1992,
percent enrollment loss.

the system sustained a 3

Information in the Report does not

include data for each enrollment year,
1988 figures with the 1991 figures,

but,

by comparing the

it becomes evident that

these are the years during which the loss was sustained.
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In

1988,

183,201 students were enrolled in the system.

1991,

there were 175,300 enrolled.

In

Table 2 illustrates

annual enrollment trends by institution type during this
five-year period.

Table 2
Trends in Total Headcount Enrollment 1988-1992

1988

% of
Total

% of
Total

1991

1992

% of
Total

Community
College

72,574

36.6

72,252

41.2

75,154

42.3

State
College

46,827

25.6

44,387

25.3

44,421

25.0

University
of Mass.

63,800

34.8

58,661

33.5

58,114

32.7

System
Total

183,201

175,300

177,689

Source:
Office of Research, Information Systems, and
Assessment, Higher Education Coordinating Council

Further analysis of enrollment data by institution type
indicates that, between 1988 and 1992,

the state colleges

declines in headcount by -5.2 percent,

from 46,827 to

44,387.

The universities declined by 8.1 percent in

headcount,

from 63,800 to 58,661.

Between 1991 and 1992,

the state colleges remained stable, but the universities
sustained an enrollment loss of -0.9 percent.

Examining

full-time equivalencies for the period of 1988 through 1992
(FTE)

for state colleges,

there was a slight decline of -0.9
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percent, while universities over the same span of time
sustained a loss of -9.6 percent in FTEs.
was a loss of -4.2 percent in FTEs.

Systemwide,

Interestingly,

there

the

community colleges experienced a 4.6 percent FTE increase
during the period from 1988 through 1992.
Students of color in 1992 made up 12.6 percent of the
total enrollment in the Massachusetts higher education
system,

by headcount,

5.2 percent,

or 9,301,

or 22,413.

African Americans made up

of the total enrollment in the

Massachusetts public higher education system.

The majority

of African American students

are in the

community college system?

(57.6%? or 5,357)

13.6 percent

state colleges? and 28.8 percent

(1,265)

(2,679)

are in the

are in the state

university system.
There was growth within the system from 1988 to 1992 in
the enrollment of students of color.

Between 1988 and 1991,

there was growth in the African American population of about
6.8 percent.

In that same period,

the enrollment of other

minority grew dramatically - Hispanic Americans by 19.3
percent? Asian Americans by 18.7 percent? and Native
Americans by 27.8 percent.

The enrollment growth between

1991 and 1992 for African Americans was 8.1 percent.

The

enrollment in public higher education of other groups of
students of color grew between these two years as well —
Hispanic Americans by 16.4 percent? Asian/Pacific Islanders,
12.7 percent? and Native Americans,
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7.7 percent.

Even though the system enrollment figures indicate an
increase in the number of students of color,
is one of distribution.

the issue here

Students of color account for 16

percent of the community college enrollment,
with 12.6 percent systemwide.

in comparison

Students of color are

overrepresented in the community colleges and under¬
represented in the universities.

As mentioned earlier,

57.6

percent of African Americans in higher education are
attending community colleges,
Native Americans,

as well as 54.1 percent of

11.4 percent of Hispanic Americans,

10.8 percent of Asian Americans.

and

When this population is

viewed in terms of university system enrollment,

28.8

percent of the African Americans attend universities?

21.1

percent of Native Americans; 23.4 percent of Hispanic
Americans? and 46.7 percent of the Asian Americans.
What is disturbing about the Council report,

in their

analysis of the systemwide distribution of African Americans
and other students of color,

is that they imply that the

community colleges are considered the initial path to higher
education without further reference to the national data,
which clearly indicate that African Americans are
disproportionately represented in the community colleges and
that they have by far the lowest transfer rate to
baccalaureate degree granting institutions.

The report

indicates that,

(1988-1992),

during this five-year period

there was a :slight decline" in enrollment overall,
increase in enrollment for students of color.
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but an

The bottom

line is that African Americans continue to access the lowest
tier of the system disproportionately.

Fewer resources are

spent on community colleges.
The researcher realizes that the analysis of this data
is limited.

Unfortunately, discussion of enrollment trends

at the individual sites on which the study was conducted
cannot occur because of the possibility of a breach of the
anonymity guaranteed to the institutional participants.
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APPENDIX E
PROPOSED QUESTIONS FOR FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW
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Proposed questions for students on Site I
1.

In the years I have been involved in higher education,
I have found that students come to college for a
variety of reasons.
I am interested in hearing from
you the reasons you have chosen to pursue a college
career?
Probe: After several reasons, probe to find out what
attracted them to this particular institution.

2.

You have been at this institution for several years?
tell me in what ways has this college assisted you in
meeting your aspirations and goals?
Probe: What kind of support systems are in place in the
institutions?
What specific areas in the institutions
have been most helpful?
Least helpful?
In what ways
would the institutions need to change in order to help
you meet your goals?

3.

Usually when we talk about "the life of a college
student," we are referring to what that student is
experiencing in terms of the campus environment — the
academic and social systems.
Tell me what "college
life" is like for an African American student on this
campus.
Probe: How is campus life for African American students
different from European American students?
What are
the causes for the differential treatment?

4.

For the past few years, the public colleges and
universities in the state have been affected by the
economy being in a recession.
From your perspective,
describe how the recessions and the budget cuts have
impacted your campus.
What do students complain most
about as a result of the budget cuts?
Probe: Specific changes in curriculum, services and
benefits to students, faculty, and staff and the
appearance and maintenance of the campus.
Size of
classes, the living environment, support programs,
availability of financial aid, admission, changes in
policies or practices.
How were you informed about the
budget cut?

5.

You have mentioned various cuts in the programs and
services of the campus.
Please tell me how you were
individually affected by these cuts.
Probe: Have they in any way affected "college life"
and/or your career and personal goals?
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6.

From the big picture perspective, how has the college
maintained its commitment to the retention and
recruitment of African American students during the
budget crisis?
Probe:
Was your college able to do so under the
imposition of budget cuts?

7.

The downsizing is becoming a way of life for most
colleges and universities.
If you were called in to
consult with the president, faculty, and staff of the
college about how to improve the "college life" of
African American students on this campus as the result
of the budget cuts, what would you recommend?

8.

What would you tell a prospective student?
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V

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Selection of the appropriate methodology is critical in
order to achieve the purpose of this study.

Throughout

educational and social science research literature,

scholars

are advised and in several instances cautioned that
thoughtful selection of a research methodology is key.
Prominent in the discussion on selection of a research
approach is the importance of the researcher's understanding
that the phenomenon of inquiry is rooted in the "science of
knowing"

(epistemology).

methodology,

A subfield of epistemology is

the "science of finding out"

(Babbi,

1989,

p.

).

6

A researcher soon discovers that the alerts in the
literature about the critical issue of methodology selection
are lodged in the existence of two paradigms for research.
These paradigms translate into research practices known as
quantitative research and qualitative research.
Borg and Gall

(1989)

explain that quantitative research

methods have dominated the field of educational research.
This scientific method of inquiry has been responsible for
providing much of what is known about the discipline of
education.

In fact,

this particular approach has served to
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tell us mostly about the world in which we live.

Based on

the philosophical school of thought of positivism,

this

method has directed research in the natural and social
sciences

(p.

18).

Emphasis under this method is placed only

on observable and objective phenomena which can be discerned
by the "human senses"

(p.

17).

Contributions which

quantitative research have made to education and the social
sciences are widely recognized.
Qualitative research,

on the other hand,

has its

philosophical foundation in what is known as postpositivism.
This school of thought adheres to the belief that knowledge
can be gained about phenomena even when it cannot be
discerned by the human senses

(Borg & Gall,

1989).

However,

experts strongly advocate and encourage the use of
qualitative research methods as means to "find out" about
the world we live in
Miller,
(1980)

(Borg & Gall,

1986; Smircich & Morgan,

1989;

1980).

Babbi,

1989; Kirk &

Morgan and Smircich

frame a strong argument in favor of qualitative

research methods to study the social world:
Once one relaxes the ontological assumption
that the world is a concrete structure, and admits
that human beings, far from merely responding to
the social world, may actively contribute to its
creation, the dominant methods become increasingly
unsatisfactory, and indeed inappropriate. For if
one recognizes that the social world constitutes
some form of open-ended process, any method that
closes the subject of study within the confines of
a laboratory, or merely contents itself with the
production of narrow empirical snapshots of
isolated phenomena at fixed points in time does
not do complete justice to the nature of the
subject (p. 498).
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The approach allows for finding out to be more holistic and
more responsive to the perceptions of those studied.
The distinction between these models

is critical to a

researcher needing to make a decision about the appropriate
method to study a complex subject with characteristics not
discernable by the human senses.

Operationally,

because

quantitative research depends on the human senses,

this

approach is limited to "measuring the degree which some
feature is present.”

Developed from a hypothesis,

prediction is either proven or disproved.

a

Whereas,

the

qualitative approach focuses not on the degree or amount but
identifies the presence or absence of something.

It is the

researcher*s responsibility to observe and interpret the
phenomenon to determine the presence or absence of a
particular thing

(Kirk & Miller,

p.

16).

The observation and interpretation of phenomena lead to
the question of objectivity,

the major point of contention

between the two research approaches.

The question of

objectivity arises as a major criticism of qualitative
research because the qualitative method is devoted to field
study,

in which the researcher is involved with the

participants in a particular setting in which the
researcher’s

"values,

interpretations,

are central to the inquiry
Furthermore,

feelings and musings”

(Borg & Gall,

1989,

p.

17) .

the data collected and the findings may be

unique to a studied setting,

whereas the quantitative

approach operates separate from the participants,
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and the

data and findings are generalizable to other settings
outside the one in which the data was gathered.

Proponents

of the use of qualitative methods realize that the issue of
generalizability of the research conducted under this method
can be problematic
Huberman,

1984).

(Marshall & Rossman,

1989; Miles &

Despite this limitation,

these experts

argue that qualitative research can provide the depth and
richness of "finding out" and that the researcher using this
methodology must be aware of this particular limitation.
The presentation of the underlying assumptions of these
research methodologies should not be viewed as this
researcher's efforts to determine the good or bad,
superior or inferior nature of the approaches.

the

Instead the

examination enables this researcher to determine which
approach will be the means for "finding out" about the
impact of decline on African American students in higher
education.

The qualitative model seems to be most

appropriate,

given that the purpose of the study is to

describe and explain the impact of decline.
The qualitative model,

because of its holistic nature,

would accommodate the broad landscape of this inquiry.

The

dimensions and dynamics of the phenomenon are unknown.

In

order for the researcher to "find out" she will need to be
involved with the participants within their university
settings.

In fact,

given that there are very few empirical

studies on the impact of decline on organizations and that
most organizational theories are based on growth,
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this study

will be moving into uncharted organizational territories
with the intent to investigate the presence -or absence of
decline.

The concern of generalizability will be addressed

within the literature review coverage of various aspects of
organizational response to decline and the structure of
higher education as an organization and its unique cultural
characteristics.
It is the aim of this study to contribute to a holistic
picture of the dimensions of the impact of decline on
African American students.

Though the results may not be

generalizable to settings outside of those involved in the
study,

they will provide a basis for other institutions of

higher education to look at themselves in terms of the
impact which decline has upon African American students.
On a larger scale,

the outcomes of the study may lead

to the development of hypotheses for future studies and
theory development.
exploratory,

The nature of this study design is

given that decline in organizations is

relatively new ground within organizational studies.
many college campuses,

For

coupling the unfamiliar nature of

decline with the unrelenting debate on race has been
extremely difficult.

These two topics have been treated as

separate domains in the eyes of the researchers.
Furthermore,

discussions by educational leaders regarding

the relationship and causality with respect to these two
topics have been held in isolation.

The combination of the

two topics increases the complexity for the researcher and
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the practitioner exponentially.

The strength of the

qualitative model will allow this researcher to study this
phenomenon not as a concrete structure but as an open-ended
process which is dynamic and complex.
Focus Groups
An outgrowth of the group movement of the mid-fifties,
the focus group has been used primarily in marketing
research as a means to collect qualitative data
1987? Byers & Wilcox,
that,

1991).

Lederman

in addition to marketing,

points out

this method has been

utilized in organizational development.
organizational development,

(1983)

(Templeton,

In the case of

the "method is often used to

generate data either from a vertical or horizontal sampling
within an organization"

(p.

237).

Focus groups grew out of what experts refer to as the
focused interview,

a discussion group that concentrates on a

particular topic or topics,
moderator,

that is facilitated by a

and that typically consists of eight to twelve

participants

(Byers & Wilcox,

interview techniques,
the patterns of views,

1991,

p.

65).

Utilizing group

a focus group is capable of capturing
attitudes,

and feelings which can

provide insight into various phenomena
For the past generation,

(Levy,

1979).

this research technique,

along

with the other qualitative method strategies, has met with
resistance from quantitative scholars who believe that this
approach lacks the necessary scientific rigor.

However,

recognition recently has been given by the scientific
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community to the usefulness of focus groups as a data
collection method in areas in which little knowledge exists
(Byers & Wilcox,

1991).

Furthermore,

data collected in a

focus group often provides the basis for quantitative
research.

Projections by researchers regarding the

usefulness of this technique extend to the analysis and
interpretation of quantitative research
Finally,

1991).

generalizability is a key issue in the

discussion of focus groups.
groups,

(Greenbaum,

Because of the size of focus

the argument regarding generalizability centers on

whether the researcher can truly get a representative sample
of the universe of the particular population.

Given that

the goal of this study is to explore the nature of the
impact of decline in higher education on African American
students,

a relatively new territory,

not of great concern

(Byer & Wilcox,

generalizability is
1991).

Calder

(1977)

states,
For the exploratory approach, sample
generalizability is not even particularly
meaningful.
The goal is either to generate ideas
for scientific constructs or...to compare
scientific with everyday explanations (p. 361).
The selection of this method by the researcher is based on
the five fundamental assumptions outlined by Lederman
(1989) :
1.

that people are a valuable source of information;

2.

that people can report on and about themselves,
and that they are articulate enough to verbalize
their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors;

3.

that the facilitator who "focuses” the interview
can help people retrieve forgotten information;
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4.

that the dynamics in the group can be used to
generate genuine information, rather than the
"group think” phenomenon? and

5.

that interviewing a group is better than
interviewing an individual.

The holistic nature of the focus group allows the
researcher to observe the various interactions and
transactions between participants

(p.

64).

Byers and Wilcox (1991), via a literature review,
further cite the advantages of focus groups:
1.

Release of inhibition by participants. A well
moderated group encourages full and open
expression of perceptions, experiences, attitudes,
etc.

2.

Flexibility.
A focus group is typically more
flexible than an individual interview (Wells,
1974).
The moderator "works from a list of
topics—listening, thinking, probing, exploring,
framing hunches and ideas" (p. 134).

3.

Handling contingencies.
A focus group is amenable
to exploring linkages which go untouched in a
statistical survey (Wells, 1974, p. 134).
Moveover, it is possible to explore avenues of
importance which may arise other than those listed
on
questionnaires.

4.

Time.
Eliciting responses from eight to twelve
respondents in a focus group lasting one to two
hours is more "time effective" than interviewing
the same number individually.

5.

Interpretability of data.
Though the data usually
contain a wide range of responses (Kover, 1982),
identification of issues and the reasons
participants hold positions on issues is usually
clear upon careful analysis.
The group often
stimulates recall and actuates important but
forgotten personal detail.

6.

Provision of basic exploratory information.
When
little is known in advance of investigation, the
focus group may provide a basis for formulating
research questions and hypotheses (Zeller, 1987,
p. 66).
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The low cost of conducting focus groups is yet another
factor which makes this approach attractive.

Structure of the Study
This study was conducted during the 1992-93 academic
year on five,

four-year institutions of higher learning

within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
establish the context for the study,
and summarized national,

regional,

decline in higher education.

In order to

the researcher examined

and local data related to

The researcher depended

primarily on newspaper clippings to chronicle the series of
events which occurred in the State of Massachusetts related
to decline in higher education.

Specific information

regarding budget allocations and state budget revisions has
been requested from the Higher Education Coordinating
Council.

A letter and several phone calls have been made as

a means to follow up.

To date,

this information remains

unavailable to be used in the study.
Pilot Study
The first focus group,

conducted with educational

administrators, was intended by the researcher to be a pilot
group to test the initial question guides.
interview,

From this group

the researcher learned that asking participants

about the current racial climate on campus for African
American students was critical in establishing the context
and perspective for the questions regarding decline.
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The data from the pilot group were included in this
study because another site which has been scheduled to serve
as one of the four sites for the study withdrew from
participation.

Time and resources available precluded

selection of a new fourth site.

Participants at the pilot

site were familiar to the researcher,

so the factor of bias

had to be considered before including the site interview as
part of the research data.

After reviewing the data,

the

researcher concluded that the pilot site participants
answered as service providers to the African American
student population and responded with the same candor as
participants at other sites.

Sampling
Site Selection
Two university and three state college campuses were
sites for the focus group interviews.

Because the nature of

the study is exploratory and the focus group method does not
require representative sampling
1983),

(Calder,

1977;

Lederman,

representation of institutional types within the

Commonwealth's public higher education system was not a
concern when considering the field sites.
Selection of campuses where the focus groups were
conducted was based on the African American student
population on the campuses and the cooperation of contact
persons willing to commit to and facilitate institutional
participation in the study.

However,
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the researcher

attempted to provide balance in site selection.

Size and

location were important considerations when evaluating the
suitability of a site.

The researcher reviewed the profiles

of all of the four-year institutions in the state.

This

list was narrowed down to those which seemed to be
representative of the system in terms of geography,
institutional type,
students.

and population of African American

The researcher asked personal friends and

professional colleagues for the names of administrators who
might be approached regarding institutional participation as
one of the sites for the study.
Those institutions which participated in the study were
the result of the researcher*s being given the name of a
particular person who agreed to participate because of
his/her association with the person who introduced the
researcher.

For example,

the contact person at one site

introduced the researcher to a colleague at a different
institution.

The introduction developed into another site.

In only two cases did such a referral not result in
institutional participation.

In the first case,

the contact

person at the institution agreed to link the researcher with
the appropriate institutional official.

The researcher and

the contact person agreed upon a specific protocol, which
was followed.

Numerous telephone calls were made to the

contact person over the course of two weeks.

The telephone

calls were not acknowledged and further pursuit of the site
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was,

therefore,

abandoned.

It was at this point that the

pilot site was included as part of the study.
In the second case,

the administrator contacted by the

researcher was leaving the institution and was unwilling to
coordinate interviews.
at the institution,

The researcher contacted a student

the daughter of a friend and colleague.

The student agreed to recruit a group of students to
participate.
The researcher did not have a contingency plan for
gaining access to campuses where no specific contact person
had been identified.

Site contact began in mid-January,

and

the last focus group interview occurred during the first
week in May.

The development of contact people through

"cold calls” or letters was not an option due to time
constraints.

Such an approach would have delayed collection

until the 1993-94 academic year.
Once the institutional representative had agreed to
participate,

a letter was sent describing the study,

with a copy of the dissertation abstract
one site,

along

(Appendix B).

At

the contact person requested that the researcher

submit a written request to the president for permission to
use the institution as a site for the study.
Profile of Sites Participating in the Study
Each site participating in the study was assigned a
specific color.

The color coding maintained the anonymity

of the participating institution and served as a means to
categorize group responses for purposes of analysis and
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discussion of responses between groups and institutions.
Colors used for institutional
green,

orange,

red,

identification were blue,

and yellow

(see Table 3).

Site Blue is an institution which is approximately 120
years old.
colleges.

It is one of the state's four-year comprehensive
The campus is primarily a commuter campus

urban setting.

The emphasis of the institution is on

teaching and scholarship with a special
arts.

in an

focus on the liberal

This institution offers baccalaureate and masters

degrees.

Providing a traditional curriculum in liberal arts

is only part of the institution's mission.

The institution

is also involved in developing new programs in the medical
field.
Enrollment at this institution is 4,000
students,

full-time

of which 160 are African American students.

One

office on this campus is responsible for supporting African
American students through recruitment and retention
activities and pre-college programs.
Site Green is an institution which has existed for
approximately 150 years.
single-sex institution.

Until

1964,

the institution was a

The campus accommodates both

commuter and residential students and is located in a suburb
on the outskirts of a metropolitan area.
teaching institution,

where the emphasis

liberal arts and professional,
This

Site Green is a
is placed on the

career-oriented programs.

institution offers both baccalaureate and master's

degrees.
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Enrollment at Site Green is approximately 4,000
time students;

140 are African American students.

full¬

Only one

person is assigned to work with students of color,

and that

individual had other responsibilities pertaining to
institutional compliance with civil rights laws and
regulations.
Site Yellow is one of the five universities
University system,

in the

and has been in existence for 29 years.

A commuter campus located in a metropolitan area,

the

institution has as its specific mission providing higher
educational opportunities to a diverse cultural,
class population within the community.
bachelor*s,

racial,

and

Site Yellow offers

master's and doctoral degrees and certificates

of advanced graduate study.
Enrollment at Site yellow is approximately 8,500
time students?

1,500 are African American students.

the mission of the institution,

full¬
Given

providing appropriate

services to this population is an integral part of the
structure of the institution.
Site Orange is an institution which has been in
existence for 25 years.
area,

The campus,

outside of an urban

is both commuter and residential.

The major mission

of the institution is teaching with considerable emphasis on
continuing education opportunities for adults and students
outside of a degree program.

The institution offers

bachelor's and master's degrees and certificates of advanced
graduate study.
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Enrollment at Site Orange is approximately 4,000
time students?

of this number,

full¬

130 are African Americans.

One office on campus is responsible for providing support to
students of color,
programs.

offering recruitment and retention

In addition,

the office sponsors a pre-college

program for high school students and career enhancement
programs for undergraduates.

There is also an upper-level

administrator at Site Orange who is responsible for
directing the institution's diversity efforts.
Site Red is an institution which has been in existence
for 130 years and is part of the statewide university
system.

The campus is a residential campus located close to

two metropolitan areas.

The major mission of the

institution is teaching,

research,

economic development of the state.
bachelor's,

master's,

and involvement in the
The institution offers

and doctoral degrees along with

certificates of advanced graduate study.
Enrollment at this institution is approximately 25,000
full-time students?
students.

of these,

On this campus,

for students of color,

750 are African American

several structured programs exist

one specifically for African American

students.

Participation Selection
Participants in this study belonged to two separate
groups — African American students and educational
administrators responsible to or for African American
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students.

A preliminary meeting was held at all confirmed

sites by the researcher.

At these meetings,

the researcher

and the contact person discussed the make-up of each of the
groups and logistical arrangements.
A different approach to contacting individuals to
participate in the study was utilized at each site.
Administrators made personal telephone calls to or sent
letters to their colleagues.
students,

To contact and recruit

administrators used the existing institutional

structures,

such as student organizations.

Except for the

site on which only students were interviewed,

the contact

person or his/her staff recruited the subjects for the
study.

In one instance,

a student leader was designated to

recruit student participants.
messages,

After leaving numerous

the researcher was unable to make contact with the

student leader.

Therefore,

only educational administrators

on this campus were interviewed.
Even though individuals had agreed to participate in
the focus group interviews,
cancellations.

there were last-minute

This was particularly prevalent among

educational administrators.

Given professional schedules

and a minimum time commitment of ninety minutes,
participation was not always possible.

Even though

participation fell below the desired number,

the researcher

conducted the interview with the understanding that less
time would be needed.
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Participants were recruited at all field sites
simultaneously.

Recruiting participants took two to three

weeks per site,

depending on the particular protocol used.

Once individuals had agreed to participate,
for the focus group interview on campus.

a date was set

Efforts were made

to schedule both administrator and student group interviews
on the same day.

At two of the sites it was not possible to

interview on the same day because of schedule conflicts.
The focus group interviews took place from late February
through early May.

Descriptions of the Participant Groups
Table 3 outlines the number of participants.

Thirty-

one undergraduate students participated in the study.
Twenty-seven of the students identified themselves as
African or Caribbean Americans.

Two students identified

themselves as bi-racial, which means that they identify with
two racial groups,

one being African American.

was reported by one student,
cases,

Cape Verdean

and Latino by another.

In both

the racial identification of these students

identified fully with their particular cultural and ethnic
group, but acknowledged as part of their culture an African
heritage.
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Fourteen
seventeen

(45%)

(55%)

of the participants were male and

were female.

The length of time students

have spent at their colleges or universities ranged from one
year to more than four years.

The average time students had

spent at the institutions was 2.9 years,
years.

and the median,

3

Three of the 31 student participants had transferred

to their institutions from other colleges and universities.
Thirty of the students resided in Massachusetts,
only one student was from out of state.

and

Nineteen of the

students received some form of financial assistance.

Seven

indicated that they did not receive any financial assistance
at all; and there was one participant who did not respond to
the request for financial assistance information.

Twenty-

one of the students lived on campus and ten were commuter
students.

Students were asked to report their parents'

final educational level.
responses,

Though there was potential for 62

only 27 parent educational levels were

identified.

In terms of the educational level of parents,

two were doctoral candidates,

two held master's degrees,

three had received their bachelor's degrees.
students'

completed grade school.
student.

Eleven of the

parents had at least two years of college,

seven had high school diplomas.

and

and

One of the parents had only

There was no response from one

Table 4 displays this information.

All students were paid $10.00 for their participation.
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Educational Administrators
Twenty-one educational administrators participated in
the study.

Fourteen identified themselves as African or

Caribbean Americans.

One participant self-identified as bi-

racial and another reported as Latin American.

Five of the

administrators were White European American.
Fourteen of the participants were male and seven were
female.

In terms of tenure at their particular

institutions,

one of the administrators had been at the

institution for 21 years,
years.

two for 20 years,

and three for 18

Two had been with their employers for 15 years;

three for 14 years? and one for 13 years.

Five had been

with their institutions between ten and 11 years?
been there for seven years,
years,

and one year,

five years,

four had

two and one half

respectively.

Nine of the administrators held positions in which they
were responsible for providing support and services to
African Americans.

These individuals'

associate dean to counselor.
recruitment,

retention,

titles ranged from

Services included admission,

and pre-college programs.

Two of

the participants were responsible for the overall campus
academic advising programs.

Three of the administrators

worked in student activities or student life programs.
There was a psychologist,

a career counselor,

and a

counselor for disabled students among the participants.
latter two participants also taught courses for African
American students and students of color.
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One of the

The

participants was the director of financial aid and another,
the dean of graduate and continuing education, with
responsibility for non-traditional adult students.

One

participant was the vice chancellor of student affairs, who
oversaw all activities related to the quality of life for
students on campus? another was assistant vice chancellor,
working directly with the chancellor regarding the operation
of the institution

(see Table 5).

Focus Group Interviews
The researcher served as the focus group moderator on
each campus.
six hours.

Total time on each site ranged from three to
The researcher arrived at each site at least an

hour in advance of the interview in order to prepare the
room.

The audio-taping equipment was assembled and tested.

At one site,

equipment failure delayed the interview for two

hours until another piece of equipment was obtained.
Each participants place was set with a packet of
information which contained a sheet describing the study and
a consent form (Appendix C)

along with a demographic sheet

requesting information regarding race,

gender,

time spent at

the institution and other items specific to either students
or administrators.
predicted,

Because attendance could not be

the researcher could not arrange participant-

specific seating.
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Table 5
Position and Years at Institution of Educational
Administrators

Color
Code

Job Descriptions/Interaction
w/ African American Students

0
R
A
N
G
E

* * Associate Director-Academic Advising
* Asst. Director of Campus Center
* Assoc. Dean/Diversity/Dir. Minority
Affiliation
* Dean/Graduate and Cont. Ed.
* Dir/ of Support Program for H.S.

B
L
U
E

* Recruitment & Outreach Counselors
in Support
* Dir. of Minority Affairs - Retention/
Enrollment
* Pre-College Program - Upward Bound
* Assoc. Dir./Counselor on StuSupSerFed

# Yrs

10
15
14
14
3

11
18
1
lOh

G
R
E
E
N

Y
E
L
L
O
W

* Dir/ of Student Life/Student Activity
* Dir. Support Program in a
Professional School
* Director of Financial Aid
* Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
* Assistant Vice Chancellor
* Director of Student Advising

R
E
D

*
*
*
*

Psychologist
Dir. of Support Program African Amer.
Undergrad. Admissions-Assoc. Dir.
Student Activities Advisor - Work
w/ African American Students
* Career Development/Placement
Counselor
* Disability Counselor-Teach Class
for Students of Color
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21
20
18
14
10
11

The interviews were conducted around a conference table
with a pad microphone in the middle of the table.

Light

refreshments were available on a side table.
Procedure for the Focus Group
As the participants arrived for the interview,
were greeted,
(Appendix D)

they

instructed to fill out the information
at their place settings,

themselves to the refreshments.
knew each other,

and invited to help

In all cases,

participants

so much of the formality of the process was

dissipated by the level of familiarity;
easily generated.

small talk was

After all participants had gathered,

researcher opened the session,

following Krueger's

the

(1988)

recommendation for introducing group discussion:
(1)

Welcome

(2)

Overview

(3)

The ground rules

(4)

First question.

The researcher/moderator informed participants once
again of the nature of the study and identified it as part
of a dissertation.

Participants were assured that under no

circumstances would their identities be revealed.

The

researcher explained the focus group interview process and
informed participants that they would be audio-taped and
that the tape would be transcribed.

Participants were given

the option to leave if for any reason they found the nature
of the study objectionable or they were uncomfortable with
the procedures.
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At no point during the interviews did anyone leave;
however,

some participants elected to pass on certain

questions.

The actual interview lasted from 80 minutes to

two hours.

The Interview Guide
The researcher used a question routing guide
1983? Grunig,
process

1990)

(Lederman,

to move the group through the interview

(Appendix E).

The flow of questions went from

general to specific and was open-ended.

The researcher used

the question routing as a means to probe further into the
depths of the issues associated with the impact of
institutional decline on African American students from two
levels — the effect on African American students as a group
and the effect on individuals.
informal,

and participants'

The interviews were

responses to questions

determined the sequence of the questions.
participants responded to each question,

Not all
often because the

question was fully answered by an earlier speaker.
instances,

In such

participants nodded their heads or verbally

agreed with what was being said and indicated that the
individual(s)

had conveyed their sentiments.

The moderator

confirmed this level of concurrence and participation by
checking with the participants.
Most or all questions were asked in each group.
questions were not asked or probes not used,
had been answered in previous responses.
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When

the questions

This usually

happened when participants shared stories with multiple
themes,

examples,

and issues.

This was most frequently the

case when participants were describing decline and the
impact of decline.
Site Yellow presented an interesting opportunity for
the researcher to probe more deeply into the decision-making
and problem-solving aspect of the impact of decline on
African American students.
at this site,

The majority of the participants

given the positions they held, had been

involved in the formation of institutional policy during the
time of the budget cuts.

This presented an opportunity to

bring to light how mandates from Beacon Hill were formulated
into institutional policies which had impact on African
American students.

The question guide was modified to take

advantage of this opportunity,

an opportunity not present on

other campuses.
Focus group interview questions were developed from the
conventional literature and research related to

(1)

the

retention of African American students on predominantly
White campuses,

(2)

decline,

and

(3)

the events which

surrounded the budget cuts in the public higher education
system in Massachusetts.
The first two questions in the question guides were
used as ice-breakers.

Slight modifications to these

questions were made so that they would appropriate for the
group.

Students and educational administrators were asked:
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o

Why did you choose to pursue a college career?
Or, Why did the African American students with
whom you work choose to pursue a college career?

o

What attracted you to this institution?

Or, What

attracted the African American students with whom
you work to this institution?
The third question had to do with perceptions of the
climate and environment for African American students on
their campus.

In order to establish the appropriate

backdrop against which to explore the impact of
organizational decline on this population,

it is important

to have an understanding of how the students interact with
the campus academic and social system as well as what their
academic and social needs are in this environment.

Students

and educational administrators were asked:
o

What is life like for an African American student
on this campus?

The second part of the interview was devoted to
questions on decline and the impact of decline.

Students

and educational administrators were asked:
o

What kinds of changes have occurred within the
institution as a result of budget cuts?

o

What were the students'

complaints as a result of

the budget cuts?
o

If you were called in as a consultant to the
president,

faculty,

and staff, what would you
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recommend they do to get the institution back on
track?
o

What is the institution's commitment to social
justice during a time of scarce resources?

Students only were asked:
o

What would you say to a prospective student,
someone considering coming to this campus,

given

the budget cuts?

Data Analysis Process
The raw data for this study consist of ten,

90-minute

tapes which represent eight focus group interviews,

along

with 370 pages of interview transcripts.
After the focus group interviews,

the researcher spot

checked the tapes and submitted them to be transcribed.
When the transcript was produced,

the researcher listened to

the entire tape while reading the transcript.

This enabled

the researcher to ensure the accuracy of the transcript as
well as to make note of non-transcribable responses,
laughter.

Also,

such as

a response from one participant frequently

resulted in either a call and response or asking for witness
to a fact or comment.

The researcher calls this "the

chorus."
In order to organize the large volume of data the
researcher reviewed the transcripts to identify the
questions and the probes within the text.
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The focus group

questions provided the initial

framework from which code

categories were developed through analysis of the interview.
The first category,

students'

goals and aspirations,

serves to establish the kinds of expectations students bring
to their campus.
The second category will be the nature of the campus
environment for African American students.
earlier in this chapter,

As stated

the topic of race is an important

pre-cursor to the discussion of the impact of organizational
decline on African American students.
the data,

Under this category,

as they relate to environmental

population on these college campuses,
Finally,

issues

for this

will be organized.

the elements of decline and the elements of

the impact of decline on the African American student
population will be identified.
Once the categories were established,
utilized Lederman's

(1983)

the researcher

coding system to categorize

responses as Individual/Idiosyncratic
Areas of Agreement/Disagreement

(A)

(I)?

(p.

Consensus

235).

(C);

The "I"

statements will be ideas of thoughts which are mentioned
once or are the thoughts of individuals.

"C" will be used

when there is consensus about an idea or thought,

and "A"

when there is agreement or disagreement on a specific topic
(Byers/Wilcox,
fashion,
patterns,

1991,

p.

76).

By coding the raw data in this

the researcher is better able to identify the ideas
and themes in the data.
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In examining the ideas, patterns,

and themes,

the

researcher will consider five factors as suggested by
Krueger

(1988).

Discussion of the data will be reported in

terms of ideas and patterns which result after this coding
process.

Specific descriptive statements were used

throughout the report to illustrate the significance of the
data.

The researcher will use supporting research and

literature throughout the analysis when appropriate.
The researcher will consider Krueger's

(1988)

five

factors in looking at the data:
1.

Consider the words.
The researcher should
consider both the actual words used by
participants and the meanings of those words.

2.

Consider the context.
The researcher should
examine the context by identifying the "triggering
stimulus" for a comment and then interpreting the
comment in light of the context or stimulus.

3.

Consider the internal consistency.
Participants
often change or reverse their positions.
The
researcher should note when there is a shift in
opinion which is relevant to the purpose of the
study.

4.

Consider the specificity of responses.
Researchers should give more weight to responses
that are specific and concrete rather than those
that are vague and ambiguous.

5.

Find the big ideas.
Big ideas emerge from "an
accumulation of evidence"—the words used, the
body language, the intensity of comments — rather
than from isolated comments (p. 116).

Findings and conclusions from this study reveal
knowledge which leads to ideas for development of
propositions and hypotheses related to the impact which
institutional decline has on African American students.
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In

addition,

the findings and conclusions provided insight into

how one particular organizational structure manages decline
and how matters of race are addressed under these
conditions.
More specific discussions of future research and
propositions for development appear in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF DATA

The following chapter is a presentation of data on the
perceptions of African American students and educational
administrators regarding the impact of organizational
decline on African American students in Massachusetts fouryear public institutions of higher education.
Considering that the nature of this study is
exploratory,
attitudes,

this open-ended process depended on the views,

and feelings of the participants as they

described and explained the impact of organizational decline
on African American students on predominantly White
campuses.
The interview guide for the focus groups will serve as
the framework for displaying the data.

This framework is

divided into two parts: the first part provides the context
for the study.
racial group,

Given that this study involves a specific
in part one of the presentation of data

emphasis is on the assumptions and perceptions under which
participants operate in regards to being African American
students on predominantly White,
institutions*

campuses.

four-year, public

Purposes in pursuing a college

career and reasons for institutional selection illustrate
the goals and aspirations of African American students
seeking a college education and the factors which influenced
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their attending a particular institution.

The essence of

the questions were:
What are your reasons for pursuing a college career?
What attracted you to this particular institution?
Next,

the college environment in which African American

students interact is described.

Participants were asked to

share what life is like for African Americans on their
campuses in terms of interactions with the social and
academic systems which comprise the environment.

Through

their own experiences and their observations of others in
the environment, participants were asked to describe what
life is like on their campuses for African American
students.
The contextual data in the first part are displayed
only by participant groups, without reference to specific
site.
The second part of this chapter will present data
related to the impact of decline on African American
students on the four sites included in this study.
Participants were asked to describe what they observed in
terms of changes in the institutions during the budget cuts
and how these changes affected them.
are displayed in the following manner:
clues of occurrence(s)

Participant responses
(1)

indicators or

of organizational decline as

perceived by participants,

and

(2)

the perceptions of impact

of decline upon African American students by participant
group.

Participant responses are presented by site.
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It is

important to mention that the focus of the study was upon
individual participants'

responses.

The intent of the study

was not to compare participant responses across
institutions.

Participant responses are not to be viewed as

institutionally representative.

Attention will be given to

the similarities and differences between perceptions across
campuses as well as to themes which might be unique to an
individual site or to an individual within a group.
Responses are also discussed in terms of similarities and
differences across the two participant groups as well as
across institutions.
A summary of the data in this chapter will present an
array of themes and patterns regarding the impact of
organizational decline on African American students which
stream throughout the findings.

Pursuing a College Career
Reasons for pursuing a college career have to do with
the participant's perception and understanding of how a
college education facilitates achievement of personal goals
and aspirations.

Both participant groups explained that

African American students are pursuing a college education
for intrinsic and extrinsic reasons.

The objective of the

researcher was to establish background information to ensure
that there was not a discrepancy between the participants'
understanding of the actual purpose,
an institution of higher education.
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function,

and role of

Students were asked:

What were your reasons for

pursuing a college career?
asked:

Educational administrators were

What were the reasons that African American students

with whom you work chose to pursue a college career?
Technical difficulties were experienced on Site Green
and responses to this question were not recorded.
in the previous chapter.

Site Red was the pilot,

As stated
and later

the decision was made to use Site Red data as part of the
study.

It was from the pilot that this question was

developed; thus,

responses from Site Red are not

represented.
Responses from both students and educational
administrators,

as well as responses across institutions,

were very similar regarding the reason for pursuing a
college degree.

Pursuing a college degree was primarily

perceived as a vehicle by which an individual could acquire
skills through specific training or knowledge to get a good
job.

Getting a good job also characterized responses which

enlarged upon various aspects of enhanced career oppor¬
tunities and improved socio-economic status.
Table 6 shows the frequency of common responses.
are some expressions of reasons for pursuing a college
career given by students:
It was something that, at the time, when I was
coming out of high school, a high school diploma
was getting most people their jobs, and if you
wanted to get a better job or get more money, I
was told you needed a college degree.
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Here

Table 6
Reasons for Pursuing a College Career

Job/Career
17
Careers named:

Money

Knowledge

4

3

Lawyer
Teacher
Architect
Film Director
Entertainer
NBA
Family Goal

Altruism

11

4

I really didn't really want to jump into flipping
burgers at MacDonalds right away, so I figured I'd
come on to school.
I realized that, without a
degree, opportunities for a better job are less
and less.
Get a college education, college
degree, and it will put me above the scale.
My main reason for coming to college was
basketball.
It's hard to say that, but it was
because of basketball.
I had the dreams of going
to the NBA and all that.
But, once I got here, I
realized that basketball isn't the end of the
world and that you had to get an education if
you're going to go to the NBA.
...I wanted to further my education for the field
that I'm getting into, performing arts, and I want
to have my degree in the area of mass
communication.
I want to become an architect...hopefully I can
make enough money to help my family...I figure to
do this I have to go to college and that's why I
am here right now.
I have always considered myself a person above
doing manual labor, and I felt that without a
college degree I would end up in a career track
that would not lead anywhere.
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Personal empowerment and the quest for knowledge
comprised other responses from students.

Also,

several

students indicated that they were pursuing a college career
for altruistic reasons — they want to help others,
a difference,

or to contribute to the race of African

American people as a whole.
students1

to make

The following are additional

responses:

Basically, the reason why I came to college was to
find a means to support myself independently, not
having to depend on my parents. White boss, not
having to bow down so low, but to find a means to
creating my own business for myself and, through
that, I feel media is my way of doing that.
I just made the decision that I was going to have
to go to school to make it...to be somebody.
I entered college because I did not want to be
poor, broke, and lonely and to prove to myself
that I could do this...from my family I would get
a lot of negativity...! guess it was to prove to
them, too, that I could do it....That's out of the
door now, I am just going for myself.
Altruism and contributions to the culture were mentioned:
Being that I come from a rich culture and it's not
always written down, the stories about African
queens and great kings, I would love to go to
Africa, do a couple of documentaries.
Become a
film director...
My main objective for going to school is to try to
be a role model for other Black youths that are
growing up in today's society....We didn't have
that type of role model or images to look
toward....I want to be able to be someone where
Black youth or Hispanic or any minority view me as
role model.
I'm trying to mold myself in a style
where I can help others.
And that's why I came to
college.
I want to teach....I did not have Black or
Hispanic, male or female or teachers from any
other culture when I was growing up.
I wanted to
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be that role model
my reason.

for other children....That is

...hopefully one day I will return to my country
and apply what I have learned.
Another response concerned the quest for knowledge:
One of the reasons that I chose to pursue a
college career was that I felt it would help me
better myself as far as gaining as much knowledge
out of life as possible.
I am interested in writing,
writing and poetry...

specifically play

...it started out just for money but as I have
been in the college, my reason has changed....Now
it is the pursuit of knowledge, more than it is
for money.
Educational administrators responded in the following
manner regarding the reasons African American students
choose to pursue a college career.
One reason, they still think, there is a
perception among African Americans that education
is a way out of, let's say, certain social groups,
or social-economical groups, and a way of
improving yourself, your lifestyle, and to break
some of the chains, and some of the things that
are used to keep us in a second-class
position...the other thing is that I would say
that they don't think it is possible to obtain a
good job or advance themselves to a good career
without a college education.
For a certain number of middle- to upper-class
Black kids, for whose families college is a
tradition, maybe some of the things she mentioned
are sort of a priori assumptions on the part of
the parents, but maybe the kids just go because
they are expected to.
...it's still a small group of African American
male students in particular that see an
opportunity of going to college as continuing
their athletic career....You have folks who have
aspirations to pros.
I think it is, in large part, an economic factor.
The local students that we serve, that I work
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with, it is a goal for them to become the first
person in their family to go to college, which
they really see as making a better life for
themselves.
Make more money.
Being able to
provide the type of lifestyle that they want for
themselves and their family.
The influence of parents was very prominent in the
data.

Student participants mentioned that parents,

particular,

in

as opposed to other members of their families or

school counselors,
college career.

influenced their decision to pursue a

The students'

responses reveal that

obtaining a college degree was a basic value of their
parents.

Students used verbs like "instilled," "taught,"

"sacrificed," "encouraged," "strongly emphasized," to
describe the influence of parents on their decision to
attend college.

Samples of the responses follow:

One of the reasons that I decided to go to college
is, basically, my parents immigrated to the United
States when I was 8 years old, as one of six
children? we were raised that college was a goal,
this is why we came to this country....My father
and mother didn't have an opportunity to go beyond
high school.
I decided to go to college because I grew up in a
family of eight kids, and my father didn't go to
college, and my mother just recently went to
college for nursing.
We were always taught the
importance of attending college...my parents
sacrificed everything to have each of their kids
have some opportunity to go to college...
I came to college because my father was in the
military for 26 years, and he has a lot of
wisdom....He always told me that the only way you
are ever going to make it is with an education....
He always wanted me and my brother to go to
college so we would not have to go the hard way
like he did...
...it was instilled in me that I would go anyway,
even if I didn't want to, I was going to go...
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Even though all of my sisters and brothers have
graduated from college, I wasn't going to go to
college.
I thought that my parents would kind of
take care of me for the rest of my life, and I
went to college for two years, and I dropped out,
and I worked....Now I know that I cannot get a
better job unless I finish school and get an
education....And my parents let me know that
they're not going to take care of me for the rest
of my life.
...my parents and family have always instilled in
me the importance of education as a means of selfimprovement and overall group betterment.
That's
my reason for coming to college.
Often,

in these responses regarding parental influence,

participants indicated that their parents had not graduated
from college and that,

therefore,

generation to attend college.

they would be the first

Of the 31 students,

21

represent the first generation in their families to attend
college:
All of the kids in my family were the first kids
to go to college.
My father and mother didn't have an opportunity to
go beyond high school.

Selection of Institution
Institutional selection is based on the features and
attractions of the institution to African American students.
Both students and educational administrators shared similar
perspectives on the elements of the institution that attract
African American students.

The researcher's objective in

asking this question was to determine the qualities of the
institution which attracted African American students.
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Cost

and location were the most frequently given responses.
Table 7 presents frequency of responses.
Cost was described in terms of actual college expenses,
such as tuition and room and board,

as well as the type of

financial aid package students received.

Here are samples

of student's responses indicating that cost was an element
which attracted them to the institution:
I had to go to a state school because we didn't
have that much money....
I am here because I could go to a Massachusetts
state school tuition free....
I chose this institution for several reasons,
the main reason was money.

but

I figured it wasn't that expensive at the time I
came, about five years ago.
So it was a better
financial package for me to come here, and that's
how I based my decision.
I had two other siblings that had just graduated,
and I know my parents could not afford a heavy
cost, so I had to go someplace that was cheap...
I wanted to attend the top program in my field.
I
knew that I could not afford number one or two,
and this institution had the third top program in
the country....I remember at the time this was the
school that gave me financial aid....
...I was basically on my own, and when I applied
here, I also applied for financial aid...it was
the financial aid which helped....I knew that the
financial aid would be enough until I graduated
from this college.
Institutional attractiveness regarding cost was
determined in some cases in light of the cost of attending
one of the private schools in the state.
examples:
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Here are a few
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Tuition was low.
It was not my first choice.
wanted to go to Emerson...

I

The tuition was great because my parents also told
me after they put all the money in for my private
school education that once I went to college I was
basically on my own...
I was looking to attend an historically Black
school....I got accepted....I was going to go, but
I was surprisingly hit with the cost of going out
of state to school.
The tuition was real cheap because my cousin was
going to Suffolk University, and she pays $6,000
and that is not including her meals, rent, or
anything else....for $3,000 for one semester, and
$6,000 for the whole year, including rent and
meals, I could attend this institution for what it
was costing her for the price of one semester of
tuition.
Location is viewed as yet another feature which
attracts this population to their particular institutions.
Location is portrayed in two ways in participant responses.
The first portrayal is related to convenience to home or
work? whereas,

in the second case,

the participant portrays

distance as a means to individuate him- or herself from the
family in order to establish independence and identity.
following illustrate the different aspects of location:
...I think it was distance, because I was either
going to go to Bridgewater, and that was too close
to my house.
And I was going to Westfield, and I
had to work on weekends.
This institution was in
the middle, not too far from my house...
This institution is close enough for me to be
dependent, yet far enough away for me to be
independent, so when I am going crazy and need a
home-cooked meal, I can get home in a reasonable
amount of time, but, on the same token, when I
just need to be away from home, I am away.
I do
not have to worry about people just popping up on
me.
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The

I cannot relocate that quickly or easily because I
have a son and I decided to stay in this area, and
that is the biggest reason why I am coming here,
because it is close, right in the city...
...I did not want to go too far away because my
mother had been in and out of jail...and I was
living with my grandmother, and she did not want
me too far away from home....We live 45 minutes
away from the college.
...coming out of high school I was like, yeah, I
am going to party and date the brothers and this
is going to be cool for me, plus it was far enough
from home so my parents would have to call in
order to come and visit me, because I come from a
very strict family, and it was close enough to
home, if I wanted money it could get to me in two
days....There is a sense of security, too, that I
did have my backup and that there were people
always there for me.
Another dimension cited by students as attractive was
academic program:
I came here because of the program they had.
They
have an excellent home economics program and I
compared a lot of programs at different colleges.
I wanted to be an early childhood education major,
and I knew the program was good here, so that's
why I chose it...
I knew I wanted to go into some type of medical
field, and I heard that they had a good program...
Institutional responsiveness to a student's application
by offering admission in a timely manner resulted,
cases,

in some

in the student's not seeking admission to other

institutions.

Flexibility in admission standards also acted

as a factor in the student's selecting a particular
institution.

Support programs were often viewed as key in

attracting the student to an institution,

particularly when

the program was directly involved in recruiting the student.
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...I did not apply to any other school or
college....This was the first college that I
applied to...I had low SAT scores and they allowed
me to come in.
...I had low SATs and this institution gave me an
opportunity to come to college...
My reason for coming to this institution was it
gave me a chance to get in here.
I think probably
for me, because of my low SAT scores, I probably
would not have made it to another college.
I was
happy to get in...
It was basically the paperwork.
...I started applying to schools in the area and
this was the first one which accepted me...
Small size and institutional reputation were also
mentioned as reasons for selection.

Institutional

reputation was often conveyed through the recommendations of
family members,

friends,

or mentors.

Participants shared

comments about institutional size and reputation in the
following manner:
...I wanted to go to a small school as opposed to
one of the large universities, and this was the
only school that I toured and even applied to, and
came here because it was cozy...
I came here because of size...
...I was, in high school I was on the cheering
squad, and one of my co-captains went to this
school, and she was always saying how much fun she
had here...
...I was just caught up in the whirlwind and
having fun, etc., and came around that deadline
time, and naturally you just apply to state
schools....I was accepted there and at another
state college.
I had not been on either
campus...but with this school I had heard that the
school was a party school, and, being unfocused, I
felt that this institution was more of a logical
choice.
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...My sister went here and that's how I found out
about this institution.
Educational administrators'

sense of the factors which

influence a student's selection of a particular institution
was very similar to those of the students.
activities of support programs,
proximity,

Cost,

outreach

recommendations by friends,

and academic programs were credited as reasons

which would persuade a student to attend their institution.
The students that I work with...come because of
the cost.
This institution offers them an
education for usually the money they can
afford....It costs a lot less than going other
places.
...what attracts them here is proximity....It's
nearby.
...this is the only four-year college that is a
state facility...even though the affordability is
getting to be higher, it is more realistic than
any of the private schools around here...many of
them prefer a four-year school, and the only other
state-run institution is a community college.
Recommendations by friends of the institution are
described in the following fashion:
...we are a commuting campus, so students do not
have the expenses of a residential campus, such as
room and board.
From my perspective, my
experience doing the outreach for the program for
minority students, they come because of our
services, word of mouth from one student who has
been associated with the program.
Some of them come because people they know have
come or are here.
The presence of other African Americans on campus can
also attract students to enroll.
We are the public institution in the area that has
the largest concentration of Black students in the
Commonwealth.
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I would say fundamentally one of the most
attractive things for a Black student coming here
is the support program for students of color and
the fact that you do have a number of African
American administrators as well as a faculty.

Life for an African American Student at a Predominantly
White Institution
Students and educational administrators were asked to
describe what life was like for an African American student
on their campuses.

The college environment is divided into

the academic system and the social system.

It is in the

context of these two systems that a student's interaction
with the environment frames his or her experience.

Levels

of integration and congruency define the quality of
interactions between the student and the environment.
Levels of congruency and integration are connected with
student persistence.

The researcher's intent was to take a

reading of the pulse of the college environment and its
ability to support and retain African American students.
Students and educational administrators described the levels
of integration and congruency with the environment for
African Students as being very low.
The points on the continuum used to determine the low
levels of integration and congruency included descriptions
of interactions in the classrooms with both faculty and
students,

racial incidents and racial tension,

of isolation,

high degrees

absence of African American role models,

lack of institutional strategies to respond to racial
incidents,

and the dependence of the institution on the
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the

African American student to educate the campus on race
matters as well as to solve racial problems.
Students describe their sense of isolation and
alienation on the campus in terms of their being the only
African American or person of color present in a given
public arena situation which often results in being singled
out or conspicuously ignored.

The students' accounts of

these circumstances convey that,

from their perspective,

there is a lack of concern on the part of the institution
for them as students.
...there's very few students who look like me? and
if you go to talk to someone...if you are having
problems, you do not have a whole lot of
options....I feel that this is a major liability
and handicap for the institution, to continue to
recruit students of color on campus, and it is not
ready to support the students.
I feel that way, too.
I am pretty much the only
Black on my level in the home economics
department.
Eyes follow you waiting for you to mess up.
It was culture shock for me,
here, I was used to seeing a
and they would say "hi" back
class and say "hi," and they
not see me.

because
person,
to me.
pretend

when I came
saying "hi,”
I walk into
that they do

I went to orientation, and I was the only Black
there, and said to myself that it was a
coincidence.
So when I started school in January,
I walked around the student center and...for a
couple of hours, and I was the only Black to walk
in there the whole time.
I would like for it to be different, and being
here in education, I am the only one in my
class...
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...I am the only one, but this is the first time
that I have ever felt like I was sitting up on top
of the desk or something and I was just in the
spotlight.
My major is predominantly White also.
We have a
pretty good-sized number of people there, all of
our professors are White.
On the first day, when
they were going through the roll call, people will
respond to their names being called out, and when
I responded to my name being called out, it sticks
in the professor's mind because I am the only one
who usually does not fit in the crowd.
Interaction with White faculty and students in the
classroom was perceived as contributing to the quality of
life of African American students.

Students described the

classroom and faculty interactions as primarily negative,
including not only racist or inappropriate comments, but
also failure on the part of the faculty member or student
colleagues to engage the African American students in the
learning process or provide a multicultural perspective for
all students.
...we had a teacher in my society class, and two
of us sat together all semester, and he couldn't
get our names right.
I feel that the teachers come, especially with the
history department, with a biased perspective.
I remember that one of my professors said that the
first skeleton was found on the continent of
Africa, but he did not go on after that.
He let
things go...
There is really no kind of support as far as thee
professors are concerned.
One of the professors
in my department is a racist.
The department says
they did an investigation, and they took away one
of his classes for the next semester, but he is
still teaching here...
The classroom environment, to me, is kind of
caters to me, and I don't know if that's just me
or if that's all Blacks or minorities, but I don't
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get challenged....I know it could be wrong,
do not get challenged much.

but I

...I think some professors are so afraid to offend
you that they, like, a special effort...I'11 let
her do that because she's Black....But my
professor did not have to do this....It seemed
like she did it because I am Black and that's the
only reason why.
Only when a White professor or student demonstrated a
level or cultural sensitivity in the classroom environment
did the African American students consider interaction to be
positive,

enhancing their presence in the classroom.

Participants spoke of these interactions as rare
occurrences:
I took a history class here, and the professor,
and I was really surprised at how he looked at his
own history as something which was not so
glorious....He talked about the involvement of
other cultures.
Recently, in my psych class, someone came in from
the honor society, to pass out applications for
students with a 3.0 GPA and above, and somehow she
just happened to just miss me, and my professor
had to correct her on this.
He said, "She had the
highest grade point..."
A lot of them speak up in the classroom in many of
the situations when a comment is made, and if the
teacher turns it around or explains to the student
why that comment would be offensive to somebody,
then I will feel like the teacher is an ally.
Students remarked frequently about how others in the
environment view them.

Students perceived that they were

viewed on campus only in stereotypical terms.

What

accompanied the stereotypes for these students were assaults
on their intellectual capability.

Words like "stupid,"

"dumb," "idiot," and "not smart" were used to describe this
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sense of being viewed as having less intelligence than White
students.
When you come to this campus, you see nothing but
Caucasians, you know.
And they see I am very tall
and Black, and the first thing they think is that
I am a basketball player.
They do not think I
have a brain.
Sometimes that reinforces your
thinking that you are an idiot.
I am not stupid...I have to try twice as hard, and
I feel when I do give an intelligent answer, they
do not expect me to know the information.
You're expected to be dumb, I guess.
There could
be better words, but I guess you're supposed to
answer in broken English or whatever...
And if you do say something intelligent, you are
looked upon as the exception.
During my freshman year, I went to see my
professor and the first thing out of her mouth is,
"Are you from the Boston School System?"... and the
second thing is, "We do not know where you people
come from, you just end up here."
Students also remarked on how stress-filled and
exhausting their lives are because they are looked upon to
educate others regarding African American culture, both in
terms of their personal and public lives.
students,

According to

they are expected to render opinions and respond

in an expert voice on subject matter about which they have
limited knowledge.

They also report losing privacy

regarding activities of daily living:
...We started to talk about White privilege and
some of the White students did not get it, and so
one of the Black men in the class said, "If I need
to get my hair cut, I've got to go home to
Boston."
And the White student said, "I do not
understand? why can't you go to Great Cuts like
everybody else...What's wrong with your hair?"
So
all of a sudden, it's all pushed on youiagain to
explain to them that there's nothing wrong with
your hair, that your hair is just different, and
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that these people have not been taught to know how
to cut your hair because the important customers
are White.
I resented the fact that I had to teach these kids
about every damn thing from racism to all this
stuff.
For me, it is like being an expert in all
of this.
This is not my major.
I cannot teach
them about my experience.
You cannot teach it in
a day, or a month, or whatever.
This is not my
job!
It's not what I want to do!
I did not come
here to do this.
...But my primary focus for coming here was not to
teach you, I was not supposed to come here to
debate 24 hours a day.
I came here to learn.
And
I see I am spending less time learning than I am
teaching.
I should be on salary...
You're just put in the position in which you just
have to participate in all those extra-curricular
things just because you're Black.
And that's all
time taken away from your studies.
It could be
crazy stuff going on on campus, racial stuff, and
White folks don't even give a damn, they don't
care what's going on, and we have to deal with the
stuff.
Twenty-six types of racists and racial incidents were
cited by student participants in which they themselves or
other African American students on their campuses were
victims.

What was most salient about the students'

comments

was their disappointment in the manner in which the
institutions responded to the incidents as well as the
institutional inability to effect lasting change.
least,

to prevent similar incidents from recurring.

Or,

at

Table 8

displays the types of racial incidents reported and the
action taken,
Finally,

if any.
students'

ability to survive under these

conditions is attributed to the support which they received.
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Table 8
Racial Incidents by Site

Site

Orange

Incident

*
*
*
*
*

Blue

*
*

*

Racial fight in cafeteria.
"Nigger" written on students' door.
Security guard searches student's
pockets before entering residence hall.
Restraining order against African
American student.
White student harasses African American
student in cafeteria.
Student publicly rebut by White student.
African American student sits down next
to a White student, who picks up tray
and moves to another table.
Hale student and woman friend call
racial slurs - institution provides

counseling to White students.
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

Red

*
*
*

African American male followed and
harassed by campus police.
African American males need to present
photo ID to get into residence halls.
"Nigger" scrawled on the walls of
elevators.
An official of the institution has sign
saying coon hunting all night.
Faculty member tells student she does
not like her writing style because it is
too Black.
African American student told by
institutional employee that her FA
package should keep her off the street.
White students on a group project change
characters in a play who are Black to
White characters.
The play was written
and directed by African American
student.
RA is hit by drunk in the residence
hall.
RA hit by White resident.
Assistant Residence Director who is
South Asian is surrounded by a group of
White male residents? harassed; African

American student steps in.

Continued on the next page.
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Table 8,

continued:

Site

Green

Incident

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

Student passed over for membership in
honor society because the organization's
president assumes she is not qualified.
Two African American males continue to
be mixed up by professors.
Having to develop proposal for Black
History course whereas standard
procedures do not require.
Faculty told student they had never had
"you people" in her class before.
Student in classroom uses the term
"colored people" in reference to African
Americans.
Faculty says nothing.
Students exposed to racial harassment on
residence hall.
Affirmative action office the only one
without a secretary.
Student used as an example by faculty
member to demonstrate a deviate
behavior.

Central in a student's survival on campus are support
programs designated for students of color.
If I had not been directed to the Director of
Affirmative Action at the time, I would not be
here.
I would be at a Black school, or I would
not be in college at all at this point...
I have gone out and done a lot of work at this
institution over the past four years... never
partied, just studied myself to death, and for
academic achievement....The honor society for
students of color, which is part of the support
program on campus, has given me plaques, awards,
and a small scholarship...
Besides students, we get support from the Minority
Affairs Office.
This program is kind of like a family.
I feel all
of my help is coming from here and I cannot count
on anyone outside of this program.
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Peer support was mentioned repeatedly as critical to
the students'

survival.

I think it is the individual student that has to
go out and get the support from the professors,
and I think the minority students on the campus
have been my most supportive group on campus.
Without my brothers and sisters on this campus, I
would be at another institution....There is really
nothing here in this environment for Black folks
except each other and what we can do for each
other.
We get support for each other.
The educational administrators describe life for
African American students on their campuses in terms of
their own encounters with various factions of the academic
and social systems of the environment and the idiosyncratic
or unique nature of the campus.

Another point of reference

for educational administrators as they shared their
perception was to reflect on their own experience trying to
function in the environment.

The educational administrators

spoke in generalities regarding what life was like for
African American students.

Educational administrators'

responses were similar to those of students in categories
and themes used to describe their lives on campus.

One

underlying current in the responses of some educational
administrators was the necessity for the student to
constantly assert him or herself in the environment.
In a word, "alienation," both inside and outside
of the classroom.
The student organization is a
safety net which allows the students to join
together, create a climate that is conducive to
their emotional well-being and address their
social needs.
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...there are people that students can relate to,
and they do, but there are some students who, when
they come, they do not have their self-esteem as
intact as it should be and if they encounter these
things that are not conducive to them, they aren't
going to be as successful as some other
students...
There is an assumption about their income level,
about what they like and want to do culturally,
there are all kinds of assumptions about African
American students, and so, therefore, when they
are in a classroom or office or they are trying to
get services, because of all the assumptions that
are made about our students... and different
assumptions, too, depend on what we look like and
how we speak and act and those assumptions play
out in terms of the services that our students
receive or the attention they get...
I think they feel very alienated in their
experience in the classroom.
...I applaud them because they are leaving this
institution despite all of the obstacles that they
have had to face...
Support for the student within the college environment
was described in terms of peer support and the role of the
support program.

Support programs are often seen as a means

to detoxify and de-escalate hostility in the environment.
My perception is that for students of African
American background, survival socially on this
campus is strictly tied into the student
organization and the activities related to
them.... Short of that, it's difficult.
So, in the
last few years, there has been a very close
network between the students that allows them to
feel good about what they are doing on campus.
...sometimes people will say students of color,
and I mean Black, and I have sat in meetings where
they have said these are our high risk students,
because support programs or any program for a
student of color means remedial or high risk, and
these are programs that have been developed for
retention of some of the brightest students on
campus? and the words have been used
interchangeably, and by some of the top
administrators? and sometimes people who have a
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vested interest in recruiting students into their
programs.
And, if they are saying the wrong
thing, then, you know, what kind of message is
being sent across the board?
I think, without a support program, they would sit
around without any academic support or without the
student organization, there would be very little
for them to identify with.
Not a lot of role
models and other support elements exist, without
the program it would be alienation for sure.
Through the program, we try to do everything
holistic so that we touch every area, so that is
why I think that is, we do it because it is not
there.
...advocacy is essential, and the kind of advocacy
that takes place sometimes as a result of this
kind of program.

Budget Cuts and Their Impact
The following reports responses by participants of their
awareness of those elements within their institutions which
were affected by the state budget cuts and their perceived
effects upon African American students.

Often participants

did not mention a specific change which had occurred due to
a reduction in institutional resources or other sources of
revenue,

but they made statements which implied a particular

reduction.

In such cases, the researcher defined the change

by attaching meaning to the participant's implication.
The data will be reported by participant group on
individual sites.

African American students and educational

administrators were asked:

For the past few years,

the

public colleges and universities in the state have been
affected by the economy being in a recession.
perspective,

From your

describe how the recession and the budget cuts
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have changed your campus.

What do students complain about

most as a result of the budget cuts?
Site Orange - Students
Students at Site Orange reported these changes in the
institution which were a result of the budget cuts:
*

Increase in tuition and fees

*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Insensitivity of institutional policies

*

Reduction in resources to support programs for
African American students

*

Reduction in recruitment efforts

*

Downgrade in quality of food

*

Reduction in co-curricular activities for African
American Students

Increased Tuition and Fees.

Increased tuition and fees

were described by African American students as one of the
major changes which they noticed as a result of the budget
cuts.

The imposition of increased mandatory fees for

services which students felt they did not use and confusion
about or disagreement with the rationale for the fees
dominated their responses:
What I saw during the recessionary period on
campus was an increase in tuition.
And they had
an increase in the special fees.
They raised some
new kind of fees which I did not understand.
Tuition went up 4%...
Fees that we know nothing about...
Stupid little special privilege fees...car fees...
Fees for public safety...
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Health center fee that we do not use...Football
field that we do not even use...
The bill...is the biggest way the budget cuts have
affected me...
The increased cost to attend college was viewed by
students as an economic burden which resulted in their
inability to pay given their socio-economic status as
African Americans.

It is the perception of these students

that other students who face increased costs have access to
other resources or family members who have access to other
resources.
When you think about it, the increase in fees is
bad, because most of the minorities can't afford
to pay the fees, whereas this may not be a problem
to somebody else...it is even worse on us because
of our background.
Maybe there are some
minorities whose parents are doing very well, but
because we are minorities, that ratio is
completely different...
You have to realize, we do not have the sources
like many of the wealthy students.
We do not have
people at home who can help us out.
Money is always an issue.
You can never get enough.

There is never enough.

So there are a lot of little things which mess us
up a lot more than would mess up Caucasian people
and the wealthy...not those from an urban society.
Reduction in Financial Aid.

Reduction in direct

financial aid dollars to the students was perceived by
students as an indicator of decline resulting from the
budget cuts.

Financial aid was not viewed as a source from

which students could secure additional funding to deal with
their individual crises.

In fact,
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students implied that the

institution had not been very helpful in assisting them in
identifying other source.s of funding.
The Financial Aid Office is not letting people
know other sources of financial aid you can get.
There is not a lot of money out there.
Nobody knows where you can look for additional
money.
The Financial Aid Office of the school is the only
other place I know that you can.
Where else can
you go?
The issue of change in eligibility for financial aid
was raised by one participant in response to the discussion
of reduced availability of financial aid dollars.
You know, what I have noticed is that people who
need the money the most cannot get the money.
Like me, because I have two parents, my step¬
father and my mother, they think that I do not
need financial aid, but I noticed that other
people who seem to be doing better, they come with
a car, and everything, and they can get financial
aid.
Insensitivity of Institutional Policy.

Another aspect

of the increased cost and decrease availability of financial
aid is the method used by the institution to collect revenue
from the students.

Students view the collection methods and

policies as insensitive, punitive, and inflexible.

Students

also raised questions about the efficiency and effectiveness
of policy administration.

Students described the punitive

actions the institutions took against them for non-payment
to be in the form of withdrawal from the institution or
assessment of a late fee.

Conveyed in their responses is
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the desperate effort of the institutions to generate
revenues.
They are sending you a bill late, expect you to
pay it within two days in full, and if you do not
pay it, they are going to ask you for more money
for a late fee.
Now, if I cannot pay the bill on
time, what makes you think I can pay a late fee?
Two semesters ago, I had a problem with the bill
being paid late because I was going through the
Academic Management Service so I could work
something out to get my bill squared away, to see
how much I owe.
I went to one of the ladies in
the office who told me I owed $2,500 and that it
was due that day.
I said to her, "What am I
supposed to do, ask that God put the money in my
pocket?
I do not have $2,500 on me like that."
Her response to me was, "I'm just letting you know
that the amount is due to day."
I had to call my
father and he was upset.
I was withdrawn this semester.
I was withdrawn last semester.
They do not give you any kind of a warning.
I
just got my warning today when I went to sign my
Stafford loan check.
Also conveyed in the students'

statements was the sense

that the institution was making money off of the students'
inability to pay.
Not only do they not just tell you, but they do
things that are just ridiculous.
As far as bills
go, I know of many students who were withdrawn, or
the bill got sent to them really late, so they
have to pay a late fee or $50 or a withdrawal fee
of $50.
There are so many kids which the school
is able to collect fees from.
Twenty kids....What is that,
money.

$1,000.00....cash

Participants mentioned that students who were unable to
pay or make arrangements to pay dropped out of the
institution.
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...We are the lucky ones.
There are lots of other
students that went through the same situation and
could not get the money to return to school.
This
is a big problem.
Not saying we are richer than
the rest of them, but the percentage of us here
today survived.
It is a shame that a lot of students dropped out.
Beautiful people, too.
Another aspect of not having the available funds to
meet increased costs is the loss of opportunities to
experience certain conveniences,
For several students,

such as living on campus.

not having the money to live on campus

results in their spending more time and money to get to
classes:
We cannot afford to stay on campus,
get up extra early to get a bus...
I have to get up at 5:00 a.m.
here...

so we have to

every day to get

Lots of us cannot afford cars to get to campus.
In order to pay for my expenses I had to take a
job.
I do not have the advantage of staying on
campus, not working and getting better grades.
I cannot even live,

even afford to live on campus.

Reduction in Resources to Support Programs
American Students.

for African

Changes in the support services

designated for African American students were identified as
a result of the budget cuts.

Reductions in staff,

in the workload for those remaining,

loss of space,

increases
and an

increase in the involvement of students in the delivery of
services to other students were mentioned as results of
downsizing.
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Students described staff decreases in support program
offices in the following manner:
A while back, right before we got here, the class
of 1990...some of the faculty had been offered
better positions, which some did think were better
positions....They tried to break up the program
pretty badly.
To my knowledge, the program has a great
structure.
They had everything set up as far as
the faculty helping out in the summer program...
then the staff was reduced to three — two
counselors and the faculty would help out
occasionally, they were no longer part of the
program....I think the program went from six to
eight staff to probably three.
Students perceived that the remaining staff fought to
keep the program and experienced pain as a result of the
reduction.
I saw a lot of pain within the staff who really
went through a lot.
They fought to keep the program going...
Some participants sensed that the workload for
remaining staff had increased as they attempted to provide
the same level of service to the population:
I see people trying to take on five roles at once,
and they're doing an excellent job, but it is a
pity that they have to do that when the
institution could hire somebody else.
I see little things which could be helped,
it's not their fault.

but

In order to deal with the increased workload,
increased demand for services,

the

individual students and

student organizations were used to provide different levels
of support.

Students expressed that these systems were

feeling stressed.
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...some of the students are taking on some of the
jobs...some of the students are peer counselors...
...Black organizations are spread thin because one
organization is trying to do everything.
It is
like I said about the Black fraternity, we are
trying to get the NAACP on campus, but that is
taking away from what we are supposed to be doing
in the fraternity.
Reduction in Recruitment.

A few participants indicated

that they had noticed a change in the recruitment of African
Americans.

Even more salient in their remarks was their

perception that the institution had given all responsibility
for recruitment to the support program for African American
students.
The only way we get minorities on campus is
through the support program.
The program is the
one which goes out and recruits...most of the
Black students or minorities on campus were
recruited by the support program.
As far as I know, the school did not really have
any recruitment efforts toward students of color.
It was the support program which was the
institutions last-ditch effort at recruiting more
students...
The support program was doing recruitment itself.
That was not the school.
Although the school did
it first, to take the credit, but it has been the
students in the program and the staff recruiting
students of color...the school does not do it.
Reduction in Co-Curricular Activity.

In addition to

the effects of the budget cuts on the support program for
African American students, participants indicated that there
was a drop in cultural student programming directed toward
African American interests.

What was evident in the

discussion of programming was participants'

emphasis that

they do not have any control in making decisions regarding
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cultural events and that they are dependent on the
predominantly White student government to provide monetary
support for programming.
We do not really have a social environment on this
campus beside what we have amongst ourselves, but
I mean, for entertainment, it is not for us.
...they can get two or three White band groups
here, but they cannot get one for us.
It would
not be that expensive with the money that they
have...
In all honesty, as far as acts go on campus...they
had an act come here and perform on the campus
green.
They told us, "We have an act for you,"
but I do not think too many minorities attended.
...as far as the activities go, they will tell us
that maybe we need to give them our input, but
they have more people to give input than we do.
The ratio is just so awkward.
We have to do extra
work with everything.
Joining student government was not viewed as a means to
gain more access to resources.

Participants' perception was

that they could not garner enough support to win a position
and that the process of running created a strain on an
already taxed group of students.
The Third World organizations try to get the
people to run for the Student Council.
We are
spread too thin.
We do not have enough people to
work with, it seems like...
Being minorities, we associate and know a lot of
people.
However, my closest friends are in the
support, and we cannot vote two or three times in
order to get someone in student government.
You
can associate with these kids and run, and the
first thing they will say is that I'm not going to
vote for him, I do not know who he is.
There is a problem with being involved with the
school and the structure of the government of the
school.... there are still too few of us...
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Downgrade in the Quality of Food.

Students perceived

that the quality of food had changed as a result of the
budget cuts.

Briefly, here are a few of their responses:

Their food is terrible...
Nasty...
It goes right through you...
The kind of food that we have in the cafeteria is
the kind of food where you have to bring with you,
while you are eating, or right after you eat, you
have to have a glass of ginger ale, bottle of
Turns...
Interestingly,

the one program funded by student

government for African American students was a luncheon for
Black History month.
There was eating.
We had the African American
luncheon.
It was horrible.
The food service made
it.
They said for meals we could write out a recipe
and they would try to make it and even if they had
a recipe it would not come out the way it is
supposed to come out.
With the deterioration in the quality of food
available,

students on the meal plan spent additional monies

on eating out.
The local businesses around here jump when we come
back to school because we can't eat the food in
the dorms.
Domino's gets paid.
Site Orange - Administrators
Site Orange administrators indicated that there had
been changes in the following areas at their institution due
to the budget cuts:
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*

Increase in tuition and fees

*

Insensitivity of institutional policies

*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Reduction in resources to support programs for
African American students

*

Reduction or elimination of pre-college programs

Increase in Tuition and Fees.

Interestingly,

the

educational administrators reflected on the increase in
tuition and fees as one of the ways to preserve the
integrity of the academic program in response to a shrinking
budget.

Implied in their discussion of increased costs was

the planning process, how decisions were made to implement
tuition and fee increases.

These comments reflected the

realization of the impact which these increases would have
on students,

but also of the dilemma which the institution

faced in generating revenue in the face of a budget crisis.
...we have maintained a pretty solid commitment
not to cut academic programs, even though the
budget was going down, academic affairs really
held its own through all of that.
And that was
done through some hard planning.
...but there is also the other reality for us, to
try to maintain the academic integrity of the
school? therefore, the student will need to be
taxed in order to pay for some of these new costs.
Hard planning, and increasing the cost to students
was, fundamentally, the way the institution has
found to charge students more money and more
student fees.
You name the fee, it has had to go
up.
...when I used to be part of the President's
Council, we got the notice back from the state
that said, this is your budget, this is the money
you have to work with.
You asked for this, but
this is what you are getting for the year.
Now
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plan it out.
It goes through the President's
Council doing the planning and cutting here and
cutting there, trying to preserve academic
affairs.
The guestion was, where can we get some
other money?
Should we increase the educational
services fee or should we increase the graduation
fee, or the whatever fee for students.
Last
summer we completed returfing our outdoor track
and field facility and polyturf and multipurpose
field.
These fields need work because they had
been condemned, and legally we could not use
them....The state had approved the reconditioning
of all those facilities at least 8 to 10 years
ago...but they never released the money, and still
to this day, they have not released the money.
How do we pay for the project?
$50 per head, per
student, for the next five years.
So, if you are
a senior, great, you are only going to pay $100.
But if you are a first-year student, you will pay
it all four years.
That's how we had to come up
with $1.5 million fee to recondition facilities,
both educational and athletic.
One participant indicated that the institution did make
a commitment to help the student who would be considered the
neediest of the needy by providing fee and tuition waivers.
The institution resorted to using trust monies generated by
an auxiliary service such as continuing education or by
developing an institutional advancement program.
We are just beginning the whole concept of
institutional advancement where we are doing
active fundraising around some of those issues.
But we have some private scholarships here at the
institution and some flexibility with tuition
waivers from the state...
...We even got to the point when one year they
raised the turf fee, and the institution absorbed
the cost for the neediest of the needy.
And it
was hard work, and we were tapping into continuing
education monies to find a way to try to do some
of this.
So this is a commitment from the dean to
help the students to minimize that burden...
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Insensitivity of institutional policies.

How the

institution responded to students was another aspect of the
impact which the increased fees had upon students.
African American students must think to themselves
on a daily basis, "What is going to happen when I
go to the business, and I tell them I don't
understand my bill?"
You, the business office is
going to say, "The bottom line is what you are
going to pay...if you cannot pay it, get out."
...If you do not bring the money, you are out...
You are out!
You are withdrawn from school.
You
are withdrawn from school because you did not pay
your bill by a certain date...
The response by the institution to students'

inability

to pay is viewed by the administrators not only as punitive,
but also as inhumane and bureaucratic.
An individual did not do it...the computer did.
You can't blame anybody.
The computer did it.
Or, if the computer did it, we finally got folks
to the point where they will say, "Come back and
we will repair it.
We will let you back in, but
you still have to go through the drop and add
period to get your classes."
Reduction in Financial Aid.

Decreases in grants-in-aid

and changes in student financial aid eligibility were seen
by the participants as indicators of the budget crisis.
Again, participants articulated the institution's response
to the reduction in student aid dollars.
There were problems with the financial aid for
students.
There was a time, when I first came to
this school, and the head of financial aid would
tell students that they would receive grants and
loans to pay for school.
I think at the time it
was about 88% of the students on financial aid.
At one point, prior to my coming to the
institution, it was as high as 92%....Now I think
financial aid covers less than 50% of student
need...it may be somewhere in the 40% [range].
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Somewhere between 45% and 40%,
money is significantly less.

access to free

As a result of the increased costs and the decrease in
financial aid, both parents and students face high levels of
indebtedness as a result of heavier dependence on loans.
Participants described the cycle in which both students and
parents become involved when they are faced with changes in

...there were students who came to the institution
on very fixed budgets...within one year's time
found themselves unable to pay, or their parents
were unwilling to sign notes that would mean they
would be in debt for ten years after their kids
graduated...in our support program, we have an
opportunity in the summer program every year to
have parents sit down with the counselors as a
family to talk about what their obligations are
and to do some forecasting as what they will owe
by the time their kids graduate.
...There was a point where, if you were a family
of four with an income of $24,000, you would be
eligible for a Pell grant and typically a state
scholarship...in the next academic year, the same
family of four would no longer be eligible.
You
have to have an income of $18,000 with a family of
four....And now what the federal government has
done is increase the maximum amount of income that
you can have to be eligible for subsidized
loans...not free money, loans, not debt...changing
eligibility was constantly happening during the
time period.
...I look at the parents and the guardians of the
kids who come here, and they come to me and say,
"I cannot declare independent status because I
live with my mother or my aunt or my grandmother,
and she told me that she does not have the money
to pay these loans off, and she does not think
that I am not going to get a job when a graduate
because she knows a little about the employment
statistics...she looks at the promissory note that
the institution wants her to sign, and she knows
that the lenders will come after her if the loan
is not paid...
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Students looking at some of the Perkins loans and
they are considering taking out the maximum of
$2500...some students are looking to do that.
Some students will take work/study and still turn
around and take out some type of Stafford or
Perkins loan.
Now it is no surprise for a student
finishing at a state college to leave with
anywhere, with a $4,000 to $6,000 debt.
Before
the recession, that was damn near unheard
of... finishing a state institution with that kind
of debt.
...at the university you could come out with,
about $10,000 dollars in debt.
Reduction in Resources for Student Support Programs for
African Americans.

The support program for the college

sustained substantial cuts in funding in the state.

One

participant noted that the implications of the decrease in
budget affect all aspects of the program,

ranging from

academic support to enrichment activities.
also seen as affecting student recruitment.

The decrease was
Participants

shared how the institution managed to maintain its
commitment to the program by using trust and discretionary
funds.
...our program was cut from $86,000 first, to
$74,000, and then to $68,000, then to $50,000.
I
think we are down to $47,000 now, which ruined the
program in terms of comparing it to what was
happening four years ago.
We are halfway through
the academic year and we are out of money.
That
means that the tutorial support has been looked at
and funds have to be found to deal with that
because the tutorials are a very important part of
keeping kids in school.
It also means that
speakers, ancillary sorts of support services are
discontinued or we must rely on the people's
ingenuity or get people to come projbono.
Also,
the occasional trip that we might take as a
cultural kind of adventure for students and other
activities will be cancelled.
This cut even
affects the number of students we can recruit for
the upcoming year.
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...when it comes to dealing with the students in
the program, you are dealing with the issues of,
the resources are being taken away, then you must
imagine that the devastation felt by them compared
to the regular population.
Similar to the cuts sustained by the undergraduate
support program were cuts to the pre-college program which
is under the supervision of the support program.

Similar

outcomes to those of the undergraduate program are
downsizing the program in order to accommodate the budgetary
restraints.

In both cases,

not only are the enhancement and

enrichment elements of the program eliminated for the
African American student, but also some of the essential
services are eliminated.
...because of the funding we had to cut out the
summer program which was to start July of
1990....Of the $159,000 we requested, we received
$83,000, so we decided if we were going to do
something that we will concentrate on the academic
components of the after-school programs at other
institutions and bring them onto campus during
their spring break....Otherwise, visits to campus
will be a special activity rather than a regular
activity here because of the monies.
One participant's perception of the reasons for the
support program's vulnerability during a budget crisis is
that the program is not considered an institutional priority
because programs designated for minorities are not
considered as part of the institution's mission.

Funding

for this support program was reduced because of a decrease
in the total state appropriation as a line item in the
institution's budget.
...For me, the bottom line of the issue of the
prioritization of these programs has to be
discussed, because when one cuts one's budget,
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normally one looks at the overall intent of the
mission of the institution and decides that this
is expendable and this is not.
This program can
be made to function without this level of support
and resources, and this program cannot.
And, if
you look at the overall budget, you can see what
kinds of programs have been maintained and which
have been cut and, in every case, the
prioritizations of support programs of this type
that deal with minority type populations,
powerless people, they get cut first, and that's
tradition in this country's history.
With the reduction in the state appropriation,

the

institution picked up some portion of the funding for the
program.

Prior to the cuts, the institution had contributed

monies to the program.

The institution maintained its

commitment by allocating funds from the continuing education
program to the student support program.

A self revenue¬

generating unit during a budget crisis often creates the
slack that can fill in the holes in the budget of an
institution experiencing financial exigency.
Because what has happened with the, our budget
shortfall, the academic affairs department here
has given us the money we need to approach the
level of services prior to the cuts...we have a
significant budget for the summer program which is
a big expenditure....I have to say proudly that
this institution has been consistent in making
sure that high numbers, a high number of minority
students...graduate from this institution.
Using the slack in one area of an organization means
taking resources from one area of the organization to and
reallocation to another part of the organization.

The

nature and urgency of the crisis do not allow for a great
deal of planning or negotiating.

Reallocation of fiscal

resources is made by the leadership within the organization.
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...The institution did come in to pick up a
portion of the support program, but it happened in
a way that it was not part of any great
institutional planning.
This happened with the
vice president said to me that we need $30,000 for
the support program and, zappo, it was out of my
budget and it was a commitment on the part of the
institution, and it is what the vice president
wanted to do.
But there was no planning for it.
I had not budgeted that much money, and it was a
burden on me to do it.
I mean the money was well
spent, but it should have been budgeted for,
planned for, and worked for...
Reduction of Pre-College Programs.

Supporting the pre¬

college program was not included in the institution's
commitment to programs for African Americans.
institution was already stretched to the limit,
the program.

In its final year of funding,

faced with the threat of cancellation,

The
along with

the program was

even though programs

of this nature are funded with the intention that,
end of their funding cycle,
institution.
realized that,

at the

they will be funded by the

In the case of this program,
given the budgetary crisis,

the participant
funding this

program with institutional dollars was not realistic for
this institution or for any other.
When I tell you that initially we went in for
$150,000, we wound up with $83,000.
This is a
three-year program, and we are coming to the end
of the third year, so that the funding has been
cut every year since we began.
We started out at
$83,000, then to $72,000, and this year we are at
$67,000, so we have been cut every year.
But now
the expectation on the part of the legislature or
the Higher Education Coordinating Board is that
cuts in funding for this kind of program, is that
the institution will fill in the gap or include
the program as a line item.
Never happens.
I
have been at several institutions and it never
happens.
Sometimes you hear or read about an
institution incorporating these programs into
their operating budgets...
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The closest that an institution will come to
funding this kind of program is through an
abbreviated version of the program.
Even though participants believed that the institution
should pick up the cost of the program,
that,

they recognized

given the availability of resources,

possible.

this was not

The majority of the participants did not view the

lack of funding of the pre-college program as a lack of
commitment on the part of the institution given that the
student support program has been funded from other sources
of institutional monies.

One participant made the following

statement:
Institutions do not pick up the program to begin
supporting it as a line item program.
Very
seldom.
So what happens is you will find that at
the end of three years, we do [not] get
funding...you can say that the program was dead.
This is because the institution is not
committed...
Another participant responded:
But that was not necessarily so for the student
support program.
The rationale for the lack of institutional commitment
to this particular program is that the students it serves
are still in high school and are two to three years away
from entering the institution.

The institution does not

view these students as part of their responsibility, whereas
students in the support program are part of the
institution's student body.
The pre-college program is gone, and the reason
why I say that is actually because it deals with
9th and 10th graders and they are rather far
removed from coming to the college...! would think
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that, if the institution picked up the expense for
the support program, given the tight money
situation, I would not expect them to do that for
this type of program...
Site Blue - Students
Students at Site Blue reported institutional changes as
a result of the budget cuts in the following areas:
*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Reduction in academic programs

*

Loss of staff

*

Reduction in resources to support programs for
African American students

*

Inappropriate use of scarce resources

Reduction in Financial Aid.

Uncertainty of receiving

funding seemed to permeate the discussion with students
regarding receiving sufficient financial aid.

An impending

doom seemed to overshadow their responses regarding
students*

ability to pay and receiving financial aid as

being linked with their graduating from the institution.
Underlying the discussion was the impact of the new
financial aid forms used by all state institutions.
...I notice a big difference in my financial aid
in the past year....I am worried about my last
year.
I graduate next year and they have a whole
new system, they changed the whole application
process, which is supposed to be easier, but I do
not see anything different.
It seems kind of
screwy to me.
I am scared every semester that I am not going to
be able to come back because I do not get enough
aid....My whole education, my whole career, I feel
like my whole life rides on whether I am able to
graduate from here.
I cannot even get through
each semester without straining my mind and
worrying about if I am going to get through
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another year or semester.
It is really bad each
semester we are told not to worry but they cannot
even commit to us each semester.
Personal circumstances have put a student in the
position of being one of the neediest of the needy.
Ironically,

this is the position to be in in order to get

full funding.

The student does not have access to resources

or to individual members who have resources.
For me, thank the Lord, I got more money this year
and I should say thank the Lord because that is
being selfish....I am totally independent; my
parents and grandmother are deceased and
everything I have is driven from my own work.
Because of my status, I never have had a problem
with financial aid.
I do not know what next year
will bring, but my experience so far has been that
I have gotten plenty of financial aid to cover
what I need.
Loss of Staff of Color.

Loss of staff of color was

significant for a campus this size.

Participants sensed the

importance of the staff in helping African American students
negotiate the mazes of the institution.

Support was

perceived in the form of advocacy and being looked out for.
...we have lost three means of minority support on
this campus within the past two years...one right
after another, three people gone.
Whether they
were asked to leave or got another offer...we lost
them.
One of them was a woman in financial aid;
she made sure that we got a fair shake in getting
financial aid....She would make sure we got things
done...whatever she knew that we could get she
would make sure we had those papers and got them
in on time...not that she ran behind us and baby
[sic] us, but she just looked out for us...
Reduction in Resources to Programs for African American
Students.

Students did not state specific reductions which

the support program sustained; however,
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they did express

sentiments regarding how the institution prioritized the
support service for African American students in terms of
its importance during the budget cuts.
...we had to defend ourselves regarding the budget
cuts...the first thing that they think of is
cutting off is something to do with the minority
particularly with all of the things we have to
deal with when we are going through here...
...I am not saying to coddle us, I am saying the
minority faction of the students here should not
be the first one you think of when you budget cut.
You need to have programs like this for any school.
If
you do not have it then where are kids going to go for
help?
I think it is fundamental and when it comes to
cuts, they should be the last on the list as far as I
am concerned because this is a necessity.
When probed about how they would recommend prioritizing
programs within the institution,

one participant offered the

following strategy:
I would just say put it on a chart or basis it on
need and also on what the group or organization
are giving back to the college environment....
Something that is needed such as support for us
should not be cut.
Reduction in Academic Programs.

The impact of the

budget cuts on the academic programs of the institution is
seen by the students as affecting them on multiple levels.
The concerns for students included getting a needed course
for their major? knowing who the faculty member teaching the
course will be? the layoff of faculty members? and being
able to complete intended major given the shift in emphasis
of the curriculum.
You also see TBA when you sign up for classes now.
You do not know what professor your are going to
get....They are laying off professors because they
do not have the money.
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The class schedules for next year show so many
classes have been deleted, I guess this is because
they are laying professors off or they are going
on sabbatical....There must be 20 or 25 classes
that were offered during the spring that are not
offered in the fall.
Not just classes and courses,
have been wiped out.

but whole majors

Changes in the curriculum are related to the change in
local economy.

During a budget crisis,

institutions often

search to create a niche in order to be competitive and
capture a place in the market.

The students' perception is

that this change in the curriculum is of no interest to them
given their educational goals.

In fact,

it is viewed as

impulsive on the part of the institution and that the
institution is unprepared to take on a new curriculum.
cases where majors are being phased out,

In

students are faced

with uncertainty about whether they will be able to complete
their degrees.
They are going to bring a biotech major here and
totally delete all the physical education
programs, health science courses.
This I do not
understand.
I am not interested in this major but it is pretty
big around here....They're pushing people in that
direction.
...a lot of majors are being wiped out...one of my
majors, so where do I go?
Do I transfer to
another school for two more years?
They keep
telling me do not worry about it this is not going
to affect you this year, come back next year and
we will take your money trust us it is not going
to affect you...
A student who stands to benefit from the emphasis of
the new curriculum describes the shift in the institution's
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priorities to this curriculum with some apprehension of the
motive which is driving the institution in this direction.
They really like tripped us out.
I am a biology
major and last year we were complaining about we
only had a limited choice of professors for
certain classes.
They told us just you wait....We
are going to get new professors and everything is
going to work out.... Suddenly it is like heaven
has come.
We are getting all of these new
professors in biology and they are all over the
place...
Inappropriate Spending bv the Institution.

An

outgrowth of the discussion on the shift in curriculum was
the topic of allocation of institution resources.

The

perspective of the students is that the institution was
already poorly managing its current resources which has
resulted in not meeting some of the needs of African
American students.

Consequently,

the students wondered how

the institution would direct a curriculum as complicated as
biotech?

The following examples illustrate the lack of

confidence in the institution which is expressed by these
students as consumers.
I find it funny that, with the budget cuts, we had
this huge [special event], we have not money so
where did all of this stuff come from?
We had
trees, flowers...a water fountain put into one of
the rooms which was carpeted...how in the world do
we have a water in a carpeted room on a milk crate
and we are not getting all of the money we need to
go here...what are we paying our tuition for, this
water fountain to run for days...?
... if they cannot pay out the money which we pay
them for teachers or get enough minority faculty
and advisors and we cannot afford all of the
things which are needed now...how are they going
to afford this [new curriculum]?...If we cannot
even get a good education at something they have
been doing for years, how in the world is someone
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going to come here for biology when they cannot
even get the parking lot spaces straightened out
or the mailboxes?
Site Blue -Administrators
Educational administrators at Site Blue identified the
following areas as having changed within the institution as
a result of the budget cuts.
*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Reduction in academic programs

*

Reduction in resources to support programs for
African American students

*

Reduction in pre-college programs

*

Loss of space

Reduction in Financial Aid.

The educational

administrators were in agreement that one of the biggest
problems facing African American students on their campus
was the reduction in student financial aid.

Indebtedness

was viewed as an outcome related to persistence.
Participants framed the impact in the following manner:
To the extent that the state mandated certain
programs to provide access and retention services
to students of color...when those cuts began to
take effect, the resources for those students were
basically cut in half...well, those resources made
it impractical to continue assisting students with
financial aid, the outcome being students are
leaving deeply in debt.
Financial aid is probably one of the biggest in
terms of helping students being able to food,
housing, materials, tuition, fees, supplies...
One of the participants pointed out the long-range
effects which students face in terms of the high levels of
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indebtedness incurred while seeking a college education.
The tone of the participant's reflections is in the context
of an ethical consideration for the service provider.

It is

the service provider's obligation to help the student
realize that they may be at risk in pursuing a college
career.
...students could come here as freshmen and leave
anywhere from four to six or seven years later and
not really incur debt and about 2 years ago, which
is pretty much in synch with when things really
kind of went downhill, when the state cut its
budget, the fees increased from about a $181 to
$581 and there was $400 fee for what they called a
special fee increase which is still part of the
fee scale two or three years later.
So we are
faced more with what I would classify as a moral
dilemma in that the decision is to either
encourage the student to come to school and incur
a large debt or try to find another type of job
which does not require a degree....It was not
until two years ago in the ten years I have worked
here that I had to sit down and talk with a
student for the first time about taking out a
loan....It is going to be difficult enough for
minority students to get out there after
graduation and find a job to repay loans at an
entry level salary...it is a big issue; it is
coming to a crisis where we, as the providers, do
not know how to advise the student.
One of the impacts of the reduction in financial
assistance for the student is student dropout rates in the
institutions.
...students need financial aid in order to
persist...
Some are not able to continue because they just
cannot come up with the money to stay in school.
Staff turnover in the financial aid office during the
budget crisis was identified by another participant as
impacting African American students.
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With the frequent

turnover in this critical area,

the participant indicated a

need to evaluate the urgency of each student's situation in
order to determine the most expedient way to settle their
financial aid needs.

The participant shares the following

perspective:
...the Financial Aid director is new....The
previous financial aid director was only the
director for a few months, approximately 6 months,
the director before him was there barely two
years.
So there has been a lot of turnover, so
the new person wants to do the best he can, but he
is inundated...the financial director has to
establish himself and needs to be a man in charge
of the office, and, until he can get up to speed,
the students are going to suffer....Therefore, the
questions arise what is the best strategy at any
given moment to use in order to get the student
the help which is needed...
We have had cultivated a good relationship even
though there has been a large turnover in the
financial aid office.
We have met with each
person in charge and explained our program so they
know we are allies with them and that we are
working in concert at our school; these are our
students? they are not a separate kind of group.
Reduction in Resources to Support Programs
American Students.

for African

One of the perceptions of the

participants was that African American students were
impacted by the budget cuts because the support program
designed to serve them did not have adequate staff.
the tone of one particular response,

From

support staff are not

viewed as having credibility within the institution.
...having sufficient professional staff who are
received and treated like full-time employees.
That been tough.
Even maintaining an adequate
paraprofessional staff, that is another problem is
very tough...while we are here at this interview
right now, there are students who require service
provides to be available? we are the only ones.
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There has either been some resource or no
resources....Regardless, I think that we have been
there to work it out with them...
Budget cuts in other services on the campus have
created more demands on the services of the support program.
The participants in the support program believe that,

as a

result of the increased demand for the services and no
additional staff, the quality of service delivery to African
American students has been affected.

Participants indicated

that the staff and the program are being stretched thin.
...I keep experiencing the problems are
increasing, resources are decreasing and that has
brings to bear an immense pressure on a provider
like myself.
It is not so easy to come up with
the answers.
Matter of fact, it is not easy to
even to face problems.
They are becoming
insurmountable.
...we do not have much time to really focus on the
population that we are dealing with, spend as much
time as we want to because we are pressured to
provide those services for other populations as
well.
I think that is especially true for the
more traditional minority students, like African
American students....We get all kinds of questions
from all kinds of students and it does not allow
for us to spend more time as we should or as we
could.
Loss of Space.

Loss of space for the support program

was mentioned as having an affect on African American
students.

The loss of space resulted in the loss of privacy

for students coming in for assistance.

The overall cuts

have caused a greater demand for the available space so,
a result,

as

the space that was used to provide services to the

targeted population,

among which are Black students, has

been cut in half.
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...At best it is half what it used to be so that
now the service providers are all crowded into a
little space that provides no real confidentiality
or privacy.
Makes it very difficult to conduct
business with students.... Black students
especially are very particular about how their
business is dealt with.
They are not interested
in people knowing their private affairs...
Reduction in Pre-College Programs.

The budget crisis

has affected the pre-college program on this campus.
...we are faced with serving less students because
of the budget cuts.
The cuts have also affected
our staff, which is not adequately or effectively
meet[ing] the needs of the students.
We are faced
with trying to do our job and trying to maintain a
level of standard which we have had in the past
before they cut the program 50 percent...
In addition to the loss of funding,

the program is

faced with trying to market the concept of college to the
students and their families at a time when the cost of
attending college is greatly prohibitive.
...a lot of the parents do not know what is
involved in going to college and the experience.
Sometimes this can be a hindrance to parents and
to the kids.
One of the ways in which the program has maintained the
interest of students in college has been through the use of
stipends.

In terms of the students' view of the cost of

college being prohibitive at this point,

one participant

believes that students are naive in their thinking about how
much it costs to obtain a college education.
...in terms of selling students on college at the
very least they have an unrealistic view of what
it requires and I do not mean just academically
but also monetarily.
The impact does not hit them
until they get a bill...
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Underlying this statement is the reality that,

for

African American students enrolled in pre-college programs,
opportunities to attend college are much slimmer,

given the

reduction in financial aid resulting from the budget cuts.
Reduction in Academic Programs.

Reduction in the

academic advising program was identified by the participants
as one of the major losses during the budget cuts which have
had serious implications for African American students.
Increases in course demand and larger classes resulted in
the faculty in the academic advising center being called
back to the classroom.

The institution had gone to a

greater dependence on adjunct faculty prior to the budget
cuts to teach courses.

The budget cuts eliminated much

part-time faculty help and faculty returned to their
teaching responsibilities.

The function of academic

advising for African American students on campus has been
assumed by the student support program.
explained the impact

One participant

which this loss has had on African

American students:
So, all students are scrambling for support.
So
now the minority student, in addition, is seeking
assistance for whatever resources are left...we
have students coming in who are not minority
students, they are not even necessarily students a
grant program serves, but they are desperately
seeking help.
So budget cuts make it tough for
everybody but especially tough for the protected
groups who we have all agreed will not persist
without such services.
...once a student declares a major, the department
which she joins will provide academic advising.
But, again, very often if it is not good enough
match, the student does not have an option to find
another advisor...so again the system breaks down
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and the student is inclined to go to those people
where there is a certain amount of trust...it puts
pressure on us.
So the advising issue has not
been resolved satisfactorily.
One aspect of academic advising which was eliminated
was the function of advising students who experience
academic difficulties.

The loss of the undergraduate dean

and the faculty advisors left the institution without this
critical advising function which is rudimentary to the
retention of African American students.

The perception of

the participants was that there is not an administrative or
counseling unit within the college which the student or
service provides can use when there is an academic problem.
One of the participants articulates a response in the
following manner:
...when I first came here, there was an
undergraduate dean where, if there were difficult
situations, extenuating circumstances, you could
go and make an appointment with this person...Some
of these people have left because of the cutbacks
and have not been replaced so that... function is
gone.
They used to have people on academic
probation meet with someone and make a contract
....There is no one to really do that now, so that
role the support program is to do more of the
academic advising....Given these cutbacks,
students are not sure who they should be going to
for help.
... so every student and his associate wants help
putting together their program but the cuts...
actually eliminated academic advising for the
general population...
Site Red - Students
Students on Site Red reported changes in the
institution which were related to the budget cuts as:
*

Increased tuition and fees
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*

Reductions in financial aid

*

Reduction in the academic programs

*

Loss of staff and faculty

*

Downgrade of food and custodial services

*

Loss of pre-college program

Increase in Tuition and Fees.

Students were keenly

aware that one impact of the decline in the institutions
budget was an increase in tuition and fees.

The

participants viewed the increased cost as well as the
institution's need to improve its reputation as being done
at the expense of African American students.
participants'

The

perception was one of being driven out of the

institution.
So, basically, they have a plan, it's basically to
drive us out, and, giving this school more
prestige and, at the same time, becoming more like
an Ivy League school.
Inaccessible.
We just won't be able to afford it.
Retention of African Americans,
participants,
cost.

according to the

has been greatly affected by the increase in

One participant described how this had affected both

in-state and out-of-state students:
You all are from Boston.
I'm from New York.
I'm
paying a lot more....By the grace of God and the
banks of New York, I'm here.
I know like four
people who came in with me that were also from out
of state that I haven't seen since freshman year
because they didn't have the same breaks and
benefits that I had.
I know people from Boston
who couldn't come back, and they're paying a whole
lot less than we are, and I still speak with some
of them, and they still say they're outside
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looking in and they seemed like the school was
getting more and more recognition.
Another participant responded:
I think out-of-state students, as far as the
budget cuts, I've seen a lot of brothers and
sisters come here one semester, and they already
have a level of disillusionment because of the
money they're going to have to put out...
Reduction in Financial Aid.

Participants identified

the reduction in their financial aid as another area they
noticed as a result of the budget crisis.

The indicator

which students used to determine decline was the reduction
in their financial aid packages between the time they began
their academic careers at the institution and the time of
the interview.
One of the things about the budget cuts is,
speaking for me personally, first semester
freshman year, I had a free ride through college.
Where am I now?
Second semester senior year, I
have four loans out to cover it because I lost all
my financial aid...
The budget cuts, I think, they do suck and they're
aggravating because when I came here it was
cheaper in the beginning.
The participants reflected on how changes in their
financial aid packages caught them off guard when they were
informed by the institution that monies which had been
initially allocated to them were no longer available:
...I had a scholarship which they decreased and
turned half into a loan...
Middle of the year, it was my sophomore year, '90
or '91.
In the middle of the semester, they sent
me a letter saying that the $1,000 state
scholarship has been decreased to $500 and the
other $500 is in a loan...
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They gave a lot of us students money and then took
it back because the state did not allocate the
money.
Money they supposedly didn't have.
So a
lot of students ended up in the middle of the
semester getting a letter saying they owed money,
the whole package had changed.
It is inferred from one participants statement that
she had learned how to "work the system" as a result of the
reduction in her aid in order to stay in school,

to pay her

tuition and other expenses.
When things happen like that, you start learning
the tricks of the trade and how to get over on the
system.
When I first came here, my first
semester's tuition was $167, second semester it
was like, "Whoa."
Then they gave me more
financial aid.
Like I said before, they basically
pay me to be here.
Every semester they screw up
somehow and then I learn, food stamps, I can still
get my food and they pay your tuition on time.
They tell me I'm not on the meal plan, reimburse
my money, there's certain ways you can do it to
get your money back.
It's like, by the budget
cuts, they're showing students new ways to get
your money back.
Another aspect of this discussion which emerged is the level
of sacrifice which both students and their families are
willing and have to make in order to pay for a college
education.
I said, "Do you see how much money I make over the
summer?"
That's working in a nursing home,
getting paid almost $8 an hour, 40 hours per week
plus, and I told her, "If I sold the fillings in
my teeth, I could not give you $500 this semester.
That will not happen.
We just don't have the
money."
Out of that, they had to wait.
They had
no choice but to wait.
I've been blessed that I have two parents, and the
money is not there.
We're all working hard.
My
mother is a nurse and she works three days in a
row sometimes and we fear for her doing that at
her age, but it has to be done.
We all do it.
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I know friends who, the only way they’re in this
school is because grandmother promised $500, their
aunt promises them $400, that’s all, they put
their money together to come to a school such as
this one.
And when you go down to financial aid
and they say you have $500 to pay, they assume you
can just go to the bank and write a check and pull
out $500.
Some of the participants thought the institution
favored certain people over others in the allocation of the
limited financial aid dollars.

These were students who,

in

the minds of the participants, did not deserve the
assistance.
And I actually wouldn’t mind sacrificing all of
that I worked for so hard and staying up all
night, pulling all-nighters to study, I wouldn’t
mind not getting any financial aid if it was going
to somebody who really needed it.
There's somebody up here who has a Lexus
a full scholarship, not on a sports team
nothing, he just has that much financial
driving a Lexus.
Lives in a dorm and is
White racist punk.

who's on
or
aid,
also a

...and I feel that this school does have the money
because I've spoken to other students who...get
$2,000 taken off their bill, and so I went down
there and I told them, "Look, I just don't have
the money; I'm leaving right now" and the lady
punched in $2,000 just like that...and I have
spoken to other people higher up who said the same
thing, so if other people who deserve the money
and they actually need the money, cannot get it,
then I understand why they drop out.
People
...have had to drop out because they couldn't come
back...economic scale, statistically the people
who need to money more are people of color.
Participants indicated that the sudden changes in their
financial aid created hardships for them and their families.
The option which seemed to be open to most students and
their families was to take out loans.
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The reductions in

available financial aid dollars resulted in indebtedness for
the participants.
...the people have to go out there and, talk about
their mothers in their late 60s, all kinds of
ages, they're taking mortgages out on their homes,
they're dipping into the IRAs.
My parents have
just reached that point.
They just told me,
"That's it.
Do or die, you're done.
Because we
are up in our years and we're trying to enjoy the
rest of our years and we're trying not to live in
squalor."
And then there's students here who are
basically hocking their lives for the next ten
years just to obtain an education.
I mean, come
out of school, to my way of thinking, with $50,000
in debt, $40,000 in debt, I mean, not knowing that
you're going to get a job...
Recruitment and retention are linked with the
availability of financial aid dollars within the
institution.

Once again, the lack of financial aid support

means the incoming student has no sense of security.
Participants reported that early admission and the promise
of a scholarship do not guarantee that a student will be
able to support herself or himself throughout an educational
career at the institution.

The budget cuts affect even

future generations of African American students.
But the whole thing is retention.
Right now
they're promising you scholarships, but I know a
year from now, the scholarship may be the only
thing they get if they manage, if they don't get
on academic probation, because you know a lot of
times in the first year students go AP [Academic
Probation] because of their grades... they are
doing some recruiting, but they're not retaining
students.
I think it's a numbers game.
They're
trying to show that the numbers are up because
I've been working in this office for five years
and I really think it's a numbers game.
...Yes, students are getting here, they are coming
into this school, but, after maybe two or three
semesters, they can't finance it any more.
Granted we have [a program which gives some kind
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of support, but it] isn't giving us the money we
need to stay in school.
To me, that's the bottom
line.
You can come in here, you have financial
aid.
If that's cut from you, how are you going to
finance your education?
If you can't pay it,
you're out of here.
So we need to find some kind
of system or whatever.
Reduction in Academic Programs.

One of the

participants shared an experience as a student in a major
which is absorbing students from another concentration which
has been eliminated because of the budget cuts.

The impact

of the merger is that there is a heavier demand for classes,
resulting for this student in another semester of tuition
and related expenses.
I know of a whole major that was just totally
wiped out, Leisure Studies was wiped out, and
they're trying to incorporate into the Hotel
Department, and it's really hard for them do, but
that was one of the effects of the budget cuts.
And that cost me almost a semester.
I had to beg
to get into a class because of it, and that's one
of the things that people complain about, is the
way they allocate money.
The majority of the participants in this group were
graduating seniors and the concern about getting into
classes was not prominent in the discussion.

What was

mentioned were the cuts sustained by the Afro-American
Studies Department.
Loss of Faculty and Staff.

The major focus discussed

by participants on the impact of budget cuts on their
academic life was the loss of faculty of color.

The

students reported that faculty of color have left the
university for many of the same reasons that students leave.
I've heard of a lot of people of color who are no
longer here because they got better offers
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somewhere else.
So why are you going to stick
around here?
I mean, it's not just the money, but
it's a whole bunch of benefits, it's a whole
package in itself that we don't know about.
I'm
out of here.
They just want out.
They have a
family, also, you know what I'm saying?
They have
to look out.
How they going to live?
...And there's not enough of them in the hierarchy
in this institution anyway.
You know, generally,
when you talk about Black faculty at this school,
it's just a basic level.
The students also perceived that the faculty do not
have any more control over their destiny in the institution
than the students themselves.

The significance of this

statement in terms of the impact on African American
students is that the faculty of color are seen as a group
which cannot provide support or protection.
hurdles the African American students face,

Given the
both support and

protection are critical to their survival on campus.

Also,

the possibility that faculty of color will leave for better
offers remains open.
The are subject to the same crisis that we are.
The rug can be pulled out from under them.
Students viewed staff of color in a similar light as
they did faculty.

Not replacing a staff member who resigns

during a budget crisis is an institutional practice.
student described the impact of such a practice:
When a staff of color leaves,
them, and it is awful.
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they do not replace

One

Loss of Quality of Food and Custodial Services.
Quality of services such as food,

custodial care,

and

the general condition of the institutional buildings were
mentioned:
With the budget cuts, the quality of the food has
gotten worse, and the maintainers must not be paid
enough, because the bathrooms and the carpets are
not being kept clean.
The facility which houses the major support program for
African American students and the Afro-American Studies
Department was mentioned as not being a priority for
maintenance in comparison with other campus facilities used
predominantly by White students:
It's been a really nice place to go, it's really
familiar, but you look at the sports center, and
you look at, I went down and passed by the new
engineering lounge, and it's like, oh, my God,
this is so nice, and yet, when the students list
the things the students of color were pressing
for, it was to have new furniture...the floor in
the place is real dusty and dingy, and then you
have all these nice places, and those are so nice,
and our facility is so messy, it's just awful.
To
go in there, it's a place you like because it
represents a lot to you, but it's still like, you
know, when you come into the environment, it
doesn't feel good because it doesn't look nice.
Loss of Pre-College Program.

The participants did not

believe that the institution was serious about its
commitment to pre-college programs which serve African
American students.

Also, participants were aware of the

institution's inability to commit resources:
They may have implemented this program, but, on
the flip side, they just totally dissolved Upward
Bound and the program that had been in place for
many years and was committed to that struggle,
bringing in first-generation students, whose
parents had never gone to college, this program
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was bringing them in.
OK, granted they're
promising these kids this stuff in their sophomore
year of high school, but the way things are
nowadays, these kids will be lucky if they make it
to their junior year of high school.
So, I mean,
to me, that's all talk.
OK, they promise some kid
in high school he's going to be here, he's going
to have a scholarship and everything...so on
paper, there it is...
Site Red - Administrators
Educational administrators on Site Red reported changes
which they associated with institutional decline as a result
of the budget cuts in the following areas:
*

Increased tuition and fees

*

Loss of staff and faculty

*

Reduction in recruitment and outreach activities

*

Lack of influence of advocacy

*

Reduction in support program for African American
students

Increased Tuition and Fees.

The manner in which

tuition and fees are constructed is identified by one
administrator as having a significant impact on African
American students.

This participant articulates the dilemma

as being in a role of trying to recruit African American
students to an institution in which costs continue to rise.
People may think of this is a great institution
that's got all the courses they want and the kind
of majors that they want and then, even for a
student who is an in-state student, we're looking
at increased tuition and fees, and the way that
we've got it put together, the tuition and fees
are separate, so even if you've got a tuition
waiver, you're looking at pretty high cost for
living on campus or commuting, and there's
generally a gap of packaging, especially the last
six years that I've been in the field.
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Loss of Staff and Faculty.

The reduction and loss of

human resources carries a number of implications for the
African American students on the campus.

Participants

mentioned several aspects of the attrition,

including

increased work load for service providers, loss of role
models for the students, and absence of support for graduate
students looking for committee members of color.

One of the

participants described the impact of loss of faculty and
staff in this manner:
I have noticed a significant loss of many faculty
and staff of color...the fewer of us in number, it
seems the more work that we absorb because there
are so few of us.
And that we end up wearing many
different hats, so that not only are we serving
the general population, but also the student of
color population that may have more inherent needs
than the normal population which absorbs even more
of your time because you do feel an affiliation
and affection and an obligation to help get them
through this process.
And that can be emotionally
and physically draining to those of us who are
left, and it appears that, as was mentioned
earlier, that the leadership of the institution
does not see that or they seem to take it for
granted that those of us who are still here will
always be here as sort of shock absorbers for
them.
It places an inherent burden on all of us.
Another staff member reflected on the loss of staff and
faculty and the resultant increased workload as a reduction
in the collegial support for working with students:
I also think, too, that you lose the backup
support amongst the professional staff.
At one
time, I felt like there were people you could talk
to, and call up on the phone, and have that
colleague relationship, but when you get so
stretched...you're dealing with all these issues,
and then even as being colleagues amongst each
other you lose that continuity that, oh. I'll give
you a call and just check on this, well, she's too
busy, or can I get back in two or three days?
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It's just because everyone seems to be so
stretched.
Another impact of the loss of staff is increased
burnout for service providers.

One participant viewed the

increased load as being hazardous to her health:
...Usually the way we manage it as professionals,
we go find another job, or I slow down on doing
certain things....I have to find protection for
myself or I will get sick.
Each of these statements relates to a concern on the
part of the educational administrators for their well-being
in their professional roles.

The well-being of the staff

member is directly related to the quality of services
provided to the African American student.
Loss of faculty members of color has a great impact on
African American graduate students:
...and on another level, just like looking at
doctoral students, looking for a person of color
to be a committee member, there are none.
Or the
choices are so few on this campus that the few
people that can do that are on 45 committees, or
I'm, you know, and it's ridiculous and totally
different than what other people on this campus
have to do...but that is what they have to do to
serve the student.
Reduction in Recruitment and Outreach Activities.
Another aspect of this discussion of the impact of decline
has to do with the kinds of outreach programs for African
American students which have been eliminated because of the
budget crisis.
I've seen a lot of the minority admission
programming cut back and, specifically to bring
students here on campus...visits, we used to have
lots of different day programs, and although other
groups are picking up some of that, it's not the
same, their efforts are good, very good....I see a
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real decline around how the university is
supporting the kinds of outreach that we need to
do in order to attract Black students....We're
competing with some other institutions that have
the money, not only to fund scholarships and
financial aid, but also to bring the students on
campus, have them take a look around, [house] them
overnight, and lots of really exciting programs,
and we can't compete on that level as a state
institution.
Though the focus of this comment is on the impact on
the institution,

an indirect impact for the prospective

African American student is that he or she may not have the
option to visit the campus.

Without an effective and

competitive recruitment strategy,
body will not change,
therefore,

the nature of the student

and African American students will,

never reach a critical mass in the population.

The African American's experience at the institution will
continue to be an alienating one.
Seduction in Resources for Support Programs for African
* American Students.

Educational administrators recognized

that the allocation of resources to various units within an
organization is based on prioritization.

For those programs

which have responsibility to serve African American students
during a budget crisis,

there is a dependence on the level

of awareness of the leadership of the organization.

Without

this conscientiousness on the part of decision-making the
administrators,

the scope and the quality of service to

African American students is in jeopardy,

according to the

participants.
It seems to me that...the individual sets a tone
for whatever university or administration
structure we're talking about has a lot to do with
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the availability of resources for a variety of
groups in that particular organization.
And the
more sensitivity one has to the needs of people of
color, then the more resources... are available to
support people of color.
Competition is another aspect of the discussion of
allocation of resources.

One participant stated that they

have noticed a heightened level of racism on the campus as a
result of the budget cuts and that it can be attributed to
groups competing for limited resources.
I think that another way that the climate has
changed, which I think is a direct result of the
budget cuts, is that it has forced the prejudice
out of the corners, so to speak.
So any times you
have multiple groups competing for the same
resources, a lot of what could be kept hidden in
richer times really comes to the surface.
And I
think we've certainly seen that last semester, and
just the racial climate, the racial tolerance
issue is not as high, I would say, as it was in
earlier times.
Another consideration which the group raised in
discussing resource distribution is direct or indirect
competition with other programs designated for students of
color.

Clearly,

the power to award funds is in no minority

group's control.
Well, you can look around the campus as we have in
a way groups or programs that are set aside for
minorities...and certainly, at some level, they
compete with each other for the available funds.
Then you have just the majority that is on the
campus and the majority that controls the funds.
We compete in a sense and in another sense they'd
don't.
We aren't...the ones to decide how much is
allocated to these programs of color.
Lack of Influence or Advocacy.

Participants felt that

lack of control or influence over budgeting was exemplified
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by the absence of representation or advocacy in the
administrative decision-making structure.
representation or advocacy,

Without such

funding to support African

American students was always at the discretion of those with
limited interest in and awareness of the needs during the
crisis of this student population.
...it goes back to the fact that we don't have
people of color in the structure and on the levels
that we need to have them on to speak to the
issues that need to be spoken to, to be part of
the team and process that decides where the money
is going to be spent.
I just want to make the observation that you can't
disconnect a reduction in funds, so to speak, from
the people who make the decisions in terms of how
the available funds are going to be used.
Without control over the resources, participants
perceived that they were limited in affecting the impact of
the budget cuts on the students.
We cannot make policy decisions, we do not handle
budgets for our organizations, and the resources
aren't coming from us.
The people who are here in
this room, we may have a lot to say, but we do not
provide the resources.
How can we continue to
make a difference?
Site Green - Students
Students at Site Green reported changes relating to the
budget cuts in the following areas:
*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Reduction in academic programs

*

Lack of commitment to multiculturalism

*

Insensitivity of institutional policy
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Reduction in Financial Aid.

Reductions in the

availability of student dollars was perceived by
participants as an indicator of decline resulting from the
budget cuts.
students'

The decline in available dollars impacted the

ability to pay and increased the student and

family liability for indebtedness.

Financial aid was not

viewed by participants as a support service, but,

instead,

as a burden and a disruptive force in their academic and
personal 1ives.
Students used words like "dogged" and "made to jump
through hoops" to describe their experience and interaction
with the financial aid office.

Students implied that much

of what they experience in terms of hardship was generated
by institutional policy which engendered feelings of lack of
confidence in the competencies of the office:
Freshman year I went through hoops.
Well, we've all had to jump through some hoops at
one time or another because of their policies.
They are really stupid.
It just seems like we all
go through hoops? every person I talk to of color,
it's like, oh, they're dogging you, too?
During this time, participants indicated that rationale
for the policies being enforced was not communicated clearly
to them.

For example,

a student could not access certain

parts of their aid package in order to pay his/her bill,
whereas the institution required them to pay the bill in
order to access their aid.
...they had one thing where it was a Massachusetts
state scholarship you would get if you were a
Massachusetts resident, and, before you can get
it, you had to pay out that amount.
It's like if
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I didn't need the scholarship, and if I had seven
or eight hundred dollars, I wouldn't have applied
for the scholarship, I would have just paid it out
of my own pocket.
...this is what they told me when I went to see
them, because I said to them, "If I had $,1400, I
wouldn't need your money."
They said, "We don't
know if your financial aid is going to come
through because it's a Massachusetts state
scholarship, so you have to put the money up
front."
Lack of available funds and the need to college
revenues often placed the institution in the position of
being inflexible with payment policies.

Short billing

cycles may have been one of the strategies used to offset
shortfalls in revenues.

The impact,

as viewed by the

participants and their families, was threatening:
...they take away your classes, they threaten you.
I got threatening letters.
I was just like, oh,
yeah, I have $1,500 out of the blue.
You get threatened if you owe them like $100.
I
remember freshman the owed me like $800 or $900,
and it took like a year and a half to get that
back.
Sophomore year, I think?
It was awful...
Advocacy and interventions were the only defenses
students had in dealing with their financial aid.
University officials and parents often served in these
roles:
...they said I owed $3,000 or something, and I'm
like, wait a minute, I got financial aid, and then
my mother came up here, because the whole summer
was like hell because I can't go to school in the
fall, because I don't have $3,000, so my mother
came up here, she went to the financial aid office
and talked to one of the ladies and she goes, "Oh,
we're sorry."
All she had to do was just go into
a folder and sign something and that was it.
Before, it was nothing was there and I had nothing
and then, after all that, they ended up owing me.
It's just like, they put you through hell.
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...as president of the student organization for
students of color, I met with the president of the
college and explained to him this ridiculous
policy and how could you possibly be asking
students to be putting up money that they didn't
have.
We told him about how that adversely
affected the people of color on this campus and
the president then handed down the word and said,
"You clear those students because they don't have
the money."
They wouldn't have done it if we
hadn't gone to see him.
They have policies that I
just don't understand.
And this basically because I know that's when the
budget ax fell the hardest, and there were a lot
of cuts and people, you know, what the budget was
going to be like so they really weren't taking
chances on students as far as if you can't pay
your bill or whatever.
But now I'm in a position
where the vice president for administration and
finance, I've been able to have him pull the bills
on a couple of students who came to me and said,
"Look, you know I can't pay the bill, but I have
money coming or whatever."
I've been able to do
that for him, whereas I know the student
government president in '89 and '90 was not able
to do that because they just weren't willing to
take those chances.
One participant described how this inability to pay
impacted her mother:
The year before I came here, that fall, I remember
I was working and saving all my money from my
summer jobs, and I came in the house and my mother
was sitting on the couch, crying.
I will never
forget this.
And I'm like, "What's the matter,
who died?
What's going on?"
And she was like, "I
don't think you're going to be able to go to
school.
We just can't find the money."
In the course of attending to straightening out their
financial situations,

students found that institutional

policy would often block them from accessing certain
services within the institution.
And another thing is that I get a lot of loans and
grants, and what happens is that, if your bill is
not paid off, then there are restrictions they
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hold against you.
I owe them money because I'm
still waiting for my package to be complete.
Even
now, in April, when the year is almost over, I
can't take library books out of the library
because my bill's not paid off.
Your room
deposit, there's a restriction on that if your
bill's not paid off, you can't pay a $50 room
deposit, depending on how much money it is that
you owe, you can't register for classes, classes
will be taken away from you.
I can't go to the
pub because I can't get a pub sticker because I
can't get a validated ID because my bill is not
paid.
I think that's happened.
I think it's gotten
worse.
I've never seen it limited as much as it
has been.
But I can't take books out of the
library because I owe them.
I think I owe them
less than $100 and, to me, that's still a lot of
money that I don't have and that goes with my
financial aid, but I'm still waiting for money.
I
think I'm supposed to get reimbursed somewhere in
all this in "old" money when that comes in, they
give me whatever is left over.
And I still can't
do anything because I can't get my ID validated.
I can't take out library books, I can't do a lot
of things.
Some participants indicated their frustration with the
institution favoring certain people over others in
allocation of financial aid:
I know a guy that goes here? he's White, and his
father is a doctor.
His parents make a lot of
money.
He drives on campus in a Volvo.
He's
like, "Look at all this aid I'm getting.
I'm
getting this, that."
I have a single parent, my
father died when I was in second grade.
My mother
has done everything by herself, and they tell me
that I can't get any money because my Mom owns a
house.
Well, I'm sorry.
I have nothing.
All
I've got are my clothes.
It's aggravating that
his parents are making all this money, they have
the money up front to pay his tuition, but he's
getting all this aid.
How come I'm not getting
aid?
I need it.
I can't get any grants....I couldn't even get a
student loan.
Nothing.
And those cases just
annoy me, because if you ever come to my house, I
am far from rich, we don't have all kinds of
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money, so I don't understand why we can't get,
can't get any kind of financial aid...
Reduction in Academic Programs.

I

Participants indicated

that they noticed a reduction in the number of classes
offered at their institution.

Control for enrollment within

those classes was in the hands of faculty and the registrar.
Students who are unable to obtain a needed class for their
major may end up extending their time,
and,

in some cases,

increasing expenses,

incurring more debt.

Extending time for

a senior can affect entry into the job market.
I think it's lack of classes.
If you're a junior
or senior and you need these classes so you can
graduate on time and somehow, you don't cut people
in line or forge a teacher's name or whatever,
you're not going to get your class and you're
going to have to stay an extra semester in order
to graduate.
You know what I mean?
You have to
take these classes.
That's what I've noticed the
most.
But I've been here for 2\ years and that's
basically what I've noticed.
...well, most teachers will sign you in if they
know you're a senior.
But, if it's up to the
Registrar, you're not really guaranteed.
Lack of Commitment to Multiculturalism.

Efforts to

recruit faculty and the expansion of the curriculum were
abandoned by the institution in response to the budget cuts.
Participants felt that the institution used the budget
crisis as a means to escape any obligation to either of
these elements of increasing the diversity of the campus.
I know that there are some students who have been
quite vocal about the needs of particularly
African American students and, as the budget ax
fell, the administration was allowed to really
window dress the issue of diversity and
multiculturalism and not push to move ahead in
those areas because they no longer have the money.
You know, we have no money.
Sorry.
Can't do
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that.
So, when we*re talking about curriculum
changes and hiring new faculty members, oh, we
don't have any money.
We'd love to do it; we want
to make things good for you guys, but there's no
money.
So I think that, in that sense, it allows
the administration to really do a lot of window
dressing and to talk about how on the surface
diversity and multiculturalism are extremely
important to them, but they weren't willing to cut
back other places to make some real changes.
They
used the excuse of, we don't have any money.
Beyond the discussion of having representation of
African Americans in the faculty and in the curriculum,

one

student asserts the right of the customer to have a choice
of courses,

just as Whites students have a selection;

I was like,, no one had to write a proposal for
the reason why we have English or Soc[iology].
I
think that's just as important.
Why do we have to
beg you to give us a course when we're paying you?
Insensitivity of Institutional Policy.

The human

element and the quality of interactions with staff were
perceived by the participants as a major source of
frustration.

The distancing of the personnel in those

offices from the day-to-day distress and stress of
implementing and enforcing these policies may be one reason
for staff behavior in dealing with students;
They don't know their head from their feet.
They
don't know anything.
They just say, "These are
the policies, and there's nothing I can do about
it.
But you can call this 800 number."
You call
that number, they give you another number.
You
call that number, they give you another number,
and all you get is a $50 phone bill.
I don't understand, the bottom line for me is that
they are not sensitive people.
When you go in
there and you're crying and you're upset and you
have an attitude because they didn't sign
something in a folder that has been holding you up
and you can't take books out of the library
because they forgot to do something or whatever,
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they have no sympathy in that office.
And what
they told me when I was working there, they were
like, "If you have sympathy, these people will
have you crying all the time because we hear the
same story all the time."
Site Yellow - Administrators
As mentioned in Chapter III, the researcher recognized
a unique opportunity on Site Yellow since interview
participants had been involved in making decisions and
policies at some point during the budget crisis.

This was

in contrast with the other sites where groups were heavily
dominated by individuals who were service providers.

With

this opportunity in mind, the researcher focused primarily
on aspects of the decision-making process and issues that
emerged for the institution.

The presentation of the data

will follow the same format as the above sections,
presenting information under title categories.
Educational administrators on Site Yellow reported
changes in the following areas which they associated with
having experienced budget cuts.
*

Increase in tuition and fees

*

Reduction in financial aid

*

Reduction in academic programs

*

Reduction in resources to support programs for
African American students

*

Difficulties in institutional advancement

Increase in Tuition and Fees.

The view of the

participants is that their institution offers certain
features, such as a critical mass of students of color,
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which attract African American students to the campus.
with this level of attractiveness,

Even

the institution's African

American students did not escape the hardships which
resulted form an increase in tuition and fees.
...this [is] an attractive place for a person of
color to come to.
It appears that it still has
some attraction, whether it's more or less, our
numbers continue to grow.
The students have felt
the impact of the budget crisis....I think how
it's impacted upon their lives...the increase in
tuition and fees that were required by this
institution in order to survive financially.
The increase in cost was also mentioned as being
necessary in order to insure institutional survival.
Because of the increased cost,

according to one participant,

students increase their course loads in order to minimize
their expenses.
And I think that's impacted upon them.
We've
noticed also increased registration patterns
amongst students as they have hurried up to get
out before the fees and tuitions kept rising.
So
we had that phenomenon as well.
Reduction in Financial Aid.

The increase in tuition

and fees has created issues related to students'
pay,

according to participants.

ability to

Educational administrators

agreed that African American students faced incurring debt
as the means to finance their education.
...we do know, and this is because we are students
of color, have borrowed more heavily than ever
before in order to finance their education, and we
do know that borrowing is also a stressful kind of
activity for a student to go through, especially
when they've had to borrow repeatedly in order to
finance their education.
It can be inferred from one participant's statement
that there is also concern for the parents of these students
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with respect to the parents'

ability to pay direct out-of-

pocket dollars or incur major debt.
Borrowing is the only option, and I guess one of
the things I've seen is that, in the statistics
that I look at anyway, for awhile we were looking
at a narrowing gap between the income of majority
parents and minority parents, and that has started
to widen again.
A participant reports that borrowing is basically the
only option available to students of color because
employment opportunities are not available to them within
the community.

Working is seen as preferable to borrowing.

There has been an impact, as I guess was stated,
and that is that minority students [are]
borrowing, minorities [are] having trouble, where
students, my sense is that minority students would
prefer to work rather than borrow.
We haven't had
a significant increase in the amount of work
opportunities that are available, and seeing those
work opportunities dry up in this city, which is
not really the institution itself not having those
available, but having the economic situation in
this state the way it is has affected our
students, so they no longer have the option to
work rather than borrow.
Separating the students from the community to which
they return each day after classes is not possible from the
perspective of the educational administrators.

Therefore,

decline in the economic vitality of the city was viewed as
having as great an impact on the students as the decline in
the institutional resources,

in terms of students'

ability

to pay.
...you can't look at a population like this
campus' population separate from the surrounding
community.
They are not separate.
They are
intertwined in terms of what's available out there
in terms of jobs or employment opportunities after
college.
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Another level of the financial

impact of the reduction

had to do with the life of the student who attends the
institution.
in aid,

Even having been advised of the forecast cuts

students seemed to ignore warnings until

it was too

late.
When our students say to us, well, I'm really busy
with my academic work, my job, and my family, and
I don't have time to think about those kinds of
things until they are indeed a fact, then I'll
have time to think about preparing for them.
Reduction in Academic Programs.

The discussion of

reduction in academic programs was related to the morale and
performance of the faculty in the classroom and the process
of reducing the size of the faculty to accommodate the
adjustment in the budget.
The morale of the faculty, and staff that surround
them, has been very, very low.
The poor morale of the faculty is seen as impacting the
quality of students'

experience in the classroom.

Morale has not been good here, and I think all of
our students have been impacted by that,
particularly in the classroom.
Faculty are not
happy, nor are the staff, but the faculty have the
most direct contact with the students.
One participant speculated that suspicion about and,
some levels,

on

denial of the extent of the crisis contributed

to the poor morale.
...I would say that, although middle management,
professional staff, and faculty were aware that
something was wrong, the severity of the budget
crisis was not fully appreciated by them until the
third year or so.
There was a constant suspicion
that the administration had lots of money.
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In addition to dealing with the concepts and extent of
the decline,

the reality of no salary raises and salary

furloughs may have had an effect.
Plus, again, this continual reflection back from
society that we're state workers, and the faculty
especially, first of all they don't like to be
reminded that they work for the state, and second
of all, I can say this since I'm on the faculty,
they don't like to be reminded that that's a
pejorative, that the term "state worker" is not a
kind term.
And then when you go three or four
years with frozen salaries and furloughs and so
on, that also is a reminder.
Regardless of reasons,
with the impact on students.

there is a relational connection
The institution was not given

a great deal of time to plan where to cut,

given the

swiftness of thee reverses in appropriations by the state.
...but we really didn't have, at that point, a
strategy for dealing with the instant demand that
said give us back x dollars right away.
So we
spent that summer kind of bandaiding stuff,
cutting out part-time sections.
That's what I
did, I presided over the cutting of eight or ten
part-time sections in my colleges.
The cutting
back of course load reductions for faculty, and I
think we got through the summer essentially doing
that at the collegiate level.
I'm not sure what
happened at other levels.
The layoffs came very
quickly after that....So cutting back on numbers
of sections, I think, necessarily hit those
students that had the least flexibility in their
schedules and who were the most part-time because
course may not be offered when they needed to take
them and that was already an immediate factor in

1988.
Loss of flexibility in course selection can not only
extend the student's time at the institution,

but also

increase the expense.
Reduction in Resources to Support Programs for African
American Students.

Given the mission of the institution.
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African American students are recognized as part of the
population served by the institution.

Therefore,

incorporated into the program and services of the
institution are considerations for this population.
Interestingly,

throughout the interview,

two observations

were made relating to the perception that there were not
enough people to assist the student population,

including

the needs of African American students for increased support
services.
There are not enough people to help these
students, so that what happened was that there's
no chance for outreach and a lot of time not even
a chance for people to do walk in.
If we're committed to the commuter, disadvantaged,
etc., etc., all the kinds of things to serve our
population, then let's do what's necessary to do
that.
Because the students will be served where
they actually need more help because most of them
are from families where they're the first
generation to go to college? most of them work and
have families, so they really don't have a lot of
time to do, whereas, if you were a youngster,
student who has no family, no job, you'd have time
to do it.
But we don't have people who do it.
People come to school and they work, and that's
what they do, and they have families and all that,
so they need more kinds of services.
Difficulties in Institutional Advancement.
Institutional advancement was another topic discussed in
relation to the impact which budget cuts have had on African
American students.

Participants raised the issue of the

conflict which the private sector has in making
contributions to public institutions for this particular
population.

In essence,

the private sector is interested in

supporting African Americans through higher education?
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however,

the conflict is that they have paid their taxes,

and the institution has already received resources for this
purpose.
The corporate community really kind of speaks with
two different voices when it comes to strategies
that they have for assisting students of color,
particularly Black students in this city.
There
is a lot of support in private institutions,
primarily in the form of financial aid,
scholarship dollars.
There's definitely a lot of
that in all the independent institutions around
the city.
But, with regard to the corporate
community and its support for specific efforts at
this institution, there's generally kind of a
laissez-faire attitude, distance attitude that, we
pay our taxes, those tax dollars pay for the
institution, and it's sort of like double-dipping
for you to come back and ask us for dollars to
support other things that you're doing.
If what
you're doing was worthwhile, then the legislature
would give you the money for it, so why are you
asking us?
That's generally the attitude they
have.
Another participant added to the discussion by including the
public sector with the private as not being receptive to the
request for more money:
It's not as sexy to go downtown in either the public or
private sector and say, "We need more funds so that we
can educate students who are going to make a
contribution to society and, if we don't educate them,
they won't make a contribution to society."
One participant raised the issue that, within the
state's corporate giving community,

there are not enough

champions of color within their infrastructure.
We also don't have in this state the kind of
infrastructure of minority people in positions of
power in the businesses and corporations in the
state.
You've a long historic presence in this
city, but you've got a long historic system of
exclusion also, and so the people who are making
decisions about where these discretionary dollars
go, for the most part, come out of these very same
private institutions that see us as a threat to
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their future strength and viability.
So that, in
many instances, they make decisions purposely not
to make funds available to us because they see us
as potentially being damaging to what their goals
and objectives are.
So it's hard for us to get
into the loop of support...

Comparison of Responses
Another approach to the data is to examine participant
groups'

responses in terms of the categories which were

developed on each site.

There were 15 categories of changes

which were identified by participants as having an impact on
African American students as a result of the budget cuts.
Though there were other changes perceived by the
participants,

this researcher believed them to be tangential

or idiosyncratic to either the participant or to the
institution? therefore,

they are not included here

(for

example, how an institutions accreditation process might
affect African American students,

or a participant's sharing

an incident which is more a discussion on pedagogy of a
particular academic department versus how the budget cuts
affected pedagogy and its impact on African American
students).

In fact,

they may be part of the equation of

some of the decisions which were made relating to the budget
cuts? however,

their link to the topic of this study was not

clearly defined within the data.
Also,

because an item may not be mentioned on a

particular site does not mean that the change or impact does
not exist or that there is disagreement on that campus.
presence of an item means that this group of participants
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The

saw these changes and impacts.

Nor should representation of

participant groups under any category be viewed as having
lesser or greater degree of values over others which might
have on only single representation either by group or
institution under an item.
Table 9 displays the 15 categories,
participant groups which mentioned them.

and the sites and
The categories

are:
1.

Increase in Tuition and fees.

2.

Reduction in Financial Aid.

3.

Reduction in Academic Programs.

4.

Loss of Staff and Faculty.

5.

Reduction in Resources to Programs for African
American Students.

6.

Reduction in Recruitment and Outreach.

7.

Reduction or Elimination of Pre-College Programs.

8.

Lack of Commitment to Multiculturalism.

9.

Insensitivity of Institutional Policies.

10.

Lack of Influence or Advocacy.

11.

Downgrade in Food and Custodial Services.

12.

Reduction in Co-Curricular Activities for African
American Students.

13.

Inappropriate Use of Resources.

14.

Difficulty in Institutional Advancement.

15.

Loss of Space.
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When comparing the students and educational administrators
on Site Orange, both groups reported impacts occurring as a
result of increase in tuition and fees,
financial aid,

reductions in

reduction in resources to support programs

which serve African American students,

and insensitivity of

institutional policies.
On Site Blue, both groups reported impacts occurring as
a result of reduction in financial aid,
academic programs,

reduction in

and reduction in resources to the support

programs which serve African American students.
On Site Red, both groups reported impacts occurring as
a result of increase in tuition and fees and loss of faculty
and staff.
The researcher is cautious about comparing Site Green
with Site Yellow as a unit as they are separate
institutions.
sites,

When looking at the participant groups across

all student groups reported impacts occurring from

reduction in financial aid and all except one site named
reductions in academic programs.

All administrators

reported impact in the reduction of resources to support
programs for African American students.

Administrators

reported similar impacts and changes across sites in triads.
It is interesting to note how the sites clustered around the
categories.

Sites Orange,

Blue,

and Yellow reported impacts

occurring in reductions in financial aid and reduction in
academic programs.

Sites Orange, Red,

and Yellow reported

impacts occurring from increase in tuition and fees.
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Both students and educational administrators were asked
the following question:

If you were called in as a group of

consultants to the president and faculty and staff of the
institution, what you say to them about what it would take
to get the institution back on track after the budget cuts?
Site Orange - Students
Changes were recommended in the following areas:
*

Common core curriculum

*

Faculty replacement

*

Staff development

Students recommended changes in the curriculum involving
updating the common core and introducing courses to broaden
students* understanding of individuals from different
backgrounds.
...I heard the common core is, what, 30 years old
already.
In 30 years, they haven*t changed the
curriculum.
Geez!
That goes to show how lost we
are up here.
They need to invest more money in educating their
people on campus to multiculturalism...
Changing the curriculum.
Yeah.
Ethnic studies, that people understand
everybody else's socio-economic background, and
things like that.
Mandatory multiculturalism clinics.
Students also recommended that the faculty be infused
with new blood in order to improve the quality of teaching.
Even though the students mentioned age as the replacement
criterion,

the emphasis of their words was more on pedagogy

and energy than on physical embodiment of aging.
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Approachability and commitment to the profession were
determiners for students of what constitutes "new blood."
I think there's a lot of high-paid, senior
professors that need to be gone.
Like the English
Department; they need to be gone.
Bring in young,
I hate to say it, to get rid of older people, but
I mean bring in some young, vibrant people that
are with it.
Some of these professors are just tired.
And they
make you tired.
Their way of teaching, you can't
teach like that anymore.
An older teacher who changes with times, who has
some inkling of modern convention.
I had pretty good professors, approachable
professors, and I know that there are some
professors up here that are hard to approach, I
had a couple of those...this semester, I've got
all approachable professors.
I had classes with
four of them, so I know them, and they know me, so
I can go up and talk with them about whatever.
I
know there are some unapproachable professors up
here, and that ain't right, you know?
They just
come, and they lecture, and they give you their
office hours, and that's that.
Getting fresh,

new professors.

They need new education professors.
I'm in
elementary education.
They act like they don't
care....I think they should just change them.
I
don't know if they're used to their old ways
because most of the professors are older, and they
just act like they don't really care...
Get rid of them all.
Education is something that you have to love, and
it gets harder and harder every year you're into
it.
Every year you're there it's harder and
harder to do because you have to keep loving it
and find a way to keep loving it, and, if you
don't, get out.
Students also recommended that staff undergo training
for multiculturalism.

Their words convey a need for people

to broaden their backgrounds.
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I think that the staff should be trained,
some multicultural class...

go for

The staff need to deal with multiculturalism...
Site Orange - Administrators
Educational administrators made recommendations for
change to the President in the following areas:
*

Recruit more African Americans to the student
body,

professional staff,

and faculty

What is apparent in the statements is the problematic nature
of attracting African American students.
I think the recruitment of students of color,
even professional folks of color, is not as
difficult as everyone claims...

and

Participants indicated their concerns regarding the
laissez-faire attitude manifested by the institution toward
multiculturalism.

One participant recommended that the

President take a more aggressive role with search
committees.
...those people who really are opposed to
diversity present bottlenecks and problems.
I
would recommend that the president of the
institution really say, with sincerity, when you
run up against search committees who do not want
to cooperate, say to them, "What I want is
diversity on this campus? I want multiculturalism," and if they do not want to do it, then
put together a search committee who will...
One participant recommended that a strategic plan be
developed.

Participants also expressed the belief that

pressure should be exerted against those who refuse to
support the institution's mission and its efforts toward
multiculturalism.
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...from a perspective of hope, in that we have
people here right on this campus to do a number of
things.
We need to be doing those things.
We
need to be putting stuff out on paper that says,
"This is where we're going, and this is how we're
going to get there."
There needs to be pressure
on department chairs.
I don't know if pressure is
the right word, but there needs to be some type of
press there to say, "Well, this is what we need to
do."
Pressure is the right word.
In comments of both students and educational
administrators,

the message being conveyed is that the

academic and staff support are insufficient to bring about
multiculturalism.

Though their recommendations do not make

specific mention of budgetary concerns,

they do reveal what

may be budget issues related to whether or not the
institution has the monies to hire new faculty.
Both groups advocate a more aggressive approach to
addressing this concern by using the words,

"mandatory,"

"pressure," "oppose," "infuse," words which also carry
urgency.

The message of urgency may also be symptomatic of

working in an organization which is loosely coupled.
Faculty resistance and control,
organizational structure,

a result of this

often make the job of the

President difficult in introducing change.
Site Blue - Students
Recommendations were made in the following areas:
*

Development of a multicultural curriculum

*

Changes in policy to reflect a sense of equity
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*

Development of change in the educational mission
of the institution

*

Use of alumni

*

Prioritization of resources

Students recommended to the President that all students
have exposure to multicultural education through a mandatory
course in the core curriculum.

Specific emphasis on African

Americans and on self-reflection seemed to dominate these
recommendations? however, part of the message is to be
inclusive of other cultures.
Cultural educational should be mandatory.
everyone.

For

I've heard a lot of sensitizing programs, perhaps
workshops, a lot to do with, not just the European
perspective on history, or his story, but another
Black perspective, using Black books, using crosscultural books, I feel would really enhance the
mentality of the campus, the people.
We need a Black history.
I'd like to say that, if they're going to start
teaching American history, I think they should
start with the Native American first.
Then
venture to the Black African Americans who, then
European history.
I think it should progress from
Native Americans to European Americans before you
speak upon slave ships and the pilgrims.
I don't think White people know at all,
know at all about Black Americans.
There should be a requirement,
humanities.

Caucasians

one of the

I think they should stress some type of human
interrelations class, just because it is an issue,
has been an issue, but we're getting more
attention in that area, finally.
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One more point, being a consultant, not just
making cross-cultural studies mandatory, but also
try to implement different perspectives through
all the courses, especially English.
Another recommendation concerned the policies of the
institution and the students*

sense of the inequity of the

regulations.

The researcher's hunch was that the

participants'

concern may not be with the regulations

themselves, but with the manner in which they are
administered in favor of White American students.
words,

In other

changing attitudes of personnel who work with a

diverse student population.
I feel that what we need, since this was once a
White institution, and now you're bringing in
diverse cultures and all this other stuff, I think
you have to reconstruct the whole laws and
regulations that were made here, because they were
all made toward one single type of group, and laws
are made for, supposedly for society, and this is
so diverse not that it would have to be
reconstructed.
They're made toward the Irish and
all these other people and, once you bring in
another flavor and all these other things, you
have all different attitudes and ideas and stuff
like this and you've got to reconstruct the whole
laws and once they do that, that's when I'll say
that this institution is trying to make a change
for the cultures here.
Another participant recommended that the President pay
more attention to the community.

The tone of the

recommendation is that community members do not believe that
the institution is interested in their becoming part of the
student body.

The second part of the student's statement is

related to accessibility and the institution's involvement
in assisting students of color in the high schools and
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elementary schools to prepare themselves to enter the
institution, given its new direction.
One thing is we live in a diverse community, and
this is a state college, and this is a college
where the community should feel free to go to
school and get an education, but we're ostracizing
our own community by not making it diverse.
The student continues:
The second thing, this biotech, he's got all these
degrees in chemistry and that's his own thing, and
nothing against the biology major, but that's his
own thing, and I don't think that we should, say
our next president has degrees in art, are we
going to make this an art college?
Or what?
People in high school and elementary school,
minorities, they're not told that they can go into
biology or chemistry.
If we're going to make this
a biotech college, maybe we should do something
before these kids get here, you know?
If this is
going to be a biotech college, it's just like
saying, "OK, no minorities," because they're not
getting it in the elementary and the high schools.
They're certainly not going to feel it here.
So
if he wants to get that on, he should talk to the
high school principals and the administration for
the lower schools.
Before even attempting this.
Alumni were viewed as a resource in assisting and
supporting the institution in difficult times.

This

recommendation seemed to develop out of an experience with
the support program which the student saw as transferable to
the larger population.
First of all, I would go into the community.
I
was a member of [a support program], and they
would do, they would have sessions where someone
who was previously a member, graduated and gone on
to a doctorate or whatever, of ethnic race, come
back and speak to us and I feel that they should
find persons in the community outside or another
ethnic, even if they are European...volunteer or
do an internship...
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Some participants mentioned the need to prioritize the
allocation of resources.

A closer look indicates that the

reference is to resources given to student groups by the
institution.

Contributions to the campus as a whole was the

recommended criterion for receiving funding.
I would just say, just put it on a chart of basis
of what is needed here, and also what groups or
organizations are giving back to the college
environment or...
Again,

the major portion of the recommendations focused

on environmental or climate concerns rather than budgetary
concerns.
Site.,Blue

Administrators

As consultants to the president and to their faculty
and staff colleagues at the institution,

the educational

administrators made the following recommendations:
*

Increase in resources

*

Curriculum

*

Recruitment of African American students

Increase in Resources.

Resources were defined within

this institution in terms of money, personnel,
one of the participants.
faculty and staff,

and space by

Increasing financial aid, hiring

and increasing physical space for the

support program were identified as the needs which would be
addressed by additional resources.
faculty and staff,

With respect to hiring

the participant is clearly referring to

faculty and staff of color.
I'd say, probably, the one thing I'd say, but I'd
say it in three ways, is increase resources,
monetary resources, that deal with financial aid
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kinds of issues.
Human resources, students need
more role models.
I think students of color need
to see themselves in the faculty, models of
themselves in the faculty, otherwise why should
they think that it's reasonable for them to become
faculty members, and the presence of such folks in
the faculty and administration provides another
resource for the students.
These people would be
available to coach, mentor, or advise these
students.
And finally, increase physical space
available for support services.
So, increase
resources and basically deliver them.
Increasing the number of faculty and staff of color was
a recommendation upon which other participants embellished.
The core of the recommendation is that the quality of life
for African American students improves with the presence of
more African American faculty and staff.
...but to improve the quality of life, I think
there needs to be a real effort in affirmative
action, because you need more administrators,
faculty that are representative of these folk that
you're bringing in, for role model purposes.
...I would say the same thing, the most important
thing I'd see would be the personal presence, both
as faculty members and staff, and I believe with
more minorities, the minority students will
develop a comfort zone because they will feel more
part of, to go into all their classes and see
White faces, for instance, they're alienated.
This person really cannot understand me, and even
if they're speaking about contributions that
minorities made, they still cannot present it the
way that a minority person would....Or, if they're
going to an administrative office to deal with an
issue, they might perceive the person as not being
able to relate because they're not coming from the
same background, so that mere presence of people
like them would be a boost to these students...
Adding courses and programs to the curriculum which are
representative of African American culture is recommended by
one of the respondents.

In this case,
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the point in offering

such courses is to lower the isolation of the African
American student on the campus.
...I do talk with many students in the program,
and I know there are concerns, and he could
probably answer this one better, too, but in terms
of curriculum, for example, the Black Studies
Program or seeing examples of Black history in the
history books, I know that may be tangential to
the quality of life, but I think that’s part of
this alienation thing that we talked about
earlier, and I think there needs to be an effort,
and I think that the president could have
something to say about that.
Getting the kinds of
courses and the kinds of changes in the curriculum
that could help them to relate a little more to
what's happening...
Two of the issues educational administrators raised
were the interest and investment of the institution in
recruiting African American students from the local
community.
classism,

The first response raised issues of elitism,
academic preparation,

and the negative public

relations image the institution has gained.
...I've kind of been left with is, the overall
mission statement of the college is to improve
cultural diversity on campus, and I would just
like to say to the president that, if that's there
and they really wholeheartedly want to something
about that, they need to do really both of what
they just said.
They have to understand the
community there and then they have to put the
resources here so that when admissions brings
folk[s], there's a support system for them...
The second statement links the importance of the pre
college effort with the college's investment in economic
development and mission.
I think the college also needs to value programs
like Upward Bound.
We know the public schools
here do not have a representative population that
will be ready to go to four-year schools, because,
right now, they're not in the college and honors
programs.
We know that already.
If that's the
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case and the college is concerned about survival
of jobs, then we should be realistic.
We*re not
going to be here if the students don't get here,
and therefore the college needs to really rethink
how is it that we're going to admit these
students, you know, admission standards and
resources and things like that...
Site Red - Students
As consultants to the president,

staff and faculty of

their institution, African American students on Site Red
made the following recommendations.
*

Increasing financial aid

*

Faculty and staff development

*

Enforcement of policies and sanctions

The participants recommended reducing the salaries of
those who are highly paid and redirecting the money to the
financial aid program.
Tell them they've got to give up quite a bit of
their pay and put more toward financial aid.
They
get paid incredible amounts of money.
You can come in here, you have financial aid.
If
that's cut from you, how are you going to finance
your education?
If you can't pay it, you're out
of here.
So we need to find some kind of
system...
Hiring more faculty and staff of color was viewed as
important in order to increase the number of role models on
campus for African American and other students of color.
The significance for students of hiring someone to relate to
in an administrative position with clout and power was
emphasized.

Again,

the recommendation calls for reductions

in salary among the faculty to create the revenue to fund
this recommendation.
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...I would suggest restructuring pay of certain
tenured professors...there*s no one that I can
look up to as a professor and relate to them.
I'd
want at least one or two professors of color that
students can relate to.
I'd want, on the lines of
administrative, like a vice chancellor.
I would
want students to have someone in administration as
well as professors that they can really relate to
and get along with.
In order to do that, they
would have to restructure a lot of this stuff.
Increasing the training and retraining opportunities
for faculty and staff in diversity is the focus of this
recommendation.

Though the participant's comments relate to

department funding for research and publishing,

implied in

the statement is that such funding should be redirected
toward faculty development to improve the quality of
teaching.
...they need to have, in terms of training the
faculty and staff...I think they need a lot of
teacher training and a lot of how to teach
diversity, how to teach students from different
backgrounds, and, also, I find that, in my
department, when the department gets the money,
they split the money two ways - research and
publishing.
They refused to put it into, like a
lot of the teachers...
Recommendations suggest that a code of conduct for
students involved in racist activities needs to be
developed.
There's the code of students' rights and
responsibilities, but there needs to be a separate
booklet on a code of student conduct with regard
to racism on this campus.
Because, it's like
racism has just totally besmirched the image of
this campus across this country.
Everyone knows
that this school is synonymous with racism.
There
need to be some really clearly defined sanctions.
If you do x, then z happens.
If so and so is
proven, then this happens.
Concrete rules and
statutes that are sitting right before these
students, so they know when they cross the line,
this is what they are subject to.
These people
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have to be controlled.
This is a whole other
issue that students of color have to deal with.
Some very stringent policies.
I see no reason to
pull punches.
It's within the national
legislature, why wouldn't we have it on a local
level?
This is an academic institution.
Our
presence here, our very presence here, is an
illuminating fact for several Whites.
Site Red - Administrators
As mentioned before,

Site Red was initially the pilot.

The educational administrators at Site Red were asked a
slightly different question regarding recommendations.
were asked:

They

If you were all called in as an advisory group,

having been here at different points in the history of this
institution, what would be the first thing you would say in
relation to where we need to begin our work today?

They

responded:
*

Review of the mission statement

*

Developing multicultural curriculum

*

Institutional assessment

The importance of involvement of different points of
view in the development of the mission statement was touched
on.

This response implies that a quality mission statement

has to take into consideration perspectives which differ
from one another and that the consideration of different
perspectives gives the mission statement the strength
necessary to direct the institution.

Inclusion and

involvement breed investment in the mission,

according to

this participant.
It may not be as different as one might think, but
it would come from the group of people that other
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people believe in, in terms of their ability to
make things happen.
From that standpoint, it's
different because perception and belief are
different and, when these are different, then you
can make it happen, because now you've included
everybody to the point where they believe it can
happen and now you have to make it happen.
I'd say we need to begin by looking at the mission
statement as a group.
And I assume you're talking
about people that represent all constituencies
coming together and putting a plan together, but
it seems to me you have to have a mission
statement that's clear and provides a guide and
overall direction you're going to move in and that
also people believe in.
And then you have to make
it happen.
Difficulties in creating an environment which is
diverse and receptive to multiculturalism were identified by
participants.

Resistance and lack of faculty support were

viewed as the major barriers.

The combination of faculty

and multiculturalism is viewed as volatile but central in
effecting environmental change.
...where the power on the campus really is, which
is the faculty.
The faculty has to have a
viewpoint of embracing multiculturalism...because
they set the tone for their classrooms.
So I
think you have to be proactive, you have to deal
with faculty more directly, but the other thing
about this institution is, you also have to be
cautious, because, whether you're Black or White
or Red, it will sort of chew you up and spit you
out.•.
Increasing the number of faculty of color is seen as
one way in which the possibility of a multicultural
curriculum could emerge within the institution.
Well, I think you need to bring in more people.
That's the way you get the multicultural
curriculum.
I think that what's happening in each
and every one of the departments on the campus is,
they don't have any people of color.
So you can|t
have this multicultural curriculum, that would, if
I came to a meeting and I'm asked what to to, I
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would say, we need to bring some more people here.
We need to have the professors and the staff to
meet the needs of the people and that means we
need more people of color on this campus in each
one of the departments.
One of the participants indicated the need to review
and assess longitudinal data and other studies in order to
determine progress as well as to determine how to proceed
given the economic climate.
And I think that what we need to be doing is
looking at concrete numbers, that sort of reflects
[sic] who you want to see on this campus and what
their roles [are] and how to apply the resources
....I don't want to sound like Ross Perot....As
Ross would say, we need to dust off some of those
old reports and read them.
In reviewing the reports, the aim would be to determine
accountability for insuring that sound recommendations are
implemented.
...accountability, and that's a thing that I wish
we could do, once we dust off those old reports,
is to begin and, once the sensitivity is there and
the execution and implementation, then somehow or
other to try to hold the people in a position of
power accountable.
Site Green - Students
As consultants to the president,

faculty and staff,

students on Site Green made the following recommendations:
*

Increasing financial aid

*

Reduction in room and board cost

*

Quality management approach

*

Increase in number of African American faculty and
professional staff
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In the recommendation regarding financial aid, the
student recognizes that what happens with a financial aid
program may often be out of the institution's control and
the responsibility of another agency.
We need to fix up that whole financial aid
process....I would call the Massachusetts Higher
Education office, and they would say the reason
why we don't have this is because they didn't send
that or they sent the wrong information.
I'd say,
wait a minute, these people have been doing this
all these years, they should know what to send and
what not to send in, and they goof you up
sometimes because of their carelessness or lack of
sensitivity...
Give financial aid a complete overhaul.
This students'

recommendation is to reduce the cost of

room and board.
In terms of actual cost, the greatest cost that
pops into my head is the room and board expense,
and I would ask if he could look into decreasing
that, of course, I don't know, try to come up with
a better something for that...
Involvement of the executive officers is seen as
critical in addressing many of the problems related to
limited resources.

Teamwork and a quality management

approach are viewed as central to institutional
effectiveness.
I would tell the president that, in addition to
doing something about financial aid and student
accounts, because I still can't understand why I
go and ask you about this letter about my bill and
you tell me I have to go across the hall to
financial, they're right across the hall from each
other, but you'd think they were miles apart on
campus.
That would be the first issue.
I would
sit down with the vice president and really set a
quality management environment program, something,
within the vice presidents, between the vice
president for academic affairs to handle some of
these faculty issues, the way grievances from
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students are handled, about hiring new faculty
members and expanding the curriculum.
I would say
to sit down with the vice president for
administration and finance and deal with this
whole accounts/financial aid issue, and, for the
student affairs v.p., sit down and talk about the
student affairs and where that fits in to where
the mission of the college is and where the
institution wants to go.
I think that the
institution really needs to sit down and figure
out what direction it's trying to go in and decide
who are the key players in that and make sure that
they*re following through and that they're
committed to the same direction that the
institution says it's going.
Because, if these
people have their own personal agenda, and the
president and the trustees decide that the
institution is going to be more diverse and this,
that, and the other thing, and the administration
and finance v.p. decides that, well, he doesn't
care what the president says, he's not going to
hire any people of color or he's not going to make
an effort to diversify his staff, then you're
running in circles if everybody's not going in the
same direction.
Seems like everybody's on their
own personal track and nobody's running the same
race.
Students recommended increasing the number of people of
color on the faculty and staff.
Hire more African Americans on campus.
Some African American people,
in powerful positions....

some people of color

...and not just the cafeteria people.
Not just
whoever is sweeping or whoever is serving, but why
can't the vice president of academic affairs be
Black?
How come there's no one that has a really
strong and powerful position on this campus that
is Black?
There should be at least one staff member
representative of each organization on this
campus, or department, like, all department heads
are Whites, all of the professors are predomin¬
antly White, I mean, come on.
I want to turn
around and see a Black professor, even if I'm not
in his class, to see him if I have to talk to him
about something that's going on in another class,
I'd like to see advisors that are Black, at least
one that you could identify, that you could see.
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you'd know that there was an effort made and
there's a possibility that we can attain that
goal...
There's no role modeling for students on this
campus, and the Black faculty, our role model,
can count on one hand.

I

Site Yellow - Administrators
As mentioned earlier,

the researcher took the

opportunity to follow another line of questioning with the
group of participants on Site Yellow.

The major

recommendation which was made was in regard to the
institution undergoing a self-assessment.
Institutional self-assessment is viewed as the means to
ensure that students are receiving the services they
deserve.
I think we've got to really, really do a selfassessment that doesn't end up on a shelf
somewhere that's going to serve all of the
students.
If we're committed to the commuter,
disadvantaged, etc., etc., all kinds of things to
serve our population, then let's do what's
necessary to do that.
Because the students will
be served where they actually need more help,
because most of them are from families where
they're the first generation to go to college,
most of them work and have families, so they
really don't have a lot of time to do, whereas if
you were a youngster, student who has no family,
no job, you'd have time to do it.
But we don't
have people who do it.
People come to school, and
they work, and that's what they do, and they have
families and all that so they need more kinds of
services.

Change in Institution Commitment to African
American Students Due to Budget Cuts
Both students and educational administrators were asked
the following question:

Has the institution's commitment to
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African American students changed as a result of the budget
cuts?
Site Orange - Students
Students on Site Orange responded to this question in
the following manner.

Several participants stated that they

thought the institution had never had a commitment to
African Americans.
It's lax.

Well,

how many do they have?

What kind of commitment?
Was there ever a commitment?
One participant indicated that cuts to the support program
for African American students were an indication of lack of
commitment.

Also implied in their statement is that the

support program,

on some level,

is just a token gesture on

the part of the institution and that,
were committed,

if the institution

it would invest more of its resources.

I think there's organization in it.
They may put
out a program like the support program... and it
helps, but, come on, I think the whole institution
should be trying to help toward this cause, and
they don't do anything.
They may do a couple of
things possibly that I don't know, and I should
know, I should know what they're trying.
I don't
see it.
I don't see them giving urban ed. more
money without urban ed.'s begging.
No, they're
not.
I can't see it? I really, honestly can't.
Institutional commitment is measured also on what might
have been an institutional practice of discouraging and
excluding African Americans from the campus through the
implementation of admission requirements.
...The only thing I can think back to was the time
when there was, like I've heard other people talk
about the school in the past and, if anything, the
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school in the past, far past, decades, 10-15
years, it was encouraging minorities NOT to apply,
if anything.
There was not an encouragement of
multiculturalism.
I know because I heard a
professor say directly, I was here when this
school said that the policy was, do not apply if
you are a minority, period.
Site Orange - Administrators
The educational administrators answered the same
question in the following manner.

One participant said that

they needed to respond in two ways when talking about the
institution’s commitment.

The researcher's inference is

that there are individuals who are committed,

but not the

institution.
[They're] two separate things.
There's the
institution, that's a whole, and then there's
administration, that makes decisions that reflect
the considered thinking of the people of power to
implement that decision.
I know there are a lot
of people around here like myself who would do it
differently and show our commitment in a different
way.
The president of the institution is identified as key
in insuring that an institution maintains its commitment.
It is the president,

the leadership in the organization,

which places the importance on social justice and equal
opportunity.
There have been college presidents that were more
supportive than others of these kinds of programs.
The irony is that the one that I thought was the
most supportive didn't last enough to put some of
the plans that he was genuinely committed to for
whatever motives into practice....There was one in
particular...very supportive of this program and
exemplified and demonstrated it, which is more
important to me.
What people do is much more
important than what they say or even what they
think.
But he was actually going to put his idea
of what was going on into practice which was to
make the support program into an academic
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department.
It had gone to the point of taking
this issue to the board of trustees, so the
commitment was demonstrated, and I think that
represents an extreme end of favorable support,
and I don't think there's ever been, since I've
been here anyway, any president that was not
supportive, and that's important.
Some more than
others.
So the commitment, as far as I'm
concerned, has always been there, but it maybe
perhaps, to be magnanimous about it, to varying
degrees.
The variation in degree of commitment on the part of
the president is seen as being due to the politics of the
situation or group.
The president is a pragmatist.
He understands,
and I think he is in some ways sincere.
He may be
different from me in approach and methodology, I
don't doubt his sincerity at all.
I think he sees
clearly that this is something that has to be
accomplished...
...oftentimes these institutions, people are gun
shy because there seems to be a corresponding
significance between political tension and strife,
social tension and strife, economic tension and
strife, and reaction on the part of institutions
like this one to those incidents.
For instance,
when Rodney King, the verdict came out of Sun
Valley and the kids started to act out, the
president of this institution was inclined,
because of that I'm convinced, to be more
receptive of students and, in fact, invited them
into his office.
Now he might have gotten around
to doing that at some point if that didn't happen.
He very well may have.
But the fact that that
happened and kids were getting antsy, were
beginning to throw orange juice glasses against
the floor of the cafeteria, stimulated the
president to perhaps put that agenda item a little
closer to the here and now, and he sat down with
them and talked about that issue.
So that
colleges tend to be reactionary in terms of their
priorities.
And, as was said earlier, there
doesn't seem to be a long-range plan that includes
a higher prioritization of these ideas, and
issues, and people, in the general overall mission
of most colleges that I'm aware of.
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One aspect of the commitment is described by one
participant as the institution's not knowing what to do
exactly and therefore falling short of the goal.
There's a kind of a, and this is not only true
here in my experience, there's a commitment that
gets lost in not knowing quite what to do and not
knowing how to implement or actualize the
commitment.
I think personally that the drive
should always be toward implementation.
How do
you do it?
What are good programs?
Who can do
them?
What would work?
I think everyone wants to
recruit African American students, particularly
under-privileged students, or help people, it's
part of our mission to do that.
But knowing how
to do it.
I don't know if we're very good at
that.
Site Blue - Students
Students at Site Blue responded to the question about
institutional commitment in the following manner.

Students

viewed the level of commitment to be low and reported that
the institution caters to Irish Americans.
I think it's minimal.
This is an Irish school.
It was founded by Irish.
The majority of students
here are Irish and it's catered toward the lower
middle class, middle class Irish students.
I
think if there's any commitment to minority
students, Black students, I think it comes after
the needs of the Irish American students are met,
and I'm not sure how much need that they have?
presumably, it's a lot...
The presidency was mentioned as having a great deal of
power and influence within the institution? however,
students reported that the president needed to exercise
caution because of the political environment of the
institution.

One participant indicated that, because the

president has so many constituents,

it is difficult for him

to maintain a visible and constant level of support.
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He's getting tugged in both directions.
He'll be
on our side, but he has to be careful where he
steps.
Yeah.

He has to look out for himself.

...but he has to be careful where he steps.
Yeah.

He has to look out for himself.

He has to watch his back.
...he acted like his hands were tied, and he
decided which way he was going, and he wasn't
going our way.
He was going the other way...
Site Blue - Administrators
The educational administrators on Site Blue responded
in this manner in regard to the institution's commitment to
social justice.

In the participants'

statements,

they

indicate that the institution has no commitment to African
American students.

One educational administrator explained

that, within the state,

the commitment to social justice is

delegated to the support program.
Virtually nil as a whole.
I would say that the
institution, by way of its membership, abdicates
the responsibility for creating a climate
conducive to learning or whatever else is
required, abdicates that responsibility to a
select few.
Basically says, "Oh, you have a
problem?
Why don't you go over there; those
people might be able to help you."
Another indication of the organization's intentions is
a lack of commitment to becoming a multicultural
organization.

This participant outlines the enormous amount

of energy expended by the organization in an effort to
appear to be committed:
...so far as culture and the diversity business,
I'm very skeptical about that, but he's very
serious about that....Too long I've seen,
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observed, that they speak about diversity or
bringing people together and it's just talk.
We
keep spinning our wheels.
It starts out very,
well, a lot of energy behind it, but, over time,
and too short a time, we are just spinning our
wheels and going nowhere.
And other issues other
than the real issue come in a[nd] take
precedence...
The role of the president is seen as leading the way to
making the organization more multicultural.

The perception

of the participants is that the president is very serious
about his commitment.

The participant's words and tone

convey what might be a "wait and see" attitude toward the
president's interest in diversity as an institutional
priority.
Site Red - Students
The students on Site Red responded in the manner
regarding the institution's commitment.

The lack of

availability and distribution of money to assist students is
viewed as a withdrawal of commitment to African American
students.

The following participant statement emphasizes

the economic situation in which African American students
and their families are more than likely to be found.
Oh, Yeah.
I think any time you're talking about
money, in any context, especially in a context
like this, Afro-American students, it's either
going to be on the pro or con side.
Any time
you're talking about more money, less financial
aid, that indicates a fundamental lack of
commitment to African American students.
One participant response points out that the
institution's lack of commitment lies in the fact that
African Americans'

needs for such projects as the Black
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Studies Department or the Cultural Center are not part of
the institutional advancement or development program.
One thing that the school will always be quick to
point out is that the sport center was donated by
outside funds by people who let the school know
which alumnus to get to who would give money
specifically for that, whereas they will go out
and solicit funding for the basketball team.
I
used to work on the telethon where they'll call
us, they'll have a listing of majors, listing of
alums, and they'll call up and...ask, "Want to
make a donation to such and such?"
That's how
they got some donations for the sports center,
they got money allotted by the state.
The school
won't do that for the cultural center.
They won't
call up people and be like, "Would you care to
make a donation for the Cultural Center and the
Black Studies Department..." but they'll never do
it for these programs.
So that's one thing that
needs to be looked at and focused on and as long
as the school does not look at that issue as
starting to allocate money to the program.
Not being valued is viewed as a lack of commitment.
What is present in the respondents'

statements is also a

sense of having to fight emotionally and physically within
the environment without any assistance or protection from
the institution.
As a race, Black folks just are not valued.
do not value us...

They

If we get power, they're going to have to give up
some of their power.
There's not even an ultimatum.
We have no means
to get power.
They can't even fear us.
I think they realize that, and not just White
people.
I think it's everywhere...
Loss of the pre-college program was another indication
of lack of commitment to prospective African American
students to the institution.
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They may have implemented this program, but, on
the flip side, they just totally dissolved [the]
pre-college program, and the program that had been
in place for many years and was committed to that
struggle, bringing in first-generation students...
...the pre-college program was dissolved because
of carelessness.
The President's Office in Boston is viewed as having a
lack of commitment to African American students.

The

perception of one of the participants is that the
President's Office has monies which could relieve some of
the pressure which campuses face.
President's got mad money.
He's supposed to be
some big shot, whatever, he did some minority
thing, wherever he was before, he hasn't done
anything since he's come here.
Site Red - Administrators
The educational administrators on Site Red responded in
this manner regarding the institution's commitment to social
justice:

Again,

the researcher gleaned from the data those

statements which apply to the commitment of the institution
to African American students.

The responses of

administrators are less on student-specific issues and more
on their feelings of ineffectiveness in delivering services
to this population because of the institution's lack of
commitment.

Opportunities to move into higher level

positions within the organization are viewed as being
blocked to African Americans.

Having no access to these

positions keeps African Americans out of the realm of making
decisions,

according to the participants,

American faculty,

staff,

and leaves African

and students without power or
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advocacy within the organization.

No African American

representation in the upper administration has implications
on multiple levels.
...we don't have people of color in the structure
and on the levels that we need to have them on to
speak to the issues that need to be spoken to, to
be part of the team and process that decides where
the money is going to be spent....There's a lack
of people of color in positions to influence, to
speak to something has become a crisis.
What we're looking at in terms of organizational
structures and everything else right now is
exactly as it was stated before, that now we're
talking about fewer numbers of us in any kind of
position of power and those of us who are
administrators, we're at the glass ceiling, we
cannot make policy decisions, we do not handle
budgets for our organizations, and the resources
aren't coming from us.
Another indication of the lack of commitment is that
the institution is not hearing the voices of its
constituents.
But perception becomes reality if you don't feel
like you have a voice in how, or if you're not
communicating with all the groups...
One participant points out the institution's lack of
commitment to affirmative action in its hiring practices.
The participant identifies an institutional practice of
designating certain positions as generic, meaning "for
Whites only."
When people start talking about hiring, they talk
about a generic job description and "generic"
generally means "White" in the code.
According to one participant,

the visual "weight" of

people of color is often used to window dress the
institution's commitment to African Americans.
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Not only

does the institution use quotas as a means to demonstrate
diversity, but also the institutions hiring behavior
creates tension and divisiveness between the various groups
of people of color.
Brown-skinned people.
So what they're doing is,
in a sense, they are hiring who they need to hire
at whatever particular point in time; hiring,
they're using one group against the others.
Whereas you have Latino, Asians, people of African
descent, Native Americans, and whatever else, you
take one and then you put him in here and then you
use that one against everybody else.
Now I've
hired; I've met my quota.
What they're hiring is
the one that fits mostly into the scheme of things
that they've set up in the direction they want to
move in.
At least, that's the way they're
thinking.
And I also think it's a range in terms of hiring
because I think that sometimes it is about how
visible you are as an African American, and I'll
use myself as an example.
Because when I was
asked to choose certain panels or to go represent
the university at certain activities, I knew that
there was going to be no question about my race,
and I was definitely being pushed out there so
that I would be visible and they could say, see,
she's definitely Black.
Another participant expressed how this lack of
commitment to hiring African Americans affects the safety of
the students in the residence halls.
And the other place that I think about that is
around residential life and a lot of other places
where our students have been incredibly affected
as we've noted around those most recent crises and
in terms of human resources...
Lack of commitment to African American is not viewed as
being limited to the institution, but is perceived to be
system wide.

One participant sees the President's Office in
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Boston as having a questionable commitment to African
Americans.
...in the President's Office, we have to look at
what those individuals are doing.
If you're
telling me that you're coming here and you're
supporting me, and you're coming and sitting down
across the table from me and talking to me about
all those concerns that we have in regard to
people of color, and you're making the rounds and
talking to this group here and you're talking to
that, I've got to look at your office to see what
you're doing.
If you're hiring, and you've still
got one person on your staff who is a person of
color, and you're surrounding yourself with
everybody else who's majority, we've got a
problem.
All I'm saying is, be cautious about
giving our support too early and about believing
in a savior before we actually see the thing walk
on water.
I think some people are smiling because
they know what I'm saying; we have a situation
around here where you really have to be
politically astute for your students and know
what's going on all around.
The jury's still out.
Site Green - Students
Students on Site Green responded to this question in
the following manner:

students perceptions were that the

institution did not have a commitment to African American
students.
I don't think the institution has a commitment to
us.
No,

not a solid commitment.

The students reported that the institution gives
conditional commitment if the African American student is of
some utility to the institution.

Being an athlete on campus

was one of the utilitarian roles identified.
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Two

participants described conditional commitment in this
manner:
...not unless you shoot a basketball.
Unless you play a sport or are involved, you're
just a nobody, because when I started playing
basketball, everybody, the president would say
"Hi" to me? everybody would say "Hi" to me, and I
didn't know these people at all.
But, before I
was playing basketball, they wouldn't even know
me, walk by me.
I think they should get involved
with all the Black people on this campus, not just
the ones that are doing everything.
I think they
should get involved with everybody.
What institutional commitment looks like was expressed
in this participant's statement regarding her experience at
another institution.

By comparing experiences,

students are

able to see the stark differences in level of commitment and
the impact of commitment on individual students.
It's such a small school, I'm surprised that
there's not a lot of addressing the problems or
needs of African American students....At my other
school, I was in a class of 500 people and was
sometimes the only Black student, but there was an
African American Cultural Council where the rest
of the Black students came together and we were
heard, were literally listened to and heard, and
needs were addressed, even though we weren't that
great.
I mean, you count on your fingers, but
they listened to what we had to say, to what we
needed and they tried to accommodate as much as
they could for all of the students, but, on this
campus, I was surprised, I thought, it's smaller
and there's not a lot of Black students, but there
was enough to get to know if there's a problem
that needs to be addressed then somebody'll take
care of it, no big deal.
I'm seeing more of a
fight than I've ever seen in my life from a small
campus.
That's what's really baffling me.
One participant viewed the lack of institutional
commitment to African American students as based on the
limited support the director of affirmative action received.
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In the years that I have been here, [the
institution[ has never had a sincere commitment to
the African American students on this campus or to
diversity in general.
One of the things that I
have said to the director of diversity, and I've
said to the president, I've said, "I have a hard
time believing that you have a sincere commitment
to diversity and to me [as] an African American
when the former director of affirmative action did
not have a secretary...”
Lack of commitment to African American students is seen
in relation to how the institution managed efforts to bring
about some level of multiculturalism.

Curriculum,

staff,

and faculty are all areas in which improvement should have
been shown had the institution been serious about
multiculturalism.
You can window dress as much as you want and you
can say, "Oh, we're so diverse," and you can make
sure that my picture's in the catalog seven or
eight times, so that people...[the institution]
has talked about diversity, it's talked about
multiculturalism, has talked about how important
African Americans are to the community, but it has
not shown it in the curriculum, it has not shown
it with the faculty, it has not shown it with the
administrative staff, and, until it does, I will
not believe that they have a strong commitment.
I
will believe that they want to talk about their
commitment, because that's the in thing to do.
Site Yellow - Administrators
On Site Yellow,

the responses to questions about

commitment were more focused on the state higher education
system's commitment to an urban institution dedicated to
serving a large number of African American students.
When I came here, I think there was, if not a
prevailing view, at least a very, very strong view
that what urban public, what we were really doing
for the minorities and for other people who might
not otherwise come to the university, go to
college, was that we were giving them, by our
presence here, access to a traditional university
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experience.
And that was what made us an urban
public university.
This lack of commitment to the urban public university
was shown in the way budget cuts were distributed throughout
the system.

An institution dependent exclusively on public

funds did not have the flexibility to use trust monies as
did other institutions in the system.

The absence of

alternative funding and the fact that the absence was not
recognized by those making budget decisions for the system,
placed the institution in a vulnerable position.
Well, you would like to think that we were all
brothers or sisters in trouble marching to the
same drum; however, when the resource pipe started
drying up, more often than not, we were fighting
with each other over the resources, and so it was
not as neighborly, there was a sense that we were
all in it together, but then there was also a
sense that, from this campus' perspective, other
schools have far more money than we, not only in
state money, but in trust fund monies, far, far
more.
Most certainly, they could, if we were
taking the same percentages out of our budgets,
which was impacting us more because we were almost
entirely dependent on state monies, with very
little trust fund money, whereas others were not,
so, for example, the ability to shift personnel
from state lines to trust-funded lines was far
less [flexible] here than at other campuses.
Well, if you take that attitude and say that other
campuses should take a bigger hit.
The Board of
Trustees is sitting down to say, OK, we just lost
$20 million, now how much are we going to take out
of the hides of the individual institutions?
Our
campus makes the argument that more should come
from theirs.
All right, because our own survival
depended on it.

Students Recruiting Students
Only students were asked this guestion:

Given the

budget situation and all that you have said about being at
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this institution, what would you tell a prospective African
American student,

a student who is considering coming here?

Site Orange
Students on Site Orange indicated in their responses
that a prospective student would need to be disciplined,
self-reliant,
students'

and focused.

An assumption regarding the

responses is that the responses may be the result

of their affiliation with a particular support program.
Students stated:
It's what you make of it.
It is.
degree.

You've got to make the best of it to get a

Use those resources.
You've got to build with what you've got.
wouldn't take anything away.

I

Make the best of it because, if you don't,
won't make the best of itself.

it

Site Blue
Student responses on Site Blue conveyed the sense that
new students should not enter into this environment with
high expectations for support and should be prepared to
defend themselves and stand their ground.

Being focused is

the survival mechanism:
Don't walk into it blind.
You really have to keep
your eyes open and observe.
I was the one that
sat back and listened and looked and
observed...I've actually recently been a little
bit quicker.
It there's an issue, I will react
immediately.
But don't walk in here with this
idea that it's going to be harmonious, there's not
going to be any problems.
But, then, again, don't
look for problems, don't come with a list....But
just be aware that there are issues within this
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campus that are just a microcosm of the world and
you just try to work it out.
Stay physically active.
And I would just advise any student coming here,
don't walk into it blind.
Go and get your
education.
Don't let anything stand in your way
of getting your education, and your goals.
If
education is your goal, then go there and get
that.
I wouldn't give them that sort of idealist
concept.
To come and be prepared and if you are willing to
stand up, then so be it....No one will support
you, I will.
I will.
I would tell them, if they're coming for a
specific major, and make sure you have an outside
life....I would say it's not such a bad place if
you just want to come and take your courses and
leave.
Site Red
Student responses on Site Red were mixed.

Some of the

students indicated that they would tell prospective students
not to come and others would say to come.

Two responses

directly referenced the economic commitment the prospective
student would need to make.
Don't come.
I'd tell them to come.
My younger brother just
got in here.
I told him what [he] was going to
face.
I was honest with him...but I said, "Look,
you're going to have to learn to twist this to
your advantage, because if you want to be anything
in this world, you've got to fight."
In terms of the economic commitment,

one of the

participants indicated that a prospective student needs to
save money beginning in grade school to be assured a college
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education,

revealing the dramatic impact of the cost of

education for future African American college students.
Save your money from grammar school up.
An out-of state student outlined his recommendation in
the following manner:
For the money that we're paying for out-of-state
students, out-of-state tuition and everything...
for the money that they're going to pay from here,
they can go to a school in New York, get the same
harassment...same education that they get here and
pay a lot less...all of the out-of-state students
that I deal with, I tell them, "Don't come here.
Go to one of the other schools because you can get
the same shit there."
If they're in-state, "Come
on.
You can get that here," but if you're out-ofstate, I will always suggest you go somewhere else
because it's cheaper? just because, truthfully, I
don't think I've gotten my money's worth.
Site Green
Students on Site Green also responded in a mixed way to
what they would tell a prospective student.

One participant

stated that the institution would have to change drastically
before the student would encourage others to come.
Don't come.
I know people say to me, "How can you
be...telling people not to come here."
It is my
opinion that this institution needs to cease and
desist all recruiting of people of color until
this institution is ready to deal with them on the
same level that they deal with the White students
here.
If you are not ready to open up that
curriculum, if you are not ready to open up those
faculty doors, and we're not talking the person
who comes in one semester and teaches one class;
I'm talking full tenure-track positions, until you
are ready to make that commitment, I don't think
it is fair to put all these incoming students of
color, and to make them believe that somehow this
institution is the great wonderful place...
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One participant reflected on the decision to attend the
institution and wondered if, given the opportunity to
reconsider,

the choice would have been different.

I would say, well, you know, of course there's ups
and downs.
I'll be clear, but my last note would
not be not to come here, and, I don't know, now
that we've talked about it more, I guess I might
be more apt now to focus on not coming here unless
there were some changes.
I just wanted to say
that because I didn't really think that before.
Another participant saw the struggles and challenges
faced by African American students on campus as a reality of
life.
I think it would depend on the individual.
I
mean, because, let's face ,it, this is how the
world is, it's not just this institution.
We're
going to have to deal with this forever, and I
think that an experience here dealing with that
may make a person stronger.

Themes
Significant themes which appeared in the data are
highlighted in this section.
Incongruence and Segregation
The college environment is divided into social and
academic components.

The academic component contains those

elements which are both intrinsic and extrinsic in nature.
For example, good grades are extrinsic and intrinsic
expressions that a student feels successful and
knowledgeable and has succeeded in acquiring knowledge,
respectively.

The social system of the college environment

is comprised of those individuals and organizations or
groups within the environment with whom the student
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interacts,

such as faculty,

administrators,

and other

students.

From both of these systems, the values and mores

of the college environment are dictated, based on
simulations of the student in the environment.
On these predominantly White campuses,

congruence and

integration are more difficult to achieve for an African
American student than for a White student, because of
racial,

cultural, preparational,

and socio-economic factors.

Instead, African American students on predominantly White
campuses experience high levels of incongruence and
segregation.

Added to the mix of incongruence and

segregation in the environment for the African American
student are yet other ecological disruptions,
exigencies,

financial

and an uncertain future for the institution.

With these concepts in mind,

the researcher has approached

the data from the perspective of patterns and themes which
emerged.
Increasing Costs
The increasing cost of higher education is a prominent
theme.

Students talked about their and their parents'

hopes, dreams,

and fears regarding college attendance.

The

motivation to attend college came from their parents or
other family members who did not have such an opportunity.
The students were to become role models,

not only for their

families, but also for others in the community.
something of oneself was the goal.

Making

Discussed earlier,

the summaries of interviews with students and adminis-
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in

trators were the emotional and financial costs paid by
African American students which are not paid by other
students.

These costs often became the sacrificial burden

of parents.

The possibility of losing the opportunity to

attend college was unthinkable for the student.

The

increasing cost of attending college seemed to create
barriers and threats for some of the students.

Dropping out

and/or being administratively withdrawn were discussed as
realities as opposed to possibilities about which students
were speculating.

Frustration,

anger,

and pain were

emotions expressed by the participants.
Institutions1
Students

Inability to Provide Financial Assistance to

Another theme was the inability of the institutions to
intervene effectively to relieve any financial pressure on
the students or their families.

Throughout the data, both

students and administrators refer to the increased cost and
decreased availability of financial aid.

Clearly,

the

individual institutions either did not have the funds to or
were unwilling to fill in the gaps in students*
packages.

aid

Desperate moves on the part of the institutions

to meet operating expenses resulted in taxing students.
fact,

institutional insensitivity to or absence of

understanding of "them and us” was frequently mentioned,
emerging as a sub-theme.
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In

Need

fQr.guppQrt
African American students'

need for support is a theme

which is prominent throughout the data.

Though neither

students nor educational administrators spoke of African
American students as helpless,

unqualified,

or troubled,

they did speak about students having to survive in a hostile
and unfriendly environment.
hole,"

"threatened,"

Words like "aggravating,”

"scared,"

appeared throughout the data.

"hell

"worried," to name a few,
These words appeared not only

when students spoke of their lives on the campus,

but also

when telling their stories about encounters with the
institution regarding budget matters.
counteract this impact,

additional support in the

environment was necessary.
in emotional,

In order to

financial,

The need for support was defined

and academic terms.

Students'

primary support came from other students like themselves or
student support programs designated for African American
students.

Interestingly,

the need for institutional support

for these programs was articulated by the administrators.
Programs are underfunded and staff are overwhelmed as a
result of the diminishing resources and increased demands
from the students to deliver services.
Seeking support in other parts of the campus
environment did not seem to be an option.

Faculty and

administrative offices were not seen as a support option.
In fact,

participants talked about how rigid policies had

become over the past several years in matters related to
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their matriculation.

The perception was that faculty were

either unapproachable or that faculty would ignore or single
out African American students.
Accessing Power and Resources
Accessing power and resources is another theme which
comes up, but in different forms.

Access to those who make

decisions or having a voice in the decision-making process
is the thread which runs throughout this theme.

Students

and administrators used different examples in talking about
the almost fatal impact of not having a voice or an
advocate.

Not having access to power in a highly

politicized environment in which various groups are vying
for scarce resources meant that the concerns and needs of
African American students were not voiced or heard.

Sub¬

themes were inability to negotiate,

or

lobby,

advocate,

insure fairness in matters related to resource distribution.
Resources were defined by participants in terms of
access to information,
space,

technology,

support services,

office

just some of the resources which participants

indicated had been lost or denied them as a result of the
budget cuts.
Lack of Commitment to Multiculturalism
Lack of commitment to multiculturalism as a result of
the budget reductions transcended individual impact.
Students and administrators indicated that the lack of
commitment to or preservation of multiculturalism in terms
of both goals and programs had been devastating to them and
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a major loss for the institutions.

Application of

multicultural concepts was viewed as one way to reduce and
eventually eliminate racism on campus,

thus improving the

quality of life for African American students.

Expansion

of the curriculum to include staff training was seen as a
way to address the high degree of incongruence and lack of
integration experienced by students.

The budget crisis was

viewed as a legitimate way for the institution to move away
quietly from the importance of issues of multiculturalism.
A sub-theme is a loss of trust in the institution and
its motives.

Nowhere in the data do the participants

indicate that they trust Hthe powers that be,” those who
control the budgets.
to the institution,

Whether they are internal or external
they are perceived as untrustworthy or

non-credible with regards to their commitment to the issue
of multiculturalism.
Inaccessibility of Public Higher Education
The growing inaccessibility of public higher education
in the Commonwealth was a subtle,
in the data.

but very recognized,

theme

Students spoke of being driven out of the

institution because of cost.

Administrators talked about

the loss of programs designed to encourage students of color
to consider college,

the loss of personnel and the reduction

in funding for retention programs and recruitment,
the threat of institutional closure.

and even

Both students and

administrators asked the rhetorical question,

"What will

happen if the program is not available?” or "What do they
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want me to do,

leave?" or "Is this a state institution?"

Affordability and available support were seen as key in
keeping public higher education accessible to African
American students.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the study was to examine the effects
which institutional decline in public higher education have
had upon African American students.

Specifically,

this

study focuses on how African American students and
educational administrators described and explained their
perceptions of the impact, both short and long-term, which
institutional decline has had on this student population.
The significance of pursuing this study was to begin to
isolate those changes which public institutions of higher
education made in order to cushion the trauma which resulted
from deep budget cuts within the Commonwealth.

The intent

of isolating the changes was to determine the impact they
had upon a specific racial group, African American students.
By grasping what,

in fact,

the changes and impact were,

one

could see how and in what ways the impact effected access
and success for this student group.
With less than 30 years of unsteady presence on
predominantly White campuses, African American students'
track record of access and success has yet to reveal true
utilization of American institutions of higher learning.
Already made vulnerable by this nation's imposition of
second-class citizen status, African American students enter
into higher education with a temporary visitors pass which
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limits access and forbids full membership.

Even in the best

of times in institutions of higher education the African
American student is in jeopardy.

In the worst of times this

student population is given equal status to institutional
burdens,

in this case financial exigency.

In terms of this study,

there were five questions which

the researcher proposed regarding African American students
at four-year institution in higher education in the
Commonwealth as a means to approaching the complexity of
this topic.
1.

These questions were:

Where on higher educations agenda are the needs and
issues of African American students placed during
institutional decline?

2.

What are the differences in perceptions of educational
administrators and African American students regarding
the impact of decline based on their institutional
interactions?

3.

How does organizational response to decline affect the
mission of higher education in the Commonwealth and the
nation regarding African American students?

4.

Did higher education maintain its commitment to social
justice in a time of diminishing resources?

5.

How have institutions of higher education responded to
the external mandate from the corporate community for
the inclusion of African American students
ensure a skilled work force?
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in order to

At one point or another,

the participants in this study

answered these questions when they shared their experiences
in having to learn and work within organizations
experiencing decline.

African American Students on the Commonwealth's Higher
Educations Agenda
The first question was answered in several ways.

How

the institution prioritized during these hard time seemed to
offer clues to where the needs and issues of African
American students were placed on the institutions agenda.
Key in the process of prioritization was the role that
the president of played in conveying to various entities
within the institution that this population's needs and
issues were priorities.

Students and administrators on the

whole conveyed a feeling that the chief executive officer
was the only one who could make a difference in the campus
agenda.

However,

their believed that their needs and issues

had been eliminated totally from the institution's agenda,
given the cuts in support programs,

loss of faculty,

and

reductions in financial aid. The impact of these changes on
the African American students gave them the sense that the
that the only priorities list was a list for elimination
from the institution.

Lack of presence of African Americans

as executive officers were viewed as a mean to insure that
the needs of this population remained unattended.

In one

case, because there was a African American in the executive
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cabinet,

the support program was made an institutional

priority.
It should be pointed out that a line item for support
programs for people of color within the state budget does
not exist.

This leaves such programs within institutions

depended upon the institutions allocation.

Only one line

item in the state budget is designated for the support of
low-income students,

for which some African American

students may qualify? this item is the Ron McNair fund.
This fund was reduced during the budget cuts and,

in some

cases, used by institutions as part of the reversion monies
return to the State.

However,

in hard times,

these programs

are required to share the institution's burden.
The administrators also expanded on the role which
leadership plays by including in their comments the
president's office on Beacon Hill and the Higher Education
Coordinating Board leaders.

Both groups are viewed as

having little or no concern for the welfare of African
American students or other groups which may be distressed.
The obvious conclusion to this question is,

that placement

of the needs of African American students during
organizational decline is based on who sets the agenda.
Another part of this question was answered by way of
describing reductions in pre-college programs.
the sites,
of decline.

On three of

the pre-colleges programs were at various stages
One program had been eliminated,

another was in

its last year and was not expected to be re-funded or picked
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up by the institution,

and the third had sustained

substantial funding cuts.

What this means in terms of

placement on the agenda is that attracting and soliciting
the interest of African American students in middle and high
school in college, much less addressing preparation issues,
are not considered priorities for these institutions during
an era of decline according to the participants.

Moving

away from pre-college programs denies African Americans
students in the Commonwealth the necessary inoculation to
survive the unchecked virus of deteriorating school
districts and the exclusionary nature of educational reform.
Loss of pre-college programs closes off access to the last
segment of the pipeline.
The consequence is that the chance for these students
of the Commonwealth diminishes in terms of access to the
higher education system.

Despite the State's touting the

accessibility of community colleges by this population,

the

large number of African Americans who are currently enrolled
in community colleges is a red flag.

The research indicates

that African American students transfer out of the community
colleges at much lower rates to continue on to four-year
institutions.

Differences in Perception between Students and Educational
Administrators
Perceptions of the African American students and the
educational administrators regarding the impact of decline
are very akin.

Both groups understood that their
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institutions were in a crisis much different from other
difficult times the institutions had experienced.

Both were

aware of the crisis-driven decision-making and problem¬
solving approaches the institutions had utilized.

Students'

and administrators' perceptions of how institutions had
changed as a result of the decisions and mandates where also
similar.
Participants' understanding of the impact of changes
encompassed two angles.
less financial aid,

The first was that greater cost,

reductions in academic programs,

downgrading in food quality and custodial care,

and

insensitive application of policies affected all students
within the institutions.

The second angle was that changes

in programs and services necessary for African American
students to cope with the environment

(such as reductions in

support programs for African American students,
faculty and staff of color,
multicultural programs)
specifically.

loss of

and reduction in or absence of

affected them directly and

Understanding these two angles,

the

perception of both groups was that resultant impact on
African American students might have been greater than the
impact on the students generally.

Finally, both groups

shared a sense of being powerless to control or alter the
impact of events surrounding the decline.
One distinguishing factor between the students'

and the

administrators' understanding of the impact of decline was
that the administrators understood the institutions'
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rationale for the reductions.

For example,

the

administrators were knowledgeable about the impact of the
reversion on institutional resources,
the construction of new buildings,

restoration on campus,

or the number of faculty

and staff employed by the institution, whereas students were
not.

Even with this understanding,

educational

administrators shared with students the perception that the
impact of the budget cuts was devastating in nature.
Another aspect of this shared perception was the impact of
decline on service providers.

Students were extremely

sensitive to the fact that the African American
administrators and faculty who served them had also suffered
during this period,

for many of the same reasons.

Affect on the Mission of the Institution
The mission of an institution describes its purpose and
whom it serves.

It is clear that the missions of the

Commonwealth's public four-year institution have changed,
given the impact of budget cuts.

Unlike other public higher

education systems in the nation which dominate higher
education in a state or a region,

the Massachusetts system

exists in a state in which public higher education stands in
the shadows of the nation's and world's higher education
giants.

Being a "good" system of public higher education is

just not enough.

The competition requires that the public

system in higher education be "world class" in order to
remain competitive.

The system is also trying to lay stakes
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in the states economic development.

When the Commonwealth's

defense and technology industries began to decline,
the higher education system.
economy,

so did

With a slow and uncertain

public institutions are not yet out of the woods in

terms of decline.

Therefore,

out of a need for survival,

the system has begun to rethink its purpose and whom it can
afford to serve.
Several of the sites in this study showed evidence that
this rethinking about mission had already begun.

What is

interesting is that the mission is apparently being driven
by environmental factors outside of the university.

Larger

classes and fewer class selections may be one sign, but a
stronger signal is the elimination of certain types of
programs and the introduction of different tracks of study.
Students provided the strongest voice in this area, given
that their future depends on their completing selected
courses of study.

Students talk about departments absorbing

students from other programs,

institutions canceling

undergraduate and graduate programs with high FTE count,
students and faculty members working with outdated and
broken equipment,

or having to travel to another campus to

do research.
In considering whom an institution can afford to serve,
it is clear that access is central.

Decline required that

institutions look at balance sheets and wonder out loud,
"How can we continue to provide financial assistance to
students who have high need?"

Interviews with
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administrators revealed the difficulty institutions had in
trying to fill the gap created by the reduction in the
State's scholarship program. The increased level of
indebtedness which students and their families incurred
reflects not only the students' and families' ability (or,
more accurately,

inability) to pay, but also the degree to

which institutional money can be designated to offset and
reduce the need for the students to take out loans.
Costs and financial aid are intimately linked with
institutional accessibility of the institution.

To insure

that all citizens had access to higher education, tuition
and other expenses were kept low intentionally.
other hand when tuition is increased,

On the

it is the obligation

of the institution to remain accessible by providing the
necessary financial aid.

The institutions in this study,

according to the participants, could not maintain
accessibility.
Recruitment activities, according to participants, were
scaled back during the budget cuts, and in one case the
institution was perceived as ignoring the prospective
African American student in the very community in which the
institution exists.

Redirecting resources in the admission

area may be a sign that an institution is redefining its
student body.

Admissions offices have played a key role in

developing strategic plans which define the institution's
student's by demographic indices such as age,
location.

income, and

In the case of the public institutions, students
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who can pay the majority of their costs, and who have
therefore less need for institutional dollars, have become
the targets for admissions offices.

Maintaining a Commitment
Commitment to African American students requires the
use of institutional resources.

What participants mentioned

most was that, even prior to the budget cuts,

institutions

had little or no commitment to this student population or
those who served these populations.

Already underfunded,

programs designed to support African American students
sustained reductions in staff, programming capability, and
space.

In addition to the reductions, the service providers

in these programs noted increased work loads and demands on
their time not placed on their White counterparts.

To the

service providers, these reductions were considered to be a
lack of commitment to the needs of African American
students, a lack of commitment exacerbated by the denial of
access to resources freely shared amongst their White
counterparts, e.g., lack of access to information systems,
clerical support, computer technology, and most important,
information itself.
The decline was seen as being used by institutions as a
means to move away from the its commitment to becoming
multicultural organizations.

Failure to consider curriculum

changes, to expand existing academic programs related to
African Americans, or to hire African Americans and other
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faculty of color in tenure track positions were seen as
evidence of the institutions'

lack of commitment to African

American students.
Another element of this discussion was that students do
not feel safe in their environments.

The inability of the

institution to protect African American students is also
viewed as lack of commitment.
harassment,

Students spoke of racial

or of being in a hostile environment.

Racial

incidents seem to escalate when resources are scarce.
Students were not only concerned about the assaults,

but

also about grievance procedures and sanctions being poorly
handled by those in charge.

Use institutional process was

viewed as an ineffective method of seeking justice.
Administrators indicated that speaking out on racial

issues

resulted in their being labeled as troublemakers or that the
possibility of retaliation was significant.

Both groups

recommended that the White faculty and staff undergo
training in the area of multiculturalism and race relations.
Often it is a crisis which brings about institutional
consideration of the needs of African American students.
Racial crises on two campus brought about a creation of
middle-management positions in the areas of diversity and
recruitment.
however,

Participants noted that such crises were,

injurious to African Americans and usually there

were no allies to support them in the crisis situation.
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Corporate Community
Participants did not focus on the work force
specifically in the interviews.

But one participant did

describe how the corporate view of supporting African
American students in public higher education had changed.
In this state,

the corporate community can pick and choose

from some of the best institutions in the country.
Donations to private institutions are seen as being more
beneficial to the corporation.
participants,

According to a few

corporations believe that they have already

made their contribution to public institutions of higher
education through their taxes.

In other words,

because

corporations do not differentiate between the function of
institutions of higher learning and the other services of
the state,

public higher education is hamstrung in this

regard.
Investment in human potential programs and future work
force needs is not seen as a priority unless such an
investment has a direct impact on the economic development
of the state.

Given that corporations,

affected by the economic downturn,

too,

have been

their funds are limited

and they are interested in investing in enterprises which
will promote their own advancement or their industry group.
Economic development is part of rethinking mission for most
institutions.

How an institution can appeal to the

corporate sector is fundamental
planning.
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in the mission statement

As highlighted by the direction of mission statement
planning and the responses of participants,

it seems that

investments by the corporate community in African American
students in public higher education cannot be relied on.
Both the institutions and the corporate community have far
too many priorities to address that preclude investing in
this students population.

The possibility that corporations

will provide the infusion of funds to offset costs or
encourage multiculturalism is slim to nonexistent.

Recommendations for Change
The recommendations made by participants are ones with
which the researcher wholeheartedly concurs.

Each recommen¬

dation carries with it an opportunity to improve the quality
of life for African American students.

However,

these

recommendations need to be set aside for the moment because,
from a practitioner's perspective,

there are a few

preliminary steps which need to be taken before an
organization moves forward.
First,

There are basically two steps.

there is the role which the organizational

development practitioner will play with an organization
which is in decline or has experienced decline.

And the

second step concerns what an organization in decline or
having experienced decline will need to know in order to
consider such recommendations such as those made by
participants in this study.
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What is undeniable is that public higher education has
experienced consequential changes as a result of decline
since 1988.

The kinds of changes an organization

experiences while in decline are much different from changes
which occur during times of abundance.

The nature of these

changes requires that the organizational development
practitioner's thinking be expanded beyond the customary
notion that organizations in decline are simply
dysfunctional because of bad behaviors or practices which
are hampering peak performance.

Instead,

the practitioner

must think about the organization as a system which has been
ravaged by environmental and economic factors which are out
of the system's control.

It is important that the

practitioner be able to discern between

(1)

an organization

which has fallen on hard times because of misreading or
poorly forecasting a market,
tail spin,

and (2)

sending the organization into a

an organization which can no longer

access or generate revenues as it has in the past simply
because the resources are not there.

Understanding the

difference is critical for a practitioner because the
initial step in an intervention is to help the system
understand the reasons why something is no longer working
and then to move the organization to plan changes to improve
or correct the situation.

In the case of decline, the

organization's energy is limited.

The system should not

spend its limited energy on understanding the reasons for
the decline and developing plans for intervention.
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Rather,

the practitioner's initial step should be to help the
organization comprehend the magnitude of the destruction it
has sustained and develop a planned change under these
circumstances.

Practitioner are trained to promote health

and quality of life within organizations, but in the case of
decline,

practitioners may be called upon to help an

organization plan its death.
With these thoughts in mind,

it is this practitioner's

major recommendation that the public higher education
institutions of the Commonwealth develop a knowledge base
regarding the nature of decline within organizations.
mentioned in an earlier chapter,

As

institutions know how to

solve problems and make decisions in times of growth.

By

acquiring a knowledge base regarding the nature of decline
within organizations,

the institution would understand the

dynamics of solving problems and making decisions in times
of scarce resources.
Public higher education institutions in Massachusetts
need to understand that they are not the same types of
organization they were before the decline.

Decline brought

to the campuses a dichotomy which needs to be faced by the
institutions.

The essence of the dichotomy is that, while

colleges and universities have traditionally relished their
roles as keepers of traditions and symbols embodying the
importance of knowledge,

decline has transformed these

loosely coupled institutions into highly political
environments.
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Another part of the knowledge base which needs to be
developed is that an institutions ability to grasp the
severity of the impact of decline cannot always be
immediately seen.

A decision made in the heat of mandates

to reduce cost or reversions can return to haunt the
institution years later (for example,
restoring the physical plant,
and trust between faculty,

rebuilding faculties,

regaining a sense of loyalty

staff,

and students,

and

reestablishing public relations with the community).
The final component institutions need to have as part
of the knowledge base is understanding that the
characteristics of decline are such that,

long after the

perceived threat and impact have diminished,
organization can continue to decline.

the

In other words as

Yogi Berra said "...it ain't over 'til it's over."
Organizations must understand that false hope,

denial,

or

signs of recovery do not constitute a resumption of growth,
or,

for that matter,

a return to the point of health at

which the organization began,
first step,

prior to the decline.

This

establishing the knowledge base, would be guided

by the practitioner.
The second recommendation is that each institution
conduct a self-assessment of its state of affairs.
the environment has become highly politicized,

Because

a good

institution within the system is an institution that does
not run a deficit.

A good institution is also one which can

participate in the economic development of the state.
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Given

what constitutes "good," there is a tendency for an
institution to redirect its mission.

The self-assessment

allows the institution to do an initial sweep of information
which would at least produce a clear picture of all the
areas within the institution which have been effected by the
decline,

as well as of the areas which will either benefit

or lose because of a change in mission or function.

The

assessment enables the institution to act with up-to-date
information,

the basis for making decisions.

A third recommendation is to establish a feedback loop
internal to the institution.

This study has clearly

demonstrated importance of voice during times of decline.
Participants felt that they had ways to solve problems for
the institutions.

Hearing from the people within the

organization about what is working and what is not critical.
It keeps the communication flow within the organization
clear as well transmitting vital information to individuals
within the organization.

Also,

the institution needs to

establish a feedback process with individuals and systems
external to the organization in order to stay in touch with
how internal decisions may effect those outside of the
organization.
Following these recommendations in an organization
experiencing decline provides the organization's managers
with a valuable set of corrective lenses.
The majority of the recommendations made by study
participants concern the institution's response to the
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presence on campus of African American students.
the recommendations require funding.

Not all of

Changes in curriculum,

staff and faculty development, hiring faculty,

and

institutional advancement are but a few of the functions
which most institutions either continued during decline or
which were resumed after a short hiatus.

The point is that

institutions have the capacity and means to fulfill these
recommendations.
in design.

The requests are not unusual or outlandish

What is different is that the recommendations

confront these public institutions with the profound
questions,

MWhat cost are we willing to pay to insure

participation of African American students within our
institutions?”

"What cost are we willing to pay to create a

multicultural curriculum or to hire more African American
faculty and staff,

or to set scholarship for programs which

serve the African American students population as a fund¬
raising focus and priority?"

These questions cannot be

answered until a champion emerges on campus who will take
the needs of this population seriously.

Indecision and

ambivalence have characterized the institution'

response to

African American students.
This relationship is further strained by the way
institutions have responded to decline.

The role of a

champion would be to bring to and to keep on the
institution's agenda the importance of the presence and
well-being of African American students.

The champion would

be one who commits the institution to this group.
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As

mentioned several times in the study, the people
participants see in this role are the presidents and
chancellors.

My study participants were not referring to

the usual five-second sound bite with photo opportunity
about the importance of diversity and multiculturalism,

but,

rather, they were referring to committing a share of the
institutions resources to this population and other
students of color.

The champion needs to be inclusive.

The

president of the system needs to step forward and insist
that a line item in the budget be created with monies
specifically earmarked to enhance programs which serve these
populations.

Though the Ron McNair monies are designated

for low-income students,

they do not focus on many of the

issues participants raised such as classroom climate,
programming opportunities,

and curriculum development.

addition to funding a budget line item,

In

it should be

recommended that the governor create monetary incentives for
campuses doing a good job in this area.

Such incentive

money could be used by the institution at its discretion.
Conversely,

though radical in nature,

the governor and

president of the system should advise an institution that is
not doing well in this area that they will lose the
opportunity to enhance their allocations until specific
objectives have been met.

Champions also need to be

developed in the legislature.

Somehow,

champions needs to

be developed on the Ways and Means and Conference
committees.

It is in these committees that allocations to
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higher education are decided.

Finally,

developed in the corporate sector.

champions need to be

At one time,

the

corporate sector did champion the presence of African
American students on campus,
representatives still do.

and some corporate

The corporate community in this

state has the clout and power to bring institutions and the
state government itself around to recognizing this
population as a priority.

The campuses are filled with many

catalysts with good ideas and innovative solutions, but it
will take the emergence champions to move these institutions
to action.

Thus far,

none have emerged.

It is these

champions who can convey to the institutions the vision of a
multicultural campus

Recommendations for Further Research
The surface has been scratched in terms of the research
on higher education.

The literature is filled with notions

and musings about decline.

As is said in the therapeutic

field,

MYou can't take your client any further than you have

been."

In order to help organizations understand the nature

of decline, more research on the topic is necessary.

I

would like to continue my research by exploring how the
impact of decline has affected other students of color and
White students.

In trying to determine the true impact on

each of these groups,

it will be important to compare the

experiences of these groups in relation to one another.
Expanding to other groups will also allow for other
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dimensions of decline to emerge for examination.
of this study was on four-year institutions.

The focus

Data should be

to collected on the impact of decline on African American
students in the community colleges.

Entire student bodies

can be surveyed regarding the impact which decline has had
on their lives.

The experiences of faculty and staff need

to be included in terms of decision making and problem
solving processes utilized during periods of decline.
this research,

From

new models can be developed for more

effective processes to be used in future such crises.
Another aspect of continued research is to conduct a tenyear longitudinal study of changes which resulted from
decline.

Too little is known about the characteristics of

decline.

Therefore,

it is important to examine the changes

which have occurred over time for higher education
institutions.
As has been mentioned several times in this study,

the

highest concentration of African Americans in the
Commonwealth's public higher education system is in the
community college system.

It is important to determine the

impact of decline on students in these institutions.

A

closer look at the differences in organizational responded
to decline by institution type
state college system,

(the university versus the

for example)

would provide yet another

view of this topic.
In order to complete the picture,

it will be important

to include students enrolled in private schools as part of
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the sample.

Even though private institutions of higher

education were not directly affected by the budget cuts
(except in the area of scholarship dollars),
effected by the down turn in the economy,

they were

and they have a

vested interest in the economic development and recovery of
in the state.

Quietly, they, too, have reconsidered the

increased cost of operating an institution of higher
education and have begun self-imposed downsizing.
What is obvious about this study is that many of the
decline-related changes which African American students
indicated as having had an impact on them could easily have
been identified by White students.

The research also tells

us that,

in addition to the impact of decline-related

changes,

the African American students's quality of life is

much different from the White student's quality of life.
For the past twenty-odd years,

the research on African

American students has concentrated on those factors which
prevent success,

such as preparation,

family background,

aspirations,

taking these factors to heart,

etc.

socio-economic status,
Many institutions,

continue to blame African

American students for the incongruence they experience.
More research needs to be conducted on the behaviors of the
predominantly White institutions that create support,
tolerate or perpetuate hostile environments — the classroom
behaviors of faculty,

life in the residence halls,

institutional policies which covertly discriminate against
this group,

etc.
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The role of service providers in programs designated
for people of color warrants additional research.

The

context of such in-depth research would be the extent to
which serving this population is more difficult in an
organization of declining resources.

This study touches on

some aspects of the question, but there is likely to be
extensive, valuable information in examining this issue more
closely.

Such information would be especially useful to

organizations implementing some of the recommendations made
by the participants in this study.
I would like to close this study with the voices of
participants who,

in their responses,

let me know that they

are survivors and refuse to become victims of circumstances
or oppression.

At the end of the interview,

me asked the question,

the trainer in

MWhat are you most hopeful about?" to

close the group and to refocus the group.

Once again,

the

human spirit rose up—empowered and full of grace to bless
me with its presence.

I close with the voices:

I can answer just on a very emotional level.
As a
faculty member, the biggest thrill is, I still
get, is when I walk into a classroom,... and
there's the rainbow in front of me and those
people are all working together, because I work my
students in groups, and when they're working in
that classroom, I will often think, "Boy, that's a
nice model," and that's what the institution's
kind of about, and I think that we really are
close to being able to do that as individuals and
as an institution.
But we're not there yet, but I
kind of hope that we can become known as that
place that brings people together and has them
working effectively together.
That's kind of
ethereal.
That's kind of what I feel, too, because there are
people from different places, different cultures
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and backgrounds here,...I see people interacting
and working together...you still see people
working, doing over and beyond the call of duty,
and still having a good attitude about it, and you
see students being successful and making it.
We'd
just like to see more of that happen.
I guess this is really one of the most exciting
times for me in my career, because of all the
changes, but I feel challenged and hopeful by the
fact that I'm a person who's going to help to
translate it into English for our students and
this institution.
So, I can see, I love my job
and you caught me on a good day.
It's the worst
time for me to be out of my office... but I'm
really hopeful about it.
I think this is one of
the greatest places that I could ever work and I
have had opportunities to work other places, and I
choose to be here.
In fact I left and came back
here because I like this environment.
I love
adult students.
I love the fact that people are
still growing and they force me to grow, I relish
that.
I love this place, I really do.
When I work with students, or just generally, I
like to kind of categorize myself as an eternal
optimist.
I guess I would be hopeful that there
would be some wisdom in high places to restore to
previous levels some cuts that have been made so
that some of what we've talked about, getting
personalities and resources, could happen.
Hopeful.
New leadership.
New leadership here.
New leadership in the White House.
I'm really hopeful about the level of involvement
that the students are having.
I can't say that I
find it to be different than years ago.
It might
have something to do with the economics of the
country.
I see students becoming involved in ways
that I haven't see before and I feel good about
that.
I feel hopeful that, well, about our area
in terms of what we do...
Given the continued budget cuts,... there are more
minorities than there were three or four years ago
and they appear to be staying.
I'm glad that
they're not dropping out so fast.
They were a
couple years ago and maybe this class, the
freshmen and sophomores to come, can be a base and
role model for people who are looking to come here
considering this school, maybe they can look at
the people who are here, and are going to be here
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a couple more years.
Maybe they can be the base
that other people can work off.
I feel hopeful for my brothers and sisters.
That
they'll be there to support me on my long-term
goal, and that I can make some kind of impact on
society that will make Black people and White
people just stop and look at each other and find
out, "What are we really here for?
Is it about
money?
Is it about protecting our own?"
For me personally, my whole, I'm hopeful for a big
internal change in myself because I know I'm a
person who has the capacity to do a lot with
himself but I'm a very poorly motivated person.
I'm just hoping to mature, basically, because I
know the only obstacle to my success is me.
And
that's it.
I don't take Whites or Blacks into
account, only me.
That's it.
I feel that you can only touch a certain number of
people and you can't change the world, and what
not.
So I'm hopeful that I will be finishing my
second bachelor's.
I have brothers who have
already graduated, my sister will be graduating,
and the youngest of all us siblings is already at
the university level, so in that sense, a goal is
being achieved, and I'm hopeful in that way.
I'm looking forward to seeing my family again and
being at home and basically constructing my life
and putting it in order, basically focusing on me
and my family and their needs and looking forward
to having, just going out and working and having
somebody and running my education part time, and
it's been interesting and fun in terms of taking
time off for myself...
I'm hopeful that I'll reach the goal that I set
ever since I was younger, which is to be an
attorney, and I'm hopeful that with that I'll be
able to make some changes within the legal system
that will affect just about every aspect of life,
because, in my opinion, law touches on just about
everything, and from that I'm hopeful that the
people ahead of me will help me up and I'll be
able to do the same for people behind me.
Actually, I guess one thing that I would say I am
really hopeful for is that I will be able to
instill and become a role model to some of my
godchildren and help bring them, that's what I
want to do, I can stay positive.
And be a
positive influence on them.
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I'm hopeful that my younger brother goes to
college.
We need another civil rights movement,
we need.
We shall overcome...
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that's what
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

April 27, 1993

Ms. Trisha Kniza
Higher Education Coordinating Council
McCormack Building
Room 1401
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108
Dear Ms. Kruza:
Thank you for taking the tune to talk with me the other day. I did follow up with Dr.
Taylor. He was extremely helpful in assisting me clarify exactly what land of infonsation I
need in order to develop my background piece. In turn, I think that I am now in a better
position to request specific information from you for my research.' I would appreciate you
sending me the following information:
1.

Initial budget recommendations for funding for the Disadvantaged Student
Programs from the trustees to the HECC from 1987 to current budget year.
(Would you have the individual request from each of the campuses?)

2.

Actual budget appropriations to each campus (universities, state colleges and
community colleges) from 1987 to current budget year. Is it possible to break
down what portion of the Disadvantaged Student Program money was part of
the institution's base budgets and which were competitive monies? Also, is
there any way to break out how the institution intended to use the money?
What percent of the overall campus budget is this money? What type of
auditing procedures are in place to determine if the money was used for these
purposes?

3.

In the case of the competitive monies do you have a listing of the types of
programs that were funded and what each campus was allocated?

4.

Any information on how the Mass Scholarship Program was effected during
the period of 1987 to the current budget year?
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March 24,

1993

(Name and Address of Contact Person)
Dear (Contact person):
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me regarding my
research.
Prior to our meeting I would like to share with
you information regarding the nature of the study, the
population involved and the methodology which I will follow
to collect the data.
As I indicated to you during our phone conversation, the
topic which I have selected to study is the impact of
decline in institutional resources upon African American
students enrolled in four year state institutions in
Massachusetts.
I believe there is agreement that public
higher education in Massachusetts has experienced extreme
cuts which have affected all involved, from the individuals
who work within the institution to the students who attend.
In my research I am interested in how hard times for these
institutions have impacted a particular population of
students — African American students.
The first group will
be African American students.
The second group will be
educational administrators who provide direct services to
this population or who have some program responsibility for
the population.
My use of the term "educational
administrator” is inclusive of those who may be counselors,
administrators, or faculty who may have some responsibility
for these students outside of the classroom.
For both the
students and the educational administrators, I am interested
in their perceptions and how they describe the impact which
organizational decline has had.
I will use focus group interviews to collect the data.
Students and educational administrators will be interviewed
in separate groups.
The information collected in the
interviews will not be shared with anyone other than the
transcriber, individual faculty who will be assisting me in
the analysis of the data, or members of my dissertation
committee.
The proceedings will be audio-taped and
transcribed.
All references to the names of individuals and
location will be edited out of the transcriptions.
In the
reporting of the data, the focus will be on themes and
patterns of responses versus an individual response.
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2-
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Participants in the study will receive a letter from me
explaining the nature of the study and their rights and my
responsibility as a researcher.
Participants will be
advised that their responses will be confidential as well as
that they may discontinue their participation at any point
in the interview.
Participants will be informed that
passing on a question or discontinuing participation in the
study will not result in any prejudice.
Upon request
participants will receive a copy of an abstract and summary
of the study's results.
I will provide a copy of the completed dissertation to your
institution and would be willing to make a presentation of
the findings of the study.
As I indicated to you, I would
like to collect my data during mid-March.
I would ask your assistance in a few details.
I will need
at least eight and no more than ten to participate in the
interview from the educational administrative category.
The
group interview should run approximately one and one half
hours.
I will provide the audio-tape equipment and light
refreshments.
I will need your help in arranging a room
that has a conference table and comfortable chairs and that
is quiet enough for audio-taping.
I have enclosed a copy of my abstract for your review.
If
you need additional information or documentation you may
contact me either at my office (413) 545-5618 or at my home
(413) 584-4424.
I look forward to meeting with you on March 30th and am
grateful to you for your consideration of my graduate
studies.
Sincerely,

Phyllis M. Lane, Director
Minority Management Education Program
PML:j d
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Dear Participant:
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for agreeing to
take part in the focus group interview which will be
conducted on your campus.
I am a doctoral student in the
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts and
this study is for my dissertation.
The study emphasis is on
the impact that organizational decline has had on African
American students in higher education.
I am interested in
your perceptions and how you describe the impact which
decline has had on you as a student.
Also, I want to reiterate to you that I will make every
effort to ensure and protect your confidentiality and
anonymity.
Proceeding will be audio-taped and transcribed.
The audiotapes will only be heard by the transcribers and
those who are working with me on the research, such as my
committee members and other researchers who may assist me in
the analysis of data.
Your institution will be given an institutional code and all
references to the names of individuals, organizational
references, and location will be edited out of the
transcriptions.
At no time will the audio-tapes or unedited
transcripts be reviewed by anyone other than those groups
mentioned above.
In the analysis of the data, the focus
will be on themes and patterns of responses versus
individual responses.
Direct quotes from the interview may
be used in instances where a particular theme or pattern is
being illustrated for analysis.
Participants in this study will be asked to respond with
candor and frankness based on their own comfort level.
There are no right or wrong answers and all information will
be considered for inclusion in this study.
As a
participant, you are free to pass on responding to any of
the questions or inquiries as well as to terminate your
participation in the group.
Equal to my role of providing
confidentiality to you as a participant, it is important
that you as participant extend this protection to others in
the group.
Discussion of others* responses outside of the
interview could jeopardize the confidentiality and anonymity
of the study.
A copy of the results of this study will be available to you
upon request.
In addition to the dissertation, materials
obtained through this study may be used in journal articles,
presentations within the Commonwealth and for national
organizations, workshops, and possibly a book.
Use of these
materials in the above-mentioned methods carries the same
proviso for protection for confidentiality and anonymity for
participants.
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Belov you will find the consent form.
In signing this form,
you are authorizing me to use the data obtained as described
above.

I, _, have read the above
statement and agree to participate in this study under the
conditions stated above.

Signature of Participant

Date

Signature of Researcher

Date

I will be happy to answer any of your questions.
Please do
not hesitate to contact me at either (413) 545-5580 or (413)
584-4424.
I look forward to meeting you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis M.

Lane
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Institutional Code:
Gender:

Female: _

Male:

_

Ethnicity:
_ African or Caribbean American
_ Asian American (specify cultural
group _)
_ Caucasian
_ Cape Verdean
_ Pacific Islander
_ Hispanic or Latino American
_ Native American
_ Bi-Racial American

Please Indicate:

Undergraduate _ or Graduate student _
Educational Administrator _

Please indicate actual years and dates during which you have
been working and studying at this institution.
Years:
From:

_
_

To:

_

********************
Educational Administrators Only:
If you are an Educational administrator, what is your area
of responsibility in relationship to African American
students?

********************
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Students Only:
If you are a student,
of-state?
Massachusetts:

Y _

do you live in Massachusetts or out-

N _

Out-of-state:

Y _

N _

Highest educational level of parents?
_ Grade school
_ High school graduate
_ Less than two years of college or vocational training
_ More than two years of college
_ College Graduate
_ Some Graduate work
_ Graduate Degree

(Specify: _)

Other

How much of your college education are you financing?
_%

Do you live on or off campus?
On

Off
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